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Jazz Essays II
Anna Duebler’s Double Life as Josie Arlington,
Madam of Storyville
Probably the most palatial of all Storyville mansions was located at 225 North Basin
Street. Its madam was Josie Arlington. This was allegedly the most highly decorated and
expensive sporting house ever placed before the American male public. Advertisements of ‘the
palace’ claimed that works of the great artists from Europe and American could be found within
the bordello, as well as an amazing collection of steins. The interior of the wooden structure
contained numerous parlors designated by names of the countries or styles which the furniture
represented – a Japanese parlor, a mirror and music room, a Vienna Hall, Turkish corners, and
numerous other sumptuously furnished rooms. Most of the parlors in Storyville contained
pianos. (See: Heartman/Charles “The Blue Book: 1936) and states “Josie Arlington – wellcoiffured girls.”
In 1897, with the establishment of a restricted red-light district, the more prosperous
madams immediately changed residences. Jose Arlington gave up her house in the French
Quarter and leased or purchased a palace on Basin Street.
The Sunday Sun, a sportin’ newsletter, first appeared around 1888. During the Storyville
era it was an eight page scandal sheet dealing entirely with the sportin’ life in New Orleans. It
continued to be published until around 1907. The first page of the scandal sheet carried news
items concerning such things as the prostitutes, Mardi Gras Balls and the love affairs of the girls
in the sporting life. The paper included a society page titled “Scarlet world.” One entry: “Miss
Josie Arlington is suffering with a bad cold but she is on deck all the same, attending to
business…”
The most famous madam, Josie Arlington, died in 1914 and thereafter her former
housekeeper ran her sporting palace.
According to local gossip, sometime after 1890, Tom Anderson (the unofficial mayor of
Storyville) entered a relationship with a woman who called herself Josie Lobrano. Certain
historians have suggested that she financed his business enterprises, and that they lived
together. But, their relationship probably was no more than a close friendship or a business
association. It is known that Josie Arlington, or Miss Lobrano, as Josie was then known, was
the paramour of a local sporting man, John Thomas Brady, before 1903. Moreover, Anderson
had married Catherine Archer Roeder in 1894, and they were not divorced until June of 1899.
Anderson’s love affairs, however, were not the most important phase of his life during
the 1890’s. His main fame grew from his part ownership of a saloon located at 110-12 N.
Rampart St. The establishment was named the “Arlington” and financially, it was a great
success.
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In 1901 Anderson opened the Arlington Annex Café on Basin St. and a businessman’s
café, the “Stag” at 712 Gravier St. It is said that Anderson owned the parlor house immediately
adjacent to the Annex, and a portion of Josie Arlington’s imposing house at 225 N. Basin St.
In the red-light district, Anderson was the most powerful political force and his Arlington
Annex Saloon was the most popular saloon in Storyville. On its opening night in 1901, the
visitor was greeted by the sight of over 100 separate light bulbs in the ceiling, and a large
electric sign outside - an impressive display indeed.
The Arlington and Arlington Annex were visited by many celebrities: fighters Jim
Corbett and John L. Sullivan, baseball players Babe Ruth and Ty Cobb, and George M. Cohan,
and many others.
Brass bands would have been too noisy for the many gamblers in the Annex but a smaller
‘jazz’ band was present. George M. Cohan was said to “have done tricks at the Annex with his
derby, rolling it down on his arm while the Negro band whipped up a jazzy tune.”
Very little of Tom Anderson’s private life is known. During the Storyville period, he
appeared to maintain an especially close relationship with Josie Arlington, Hilma Burt and
Gertrude Dix, all madams of Storyville brothels. About 1914 Gertrude Dix assumed the
position of madam in the house next to the Annex.
The best known of the Storyville madams was Josie Arlington, proprietress at 225 N.
Basin Street. Josie’s real name was Mary Anna Deubler. She was born in New Orleans around
1864 and was orphaned by the age of 10. A few years following the death of her parents, she
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entered the sporting life. Her attraction for men was evidently great, because with her earnings,
she amply supported her pimp, Phillip Lobrano and the surviving members of her family.
During those years she called herself Josie Labrano. Court records disclose that Josie Lobrano
was a brawler and that her place of business changed locations often. About 1888 she opened a
fancy house at 172 Customhouse St. It was described as one of the toughest in the city; but its
location one block from the best department stores indicated otherwise. The house was a
hangout for her brother, Peter Deubler and her lover, Lobrano. On Nov. 2, 1890 Lobrano shot
and killed Peter during an argument. He was eventually acquitted of murder, but Josie was
through with him.
Her house now assumed a better reputation and by 1897 she was the paramour and
supporter of John Thomas Brady, a poolroom operator, bookmaker and small-time real estate
man. She had also changed her name to Josie Arlington.
Besides supporting Brady, Josie supported her niece, Anna Deubler, sending her to the
best Catholic schools in the U. S. and Europe. Josie and Brady traveled extensively and lived as
man and wife. The girl accompanied the couple on most of their travels, and she did not learn of
her aunt’s occupation until 1913 or 1914. When Storyville was established, Josie Arlington was
quick to get one of the choice locations in the district. Her reputation as a madam was
unexcelled.
The house was severely damaged by fire sometime before 1905, and Josie was nearly
killed. She and her girls set up business above Tom Anderson’s Annex Saloon until repairs
were completed, but Josie now experienced a personality change and became moody and
introspective. In 1907, while barnstorming the country, Carrie Nation came to New Orleans and
made a speech at Josie’s mansion. She addressed 16 girls. Even Josie, dressed in a black gown,
listened intently. Carrie questioned the madam as to the cost of the bordello and even secured
Josie’s promise to retire (Item, Dec. 20, 1907 & August 2, 1931). Before leaving, she
distributed souvenir hatchets. Whether Madam Arlington was swayed by Carrie Nation is
unknown, but about 1909 she leased her house to Anna Casey, her housekeeper and retired to a
large home she had built for $25,000 at 2721 Esplanade Ave. (more about this house later)
Her convent-reared niece and Brady lived with her. In 1912 she bought a plot in Metairie
Cemetery and erected a large tomb of red marble; the entire cost of this monument was
estimated at $10,000. Furthermore, she donated some of her money to charity projects.
In Feb. 1914, Josie Arlington died at her home on Esplanade. She was buried on the 17th
of Feb. with a rather small funeral entourage. Tom Anderson, John T. Brady, 2 Catholic priests,
8 altar boys, a number of orphans, some sisters of charity, and her business manager, Judge
Richard Otero, attended the funeral. No girls from the district were present, but they sent many
flowers. The day after the funeral, Brady announced Josie had left a will, naming him as
executor. On Feb. 23, 1914, he married Anna Duebler, Josie’s niece. They inherited the
majority of Josie estate, worth $60,000. Josie’s real estate was worth $53,000. The contents of
her house on Basin St. - $3,150; Cash - $1,247.86, and notes - $1,600. Josie also owned oil
interest of unknown value.
Shortly after her death, a red signal light was installed near the Arlington tomb and its
reflection on the red marble was considered ironic. In the 1920’s the Brady’s placed Josie’s
bones in a receiving vault and sold her tomb.
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Double Life
Unknown to the general public around New Orleans was that Josie also lived in Abita
Springs, Louisiana, located north of Lake Pontchartrain, near Covington, La. There she was a
respected citizen and no one even thought that this person was the notorious madam of a
Storyville brothel. Her house is still there. She lived there with her niece. It is located on the
road to Bogalusa and close to the Abita Springs cut-off, about six miles outside Covington.
The Arlington house on Esplanade was later moved to 2863 Grand Route St. John. The
realtors Don Goudeau and Larry Souchon bought the house which was now the house in St.
Johns after seeing a marble stone on the front lawn of the house in St, Johns bearing the number
2721, which was not in numerical order.
“An old lady in the neighborhood told Suchand that the house was moved to Grand Route
St. John from 2721 Esplanade. She also said that this was Josie Arlington’s house, the place she
retired to after she left Storyville. “
Other people in the neighborhood repeated the story. The realtors researched the house
and discovered that the house was built sometime between 1861 and 1881 and that in 1909
Mary Deubler owned property that is now the 2700 block of Esplanade. That was the real name
of Josie Arlington.
They also discovered that in 1913, a year before she died, Josie sold her Esplanade
Avenue home to a business associate, John T. Brady in a private act of sale. Brady failed to
record the action and Josie’s niece, Anna Deubler, had to ratify the sale before a notary after
Josie died. She didn’t loose anything though because she married Brady. When the school board
bought the property at the corner of Esplanade and N. White in 1922, it gave the seller a 90-day
option to move the house off the site. McDonogh No. 28 now occupies the Esplanade property.
The death notice of John Brady gives the address of the wake at 2863 Grand Route St. John.
In this house the rooms on the second floor feature ornate cornices of delicate
plasterwork. Cupids dance among scrolls and flowers near the ceiling of a smaller room
adjoining a huge upstairs bedroom. Double parlors on the first floor separated by a columnsupported hallway. The plaster decorations these rooms are so ornate the parlor looks like a
ballroom.
Articles on Josie
“Hello”: scandal sheet – New Orleans ca. 1900
“Josie Arlington - Basin St. 227 – phone 1880. She was one of the most famous sporting
women of her generation. It is said that she made a million dollars. Tom Anderson was her
steady lover. She staked him and he became a large stockholder of a well-known oil company.”
Sporting Guide: – New Orleans ca. 1895
“Josie Arlington – 225 N. Basin – No pen can describe the beauty and magnificence that
reign supreme within the walls of Miss Arlington’s mansion. The draperies, carved furniture
and oil paintings are of foreign make and a visit will teach more than man can tell.”
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Blue Book:
“Tom Anderson’s restaurants are now named the “Arlington” or “Arlington Annex” in
honor of his famous mistress who reigned at her mansion in 225 N. Basin.”
A directory of the Tenderloin:
“First entry is given over to Miss Josie Arlington and of course the names of Mills
Arlington’s galaxy of (15) beauties are given. Included is also the name of Miss Annie Casey,
housekeeper.”
Blue Book: New Orleans, 1905
“Miss Arlington recently went to an expense of nearly $5,000 in having her mansion
renovated and replenished.
Within the great walls of the Arlington will be found the work of great artists from
Europe and America. Many articles acquired from the La. Purchase Exposition will also be
seen.”
We find a number of pages that contain further mentioning of the mansion and Josie, and
nine more interior illustrations of Miss. Arlington’s mansion grace the book. They appear at
times opposite the descriptions of some of the other joy houses. From this one may infer that
Tom Anderson had not a little to do with the publication of the book. It has been said,
“Nowhere in this country will you find a more complete and thorough sporting establishment
than the Arlington. Absolutely and unquestionably the most decorative and costly fitted out
sporting palace ever placed before the American public. The wonderful originality of everything
that goes to fit out a mansion makes it the most attractive ever seen in this and the old country.
The magnificent and costly Turkish Parlor at Miss. Arlington at 225 Basin St. - anyone who
appreciates grandeur and work of art, here it is in full.”
Sunday Sun, Feb. 25th, 1906:
“The Arlington – this glided palace has a national reputation and is known the world
over. In this mansion are to be found a fine contingent of fascinating girls. The Arlington has
broke records for a number of lovely queens and it has now in its mansion 18 of the crème de la
crème of female loveliness to be found popular Annie Casey is still the efficient and well liked
housekeeper. Strangers here during the carnival will be royally entertained and a sweller or
more elegant mansion does not exist. Until Miss Arlington’s mansion is finished she is to be
found over Anderson’s Annex corner of Basin St. and Customhouse St.
The Arlington, over Anderson’s Annex has been doing a fine carnival business during the
week. Miss Arlington was in hopes of occupying a portion of her mansion ere this, as was
stated in this paper, but it now transpires that it will be fully 15 days before the contractor can
turn over the mansion.”
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A photo of a group at a party – including: I-Peter Duebler-brother, II-Jose Arlington
(Mary Duebler), III-John Brady, IV-Ann Duebler, V-Tom Anderson, VI-Judge Richard
Otero
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The Origin and Elements of Jazz
It is the general consensus of jazz scholars that jazz is a style, a way of playing music. It
is also mostly agreed that jazz evolved around the turn of the 20th century in and around New
Orleans. But, what made jazz unique and worthy as having a nomenclature of its own? What
were the new musical elements that made jazz, jazz? What was new about this evolving style of
DANCE music? Jazz evolved - it was not invented. It was an evolution and not a definite
development. It was both a musical and social evolution, a new music that used musical
elements of the past. Amateur musicians, trying to meet the increasing demand for dance music,
propagated it. The dance was the most popular form of public entertainment and activity. Often
there were more dances scheduled then there were available musicians and musical groups to
furnish music for the dance. These amateur musicians often were ill trained and did not have the
formal musical schooling that was needed to play the written notes on a page of music. They
could sometimes ‘spell’ when attempting to read music. That is, they could often figure out
some of the notes written but could have never sight read at an acceptable level. They became
known as ‘fakers,’ that is, they had developed a high level of hearing the music and duplicating
what they heard, but often were restricted to simple harmonies and rhythms as their musical
talents were not developed to the level of ‘perfect’ pitch and often, when a passage was difficult
would ‘fake’ the notes upon hearing the harmony part. I believe that this ‘faking’ technique was
the beginning of jazz. Many early jazz bands hired women pianist who were musically trained
and could read and could play correctly; the harmony, rhythm and melody of a given
composition. There is an example of two musicians listening to the A. J. Piron Band (a reading
Creole band) playing on the South Shore of Lake Pontchartrain – one saying to the other “I got
my part, how about you?” This incident was repeated often.
Early jazz band’s purpose was to provide music for dancing. Jazz’s early rhythm then had
to be steady and definite. Where did the noted jazz elements come into play? What about
syncopation and improvising in early jazz? I think that the attempt by the ‘fakers’ evolved into
improvising more and more, and that their lack of musical technique caused the incursion of
syncopation into their faking by holding back a note until they were sure of it or playing it
early. Their attempts at this led to the musical notes they were attempting to be either delayed or
rushed, thus adding syncopation to the music. These attempts were throughout a complete piece
of music. We know syncopation had appeared in classical music since the 14th century and
those classical composers used it in certain passages in their music, but never in a complete
composition (there are a few examples where syncopation does appear in a more extended use.)
But, the most important elements of jazz i.e. syncopation and improvising were not found in
early jazz. The earliest jazz musicians did not deliberately improvise nor did the dance music of
the period of early jazz contain syncopation, and, early jazz did not have ‘breaks.’ Even in the
percussion section.
Let us list the accepted elements of jazz music: syncopation, improvising, and sounds
associated with jazz (slides on trombones, half valves, etc.).
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Improvising
First let us examine improvising, one of the earliest elements in music. From the
beginning of the art of music there was improvising. It began as an improvising art. The first
serious attempt at musical notation was the Nuemes of the middle ages. In a report of Tertullian
(155-222) the antiphonal singing of his day was open to improvising.
Its use emerged in the 14th century and was formalized in the music of Machaut. Its
formal technique was in the written variations, especially in the English and Spanish Virginal
period.
The cadenzas of the classical period were at first improvised. Pianist would present
improvised techniques for encores, especially known were the talents of J. S. Bach (who for
Frederick the Great improvised a fugue on a melody by the King) and Beethoven. So
improvising was not a new art in performing music. Jazz took this classical technique of
improvising and used it. It became a main element in jazz performance. Also, the Renaissance
Bass Dance was mostly improvised, often over an ostinato much like a ‘boogie’ bass on the
piano (sic: not in the exact ‘boogie’ melodic pattern). Early Jazz musicians did not improvise or
use ‘breaks’ in their music and in their interviews remark that improvising was not used as their
music. It is referred to as “collective counterpoint”. Club owners did not like one musician
playing while the others stood around and often remarked that they pay for a band playing
together and not some standing around not playing. When an art is evolving it is not possible to
give an exact time or date as to its development into an art form. An influence in an evolving art
also often cannot be determined to a certain individual, but more to a period in time and a need
for a new or different way of processing existing techniques into a new style. History change
does not happen in an exact moment. Example: The beginning and the ending of a period of
music, say between the Renaissance and the Baroque, did not happen at midnight on January
1st, 1600. Thus the evolving of jazz cannot be given a definite date or time, only that it seemed
to evolve around the turn of the 20th century, with its roots further back and its techniques and
performance practices also from the past. We give credit to certain individuals (in jazz it is
Buddy Bolden) but he is more of a symbol then the true originator of jazz. A new art is often a
rebellion against an old one. A new art is often developed through necessity of a needed use.
This I believe is the reason and the evolving of the music we know called jazz. An art that is
evolving cannot be given a definite date or time. We can never discover through research when
an art develops. Jazz is not a tangible art; it is a living art form. It is a growing art that began its
development some time after the Civil War and its growth was directly connected to the art of
the dance. Without the dance, jazz would not have developed as an art form. Jazz developed
through the dance and has been evolving into an art form, its zenith beginning when it was no
longer was thought of as dance music but as a separate entity in itself. As jazz became a
worldwide fad in the ‘jazz age,’ people came to the clubs to hear this new music and many
didn’t dance. They listened.
Syncopation
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The second main element in jazz is syncopation. Musical scholars have stated that the
first appearance of the use of syncopation was around the Ars Nova period in music history (G.
de Machaut) and reached its all-time peak of complication in the music of the late 14th century.
Example of syncopation: Agnus Dei (I) from a Mass of Guillaume de Machaut (c. 1300c. 1377)
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Another example of syncopation is in a Rondeau by Machaut. Notice in measures 2, 3, 6,
14, the use of the cakewalk rhythm:
Example: Ma fin est mon commencement (Rondeau) G. de Machaut

Understanding its applications; practice is a very complicated one. We can find
explanations of the use of syncopation in this music in written thesis’s of the period.
Syncopation was used sparingly in classical music with a few examples of a complete
composition using it throughout. Certain composers are noted for their use of syncopation
(Brahms and Schumann being the ones most noted). Syncopation appeared as an element in
early Negro plantation music. It was the cakewalk (which is really early ragtime) that first used
syncopation throughout a complete composition. The cakewalk’s main rhythmic motive is a
syncopated one. The cakewalk evolved into ragtime. In ragtime we see a more complicated
adaption of syncopation and harmony. Ragtime gained a world wide popularity. Ragtime was
the name that early jazz musicians called their music. There have been attempts to discover the
origin of the name Jazz, but attempts have only generalized its true origin. Whether it came
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from a French word or a man’s name Jazzbo will never be determined, only hypothesized and
theorized. Thus it is with the elements of jazz.
There is a good article on “The Right Way and Wrong Way to Interpret syncopation,” by
Edwin H. Pierce, found in the July, 1931 issue of Etude. It states:
“The first beat of each measure has an accent. In compound time there is a secondary
accent as well – sometimes more than one, in fact. These are rules to which we have long frown
accustomed. But in syncopation there arises an important and striking modification to which we
shall turn our attention.
For the sake of simplicity, let us deal here only with the syncopated note of longer
duration than a single beat (the same principle holds well in smaller divisions of time,
however). A syncopated note of this description is one beginning on a (normally) unaccented
beat and continuing long enough to extend into or beyond the position of the next (normal)
accent. But – and this is the gist of the matter – a syncopated note is never punctuated midway
by an accent. On the contrary it begins with one. That is to say, the normal accents of the
measure must be temporarily shifted to a new position. This is the whole basis of meaning of
syncopation.
For the sake of indicating accurately the right and wrong position of accents, we shall
first express this passage
Ex. 1

In quarter-notes, by the use of ties:
Ex. 2

Now the normal accent of 4/4 measure
Would cause the accents to fall as follows:
Ex.3
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But this would be a totally incorrect manner of performance, because it is the nature of
syncopation to shift the accent from its normal position and place it upon the beginnings of the
syncopated notes.
The correct manner of accentuation is, of course, as follows:
Ex.4

Suppose a young violin-student, for instance, to be counting aloud in order to master the correct
rhythm. It would be perfectly proper, and in some way very helpful for him to express the
unusual accents in his counting. Thus the first two measures of this example might be counted
“one, two, three, four, one, two, three, four,” while the other two measure would be counted
“one, two, three, four, one, two, three, four,” in the conventional manner.
Syncopation does not confine itself to “popular” music. It has been understood and used
effectively by classical composers for the last two hundred years. Schumann in particular
carried it almost to excess. In the last movement of Beethoven’s “Ninth symphony” there is one
passage some thirty or forty measures long, which contains every essential element of modern
jazz except the use of the saxophone. However, it must be conceded that there are at least two
particular forms of syncopation, which belong particularly to modern popular dance-music-the
peculiar rhythm of the Charleston and the following rhythm:
Ex. 5

Which is found largely also in popular songs of a rather vulgar herein stated hold true, but, in
case of the one last named, there is another explanation which may be helpful to some –
namely, that it is not real syncopation at all but the use of several measures of varying rhythm
with the same time signature being used throughout. The above examples might therefore very
properly be written thus:
Ex. 6

Though in such form it might be puzzling to the unlearned and would be of no really practical
benefit. All rhythms, indeed, especially syncopation, must lend themselves to close scrutiny
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before they are ready to be intelligently executed.”
Jazz Related Sounds
Jazz related sounds are another element. We know that early jazz was noted for its
unusual sounds; the gliss of the trombone, the imitation of barnyard animals (The ODJB’s
Livery Stable Blues), the use of performance techniques (Keppard put a handkerchief over his
valves so others couldn’t see how he made some of his sounds – half valves, tricky fingering,
etc.) the use of mutes and various apparatus to change or augment the origin sounds of mostly
brass instruments.
The use of the glissando on the trombone is not just heard in jazz for the first time. The
first record of a glissando (in piano) occurs in a publication by Moyreau, Premier livre de
pieces de clavecin in 1722.On the trombone the glissando was used in the Renaissance,
especially in Northern Italian cities, the brothers' Gabrieli using the glissando in their music. In
jazz there are glissandos used on the piano, on the banjo and even in the woodwinds (I think
first of Gorman’s glissando in the intro of Rhapsody in Blue, and Johnny Hodges on Duke
Ellington’s Warm Valley of 1940)
Use of Mutes in Early Jazz
One of the first uses of a mute can be found in Lully’s Armida in 1686 (on the violin).
But when one thinks of mutes the brass instruments are the primary instruments using them. In
early jazz the first names that come to mind are those of Chris Kelly, Mutt Carey and Joe
“King” Oliver. A number of early jazzmen in their interviews recall the use of mutes by these
three.
Chris Kelly devotion to the blues made him unique among the great cornet players that
flourished in New Orleans in the early 20th century. His use of mutes to change the sounds
coming from his cornet and his powerful, emotional, expressive playing left a lasting influence
on his public and on other musicians. He was known as the “King of the Blues” around New
Orleans. A number of his contemporary musicians stated:
Albert Burbank: “Kelly used mutes some of the time and could really do things with a derby.”
Earl Humphrey: Kelly was great in his use of the rubber plunger as a mute.”
Willie Parker: “Yeah Kelly used mutes. Used them on different tunes; waltzes, schottisches.
Sometime some of them would take a derby, you know, put over the bell. They moved it with
their hands. They’d hold it over there and work it backwards and forwards. Then they bought
mutes afterwards.”
Edna Kelly: He used to put mute in his horn and play the blues.”
Edward Marrero: “Kelly used mutes, and was the originator of the plunger style in 1925.”
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Albert Jiles: “Kelly would do so many different things with his trumpet. Mute it, use the derby
on the rim of the derby for a mute, put it against the wall to get different tones.”
Pap John Joseph: “Kelly played pretty much open. He played more with mutes, mute in.”
Ben Kelly: “Chris didn’t use mutes when he lived in the country, acquiring them after he moved
to the city (New Orleans). He used that plunger to do what was called ‘preaching.’ The people
liked it. Chris used a mute and plunger simultaneously. Chris would put a mute in his horn and
a plunger on top of it.”
Ike Robinson: “Kelly used mutes, especially a rubber plunger.”
Dee Dee Pierce: “Kelly seldom used another mute in conjunction with the plunger such as a
straight mute with plunger inside. Sometimes he would use a tin can for a mute.
Ernest Roubleau: “Kelly was the first to use a toilet flusher as a mute. He used the flusher on
many numbers.”
Kid Thomas: “Kelly used a rubber toilet plunger as a mute.”
George Lewis: “Kelly won a contest between Evans Thomas – with a performance of ‘Careless
Love Blues’ with a plunger mute. Chris played blues with a rubber plunger mute. He would
squeeze it so close to the bell, you could barely hear the horn whisper.”
Kid Milton: “Kelly was one of the best blues players around. He used various mutes.”
Jasper Taylor: “Nobody beat him playing the blues with his use of the rubber plunger for a wahwah mute-went over big.”
Kid Howard: “On Careless Love Blues he played the 1st part open; but used the mute for the
“Careless Love” part.” He used rubber flusher with a mute in his horn. It was very soft and very
good. He used a little brass C. G. Conn mute.”
Paul Barnes: “Kelly used a little brass mute and simultaneously made wah-wah with a plunger.”
Octave Crosby: “He most often employed a ‘toilet’ flusher as a mute.”
George Williams: “Used a straight mute in his horn, over which he imposed a rubber plusher.”
Buddy Petit
Buddy Petit was one of the greatest early jazz cornetist in New Orleans. His playing style
influenced many of the great New Orleans cornetist, even Louis Armstrong. Most agreed that
Petit did use a mute, especially his derby hat, but mostly while playing in smaller dance halls,
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not on parades or some outdoor jobs. A number of his contemporaries remark about his use of
mutes in their interviews:
Alfred Williams: “Petit used a derby as a mute. Buddy Petit went over with a derby. He started
out using real derby hats, and then a company started making then.”
Joe Darrenbourg: “Yes Petit used mutes. Yeh, there was that brown derby ..and fan his horn, he
was very famous for that. He would also cock his valves, use half valves, half way down, make
sliding glissandos – like Louis does.”
Ernest Kid Milton: “Petit played open and muted.”
Albert Burbank: “Petit’s style consisted of playing in the staff and use of mutes, particularly the
derby.”
Joe Rena: “Petit was the 1st man in New Orleans to use his derby as a mute. He could get a
‘wow’ effect.”
Dee Dee Pierce: “Buddy was another one that used mutes, such as a tin can.”
Sam Penn: “Petit used mutes often, especially his derby hat.”
Joe “King” Oliver
“Beau Jack” MacLean Dalziel, in 1936 wrote:
“Oliver gave me a mute which I still have. I have never seen another like it. It had a hot
penetrating sound for numbers like it. It is a LaPage, all aluminum cup mute with a flange
inside the cup. It has a hot, penetrating sound. King Oliver taught me to use mutes as much as
possible so as to give variety to the music. He recommended the straight mute, the plunger, tin
cans, bottles, paper cups, buzz, solo tone, cup, derby, etc. King Oliver also taught me the fat
false fingering.”
The legendary Emmett Hardy also used a mute at times when playing. His style
influenced ‘Bix.’
Curley Lizana: “Emmett Hardy didn’t, at first, use a mute to achieve his wah-wah effect.
Paul Pegue: “Hardy used a mute in his cornet, a little one. Yes, a straight mute.”
Many other early jazz musicians used mutes:
Ed Garland: “Mutt Carey played mostly muted trumpet. Willie Cornish (on valve trombone)
used an empty whisky bottle as a mute.”
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Magazine Articles (Quotes in) About Mutes
Mutes
In many of the early music journals and magazines we find references to the use of mutes
in jazz. As we have seen above there were many examples of early jazz musicians using mutes.
The arrangers of the jazz age are prolific in their use of mutes and special effects in their
orchestrations.
The August, 1913 issue of Etude, in the article ‘Jazz, Lowbrow and Highbrow”
states:
“A muted double bass begins…”
The Literary Digest of April 26, 1919 in the article ‘Stale Bread Sadness gave ‘Jazz’ to
the World’“states:
“Ray Lopez was the cornetist who first muted his instrument with a derby hat and Tom
Brown used the same idea on the trombone….The Negro loves anything that is peculiar in
music, and this ‘jazzing’ appeals to him strongly. It is accomplished in several ways. With the
brass instruments we put in mutes and make a whirling motion with the tongue and at the same
time blowing full pressure. With wind instruments we pinch the mouthpiece and blew hard.
This produces the peculiar sound which you all know.”
An article in the May 1920 issue of Metronome contains the following statement:
“The trombone and cornet soon followed the piano and drum, but they, through the use of
slide and mute, were able to produce new harmonic effects.
In the May, 1920 issue of Musical Courier in the article “Jazz, the National Anthem” we
read:
“Saxophones and muted brass instruments already have found their place in the classic
orchestra which will undoubtedly be expanded in the direction of color as time goes by. In the
American popular orchestra several kinds of mutes are used on the trumpet and trombone; the
latest being the ‘kazoo’ mute, which gives much the same effect as that obtained by the children
when they put a piece of paper over a comb.”
In the ‘Sunset Magazine’ in the March, 1924 issue we read:
“Jazz then, was orchestration gone crazy. Trombones moaned, piccolos shrieked, muted
trumpets snarled, clarinet schattered, cymbals clashed, gongs clanged, cow bells clattered and
tunked beside auto horns and snare drums. Every known sound in America was employed.”
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Virgil Thomson writing in the August 1924 issue of American Mercury notes that:
“Passionate or startling expression has been found in all sorts of vibrati and fluttertonguing and in the covered tones of the muted trumpet and trombone, the muted clarinet, and
the trombone played through a megaphone. Most of these devices, of course, are not new.
Rimsky-Korsakoff knew all the tricks on the trumpet that you now hear in the dance hall, and
more. Berlioz employed the muted clarinet. Richard Strauss and Vincent d’Indy wrote for
quartets of saxophones years ago. Stravinsky has even written glissandi for the horn! But the
megaphone trick, which takes the blare out of the trombone and makes it sound fat and oily like
a euphonium, is probably new. Certainly the use of a free-hanging mute is new, though when it
takes the form of a tin can or a silk hat it is surely no addition to orchestral elegance.”
Another article that contains a reference to mutes is the August 1924 Music Trade News
(“Jazzmania – The Home of the Sax”)
“Muted effects are popular with Americans. The average trumpeter owns half a dozen to
a dozen and a half mutes to stick to the bell, each lending a separate and distinct tinge to the
instruments tone. The mute, it may be said, has greatly popularized the brasses for indoor
playing.”
In the article “Jazz, Lowbrow and Highbrow in the Etude Magazine of August 19, 1924
written by H.T. Finck we read:
The jazz writers and players of our day make a specialty of muted instruments, especially
brass. Strauss anticipated them so far as the tuba is concerned. A muted tuba is heard for the
first time, with other muted brasses, in the sheep episode of Don Quixote, where the baah sound
is thus cleverly imitated.”
In a Sept. 1st, 1924 Musical times and article “Ed Libitum’ by ‘Feste’ appears and states:
“Hence we read of such off beats as those of the cornet player who when he put his
tomato can on the end of his instrument produced music with strange, quivering pulsations, that
seemed to come from another world; and of a trombonist and of a trombonist who plays his
instrument through a megaphone, when it sounds more like a magnificent baritone voice than
anything else; and so forth.”
Darius Milhaud, in his article ‘The Jazz Band and Negro Music in Living Age magazine
on October, 19th, 1924 writes:
“We were quick to catch the salient characteristics of the jazz band. (a)The employment
of syncopation in rhythm and melody…(b) the introduction of percussion instruments, (c) The
new instrumental technique, (d) the increased importance of the saxophone and the trombone,
whose glissandos are becoming a favorite effect, (e) the copious use of mutes for both
instruments (sic: trombone and trumpets) and the use of the portamento…
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In his articles in the Saturday Evening Post of March 1926 Whiteman writes of the use of
mutes in jazz:
“The various stunts with mutes, though pretty well known to those in the business, are
important enough to speak of in some detail. The chief kinds of mutes now manufactured are
made of metal and cardboard. Before clever manufactures saw the possibilities of these bits of
material, the players themselves were using ingenious contrivances to get the same effects.
The first time I ever heard what I call the wa wa mutes used with the cornet was, I think,
when we did ‘Cut Yourself A Piece of Cake.’ The players got that effect by inverting glass
tumblers over the bells of the instruments.
Did you ever see a kazoo? Of course you must have –a small piece of tin that any kid can
buy at almost any ten-cent store. A kazoo stuck into a mute will give a buzzy sound that comes
in handy in certain pieces.
In spite of the new appliances, hats, preferably derbies, are still used for mutes. When
hung over the instruments these give a French horn effect-that is, fuller quality and softer tone.
A soft hat, having no resonant power, is no good for this purpose. The humble tin can is useful
to give a big, open and rather harsh tone. The aluminum or copper mute gives a sweeter tone
and the pressed-paper or cardboard mute is softer than any of the metal mutes, but rather sharp
in tone. A kazoo in the end of a cardboard mute gives an effect almost like an oboe. A cupshaped brass mute gives a thin shallow tone. The flutter tongue in the brasses is rather like a
covey of quail flying from ambush.
One of our trombonists has a special mute, such as I have never seen before, by which he
gets a beautiful graduation of sound very much like the voice of a sweet human barytone. In the
case of most cup-shaped mutes, the air goes in and comes out the same way, but with this one
the air goes from one chamber into another and out. This player makes his vibrato with his
lower lip. This takes, of course, a well-trained lower lip, and practice combined with natural
aptitude is the only recipe I know to recommend….one interesting device used with the
trombones I must mention. This is achieved by holding the bell of the instrument to the small
end of a phonograph horn, with a result that has almost the qualities of a barytone voice….As a
matter of fact, not nearly all the jazz stunts are new. For instance, the derby mute goes back to
1832, when Hector Berlioz directed the clarinetist at a certain passage in his Lelio, Ou Le
Retour A La Vie, to wrap the instrument in a leather bag to ‘give the sound of the clarinet an
accent as vague and remote as possible.”
H. O. Osgood’s article “Anatomy of Jazz,” in the April, 1925 American Mercury states:
“Added to all this technical development of the brass instruments there is the mechanical
assistance of the mutes (the ordinary aluminum mute, the jazz mute, with its kazoo effect, and
the wha-wha mute, with or without use of the hand, not to mention the unexpected elevation of
the lovely derby hat to a position in the artistic world.”
The “Jargon of Jazz” is an amusing article upon the new and absurd nomenclature which
has grown up about the jazz orchestra. It is by Gustav Klemm and states:
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“Hot Stuff” Gone Cold
For one thing, he won’t have gone very far in his researches before he will pick up a
trumpet or trombone part sprinkled with such indications as those: “wa-wa,” “Kazoo,” “open in
hat,” “hat off” and other such disturbing hieroglyphics.
We imagine that our trouble searcher will come up short on that every first term, “wawa.” “Ah, Ha,” he may cry, “an old Indian custom. Probably named after an Indian chief.” But,
alas, he would be wrong. No Red Man ever heard of it. One loud “wa-wa” across the Western
plains of yesteryear and every Indian within hearing distance would have gathered his blanket
tighter about him, turned two shades lighter under his war paint and headed for the nearest,
tallest timber.
The “wa-wa” is a mute, one of the modern corntetist’s stocks in trade. It is a small, Vshaped, metal contraption that fits, like all mutes, into the bell of the instrument. The “wa-wa”
mute for trombone is, of course, much larger. There is an opening in the center through which
part of the player’s wind pressure may escape. It is possible to use the “wa-wa” in two ways:
with tricks and without tricks. If “wa-wa” alone is indicated in the part, the player preserves his
dignity; but if the mute is indicated plus “do” and “wa” over the notes, then the player casts
reserve to the wind and proceeds to “get hot.” On all notes topped with a “do,” he will cup his
left hand over the opening at the end of the mute, on those marked “wa,” he will remove his
hand and blast forth with something closely resembling “WA!”
Our future historian will never know what he missed. To beat a trumpet strike up a
steaming “do-wa-wa-do” chorus is to hear something slightly indecent. Cab Calloway, Don
Redman and other gentlemen of the hi-de-hi and lo-de-lo school display an enduring fondness
for the “wa-wa” mute. Paul Whiteman claims that he heard this mute for the first time during a
performance of “Cut Yourself a Piece of Cake.” That was some year ago and the players
achieved the effect at that time by inverting glass tumblers over the bells of their instruments.
(A later “glass effect” has been created by placing a thin glass near the bell of a trumpet that has
already been muted.)
The “Five-and-Ten” Makes History
Another mute, no longer so popular, is the “kazoo” which bears little or no relation to the
somewhat similar indication of a sneeze. Paul Whiteman gives Henry Busse, an excellent
cornetist and once in the Whiteman orchestra, credit for the discovery of this mute. It seem that
the King of Jazz had been seeking an Oriental (oboe) effect and the experimenting Busse, eager
to please and willing to try anything, discovered just the right thing by picking up an ordinary
tin kazoo in a five-and-ten-cent store and sticking it in a regular mute. “Eureka!” he cried, and
hastened to bring the glad tidings to the eager ears of the rotund maestro. Our future historian
may get a good idea of the effect of a “kazoo” mute by listening to a monster bee buzzing about
in a wide-necked bottle.
As for the “hat” mutes, an amazing variety of effects is achieved in this branch of the
modern “trumpetist’s” repertoire. The chief player in this Drama of the Mutes is derby, brown
or otherwise. With the aid of this piece of headgear, the trumpet becomes an organ, A French
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horn and all sorts of things, not to mention a nuisance. (When a soft hat is used, a small hole is
cut in the crown.) When the cornetist, playing his part, comes upon “in the hat,” he, realizing at
once that it has no connection with a treasure hunt, reaches down quickly for the article in
question and drops it over the bell of his instrument where it hangs in a rather shamefaced
manner. This is apt to startle any one who may be watching, but the ambitious young player has
to steel himself to this sort of thing. Or the indication may read, “muted in hat,” whereupon the
player reaches for both mute and derby.
Any cast-off derby will serve the average player, but there are also available “derbies”
manufactured in various metals, chiefly aluminum. These latter the player hangs on his music
stand with the inside of the hat toward him. When he comes across such an indication as “verse
in hat,” he obediently leans forward on his chair and puts the bell of his instrument inside the
hat, only coming out of hiding, as it were, when he comes across “out of hat” or something to
that effect.
Classed with the “hat” mute is the lowly tin can which, believe it or not, is occasionally
called for in orchestral parts, and, when hung over the bell of the trumpet, gives a larger tone
than the “hat” mute but with a bit more edge to it.
The Worm Ever Turning
In a trumpet part before us, we see the following directions over sections of the
arrangements; “Solotone mute,” “muted in hat,” “flare,” “cup mute,” “solo in plunger,”
“swingy,” “get hot” and …… The latter, dear reader, is known as a “worm” or “nanny,” and,
whenever it is placed over a note, the player gives it a sort of violent, convulsive twist that,
using an automotive term, sounds as though the instrument had stripped gears. A few “worms”
here and there in a number can do wonders towards “heating it up.” A good “nanny” gives the
effect of a bleating goat suddenly confronted by a big, bad wolf, that bete noire of the three
little pigs.
The “flare” sounds like the sudden ripping of a piece of metallic cloth and bears a blood
(or should we say bloody?) relationship to the popular “whip“ and “sock,” often used. The
“whip” is a sort of convulsive, tonal rip, ending sharply and leaving the listener feeling that he
has been slapped in the face. It is usually written for solo trumpet or trombone, but the “flare” is
invariably reserved for a trio of trumpets or trombones. Here the violent rip ends in a high,
fortissimo, sustained chord that would rock the wall of Jericho, “a Sock” over a note is an
abbreviation of the slangy “sock it” and a rather inelegant way of suggesting that the player be
particularly aggressive in his attack.
“Smear” is another term popping up in the best of trumpet and trombone parts. It rather
explains itself. It usually appears over two notes that are to be “smeared” together, and the
sloppy player or beginner finds this one of the easiest effects to master.
Sucking the Sound
The “Plunger” is a handy device and none other than the plumber'’ constant companion.
Not only does the humble but invaluable plunger serve to clear up the flow of water from the
bathtub, but it also serves the versatile trumpet player in a well-contrasted but only slightly
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more elevated capacity. The wooden handle is dispensed with, only the rubber suction cup
being used. It produces a sort of gulping effect.
“Cup” and “solotone” are two popular mutes, more or less legitimate, producing rather
sweet tones.
“Get Hot” had become such a popular direction, especially in connection with dance
music, that it hardly needs explanation. On coming across this stern admonition, the cornetist
starts elevating his temperature and interpretation by inducing a certain torridity in his playing.
In other words, he becomes slightly delirious during the measures so indicated and attempts to
steal the show from the contesting saxophones and trombones, not to mention the perspiring
trap-drummer. When a player “gets hot” he is also guilty of “going to town.” Other
synonymous terms include “corny,” “hairpin,” and “airedale.”
“Swingy” is a comparatively modern indication and undoubtedly was the direct cause
leading to the title of the popular ditty, “Swingy Little thingy.” A whole refrain may be marked
“swingy,” whereupon the entire orchestra will get a certain determination in its rhythm, an
insistence that brooks no restraint. Shoulders will inevitably start swaying.
Nor are these all the effects possible. One of the most popular little tricks is known as
“the laugh,” and no player may really be said to have reached his musical maturity until he has
mastered the mysteries of this imitation. It is constantly rearing its vulgar little head in modern
dance arrangements. In the animated movie cartoons where it has become a standard, its sly use
expressed volumes often provokes in abundance the reality it only imitates. Much of the success
of the song, Shuffle off to Buffalo, was due to the composer’s imitation, in the refrain, of “the
laugh.”
One of man’s best friends, the dog, is responsible for two other popular effects, “the
bark” and “the yelp.” Other animal effects include “the meow,” “the caw,” “the horse-neigh”
and “the roar.” For “the autohorn” effect, Henri Weber suggests the player “use the syllable, ha!
ha! ha! forming them in the throat. As for “the moan,” this is achieved, according to Mr.
Weber, by “articulating ‘uh’ and opening the throat in the same manner in which one coughs
from the chest.” (These quotations are from Mr. Weber’s book, “The Modern Dance cornetist.”)
Mouthpiece Music
These are only a few of the trials tormenting the soul of the jazzist. When he has
mastered them all, he suddenly discovers, both in the brass and reed instruments, that he can
dispense entirely with the instruments and use the mouthpiece alone! A whole chapter could be
written on these mouthpiece effects. The trumpet player will often do a chorus on nothing more
than the mouthpiece about which he cups his hands, using them somewhat as with the “wa-wa”
mute. The “cawing” of a rooster or a chicken is a dandy mouthpiece novelty. There is really no
limit to the effects possible with mouthpieces when the player has a vivid imagination and only
a modicum of dignity.
Many of the imitative effects on trumpet and trombone (sic from those produced by
mutes) are also possible on the clarinet. This latter instrument, however, provides a new effect,
exclusive to itself, “the sneeze.” Great use is made of the glissando in which the player slurs the
tones rapidly (if he has a particularly good lip) instead of fingering them. This is done in the
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very opening of Gershwin’s “Rhapsody in Blue,” an effect which must be heard to be
appreciated. A sort of agonized swirl ending in a high squeal.
The clarinet also makes occasional use of the derby mute. In partial extenuation of this
effect. Paul Whiteman, in his autobiography, “Jazz,” goes back to Hector Berlioz and 1832
when the redoubtable Frenchman, in his “Lelio ou le Retour a la Vic,” directs the clarinetist to
wrap the instrument in a “leather bag to give the sound of the clarinet an accent as vague and
remote as possible. And now I you ask you, as this fair? It is one thing for Papa Hector to have
wanted the effect of a distant clarinet but quite another for the player to sit there with a
dilapidated derby dangling from the end of the instrument. Mr. Whiteman also barks back to the
score of Schoenberg’s “Pelleas Und Melisande” to justify trombone glissandi, and also names
the exiled German as the father of the flutter on the trombone. (The effect is a sort of rolling “r”
on one tone.) Stravinsky, it seems, used the muted trumpets back in the days when jazz, in its
swaddling clothes, was still crawling about on all fours.
Muted Mischief
The mute used by Stravinsky is, of course, the old V-shaped fibre one, which served all
cornetists until the Jazz Age reared its noisy head. This simple mute was the cornetist’s solo
stock in trade aside from his instrument. Before this, an orchestral cornet part was usually
played “open,” that is, without mute. Then the simple fibre or wooden mute came into being
and an occasional chorus or verse would be played “with mute.” As the Jazz Age advanced, the
use of this mute became an obsession and, before long, it was almost a fixture of the instrument
and seldom removed. Gradually our ears became used to this brilliant, biting effect and, having
advanced this far, experimenting instrumentalists began going farther and started devising new
mutes and effects with which to startle listeners. To these experimenters and their sensationseeking patrons, we owe the “wa-wa” mute, the “kazoo,” the “sneeze,” “the horse-neigh” and
all the rest of the musical menagerie.
And now a word or two – or three – on the “slapping” bass players of today. Up until
recently, the bull-fiddle players, since time immemorial bowed their instruments, along with the
rest of the strings group. But no more! bows avant! Today the modern young bass player
fingers his notes with one hand and slaps the strings with the other. It may be that a later
development will dispense with any fingering at all, thus leaving the player free to slap with
both hands? Saxophonists also go in for this slapping effect; when done by the larger members
of the family, it hears a ludicrous resemblance to the “burping” of a frog. Every time we hear a
trio of “saxes” (no “dance Man” ever stoops to the full appellation) playing a “slap” chorus our
heart goes out to the wandering shade of M. Antoine Sax who invented the instrument a century
ago and spent a lifetime perfecting it.
We should also like to include a reference to the megaphone, an invaluable instrumental
adjunct. At one time, the megaphone was associated chiefly with college cheerleaders and the
early motion picture directors. But of late years, it has popped up in orchestrations, abbreviated
often to, a meek “meg.” On seeing this, the trumpet or trombone player (and sometimes the
clarinetist) places the bell of his instrument at the small end of a suspended ‘”meg” and plays
the entire strain in this position. The result at a slight distance is a dulcet, mellow, “round” tone,
closely resembling the human voice.
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Glissandos
While glissandos can be done on the piano and string instrument the trombone is the
instrument most noted for using glissandos, the glissando being one of the most characteristic
techniques in playing jazz trombone. One critic, writing about George Brunies trombone style
stated: “Critics, jazz lovers and record collectors will argue loud and long over their choices of
the best of George Brunies on record. Certainly the staccato, gutty phrases, the brilliance of
sustained notes and swooping glissandos of the Brunies trombone come through magnificently
on the commodore records of the early 1940’s.”
Trombonist Fortunato Sordillo in his famous book “Art of Jazzing for the Trombone
writes:
“The term jazz as used in my book “is practically synonymous to glissando. For
humorous effects the jazz trombonist burlesques his glisssando by smearing the tones.”
There is another jazz book on the trombone. Its author is Henry Fillmore. In the book he
writes about it the slurring (jazzing) characteristics of the slide trombone. He states:
“The jazz effect in music is supplied by the humorous qualities of instruments. In the
brass family the slide trombone, because of its slurring possibilities may be called the premier
jazz producer.”
In Ravel’s “Rhapsodie Espagnole” in the 4th movement of which there is a passage where
the 1st violins play an ascending chromatic glissando and at the same time the cornets and
trombones have glissando passages, the whole effect being a sort of glorified jazz. Yet this was
not played by dance hall performance, but by the Boston Symphony Orchestra.”
Paul Whiteman in his Jazz book writes:
“The glissando is one of the chief embellishment of jazz. This is simply a sliding together
of the chromatic scale. This is, instead of fingering the scale, the player slurs the tones together
rapidly.”
Not all critics appreciated the use of special effects from the jazz bands. In the Feb. 1925
issue of Schribner, in an article called “Ragtime, Jazz and High Art,” by W. J. Henderson we
read:
“Jazz, strictly speaking, is instrumental effects, the principal one being the grotesque
treatment of the portamento (sic: glissando) especially in the wind instruments. The professor of
jazz, in the English of genius, calls these effects “smears.” The writer first heard jazz performed
by trombone-players in some of the marching bands in the days of our war preparation.
Afterward the ingenious players of the popular music discovered how to produce these wailing,
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sliding tones on other instruments. Later came the incomparable Ross Gorman, who can evoke
the laugh of a hyena from a clarinet and the bark of a dog from a heckelphone. But the
caterwaul of the nocturnal to be, the baying of the wandering “houn’ dogs,” and the unnecessary
crowing of the 2-A.M. rooster are not essential to jazz music. They have been made a part of it
because such instrumental antics entertain the crowd.
The employment of curious devices for altering the tonal quality of certain wind
instruments shocks the conservative music-lover more by its appearance than its musical effect.
When a trombone player places the bell of his instrument close to the mouth of a megaphone
and obtains new and genuinely beautiful tonal effects, he is doing a legitimate musical thing
which would be more subtly persuasive in dignified composition if the mechanism were not so
baldly exposed. When a clarinet-player thrusts the bell of his instrument into a derby hat,
thereby causing the tones to sound muffled and distant, he is not performing a new feat in jazz,
but merely reproducing an effect dating back to Hector Berlioz’s “Lelio ou le Retour a la Vic,”
made known in 1812. The composer directs the clarinetist at a certain passage to wrap the
instrument in a leather bag, and informs us that he devised this singular ‘sordin’ or ‘mute’ to
give the sound of the clarinet an accent as vague and remote a possible.”
A very good article found in the August, Etude of 1934 has great information on the
special effects gotten by jazz orchestras and musicians:
The Jargon of Jazz: An Amusing Article Upon the new and absurd Nomenclature which Haas
Grown Up About the Jazz Orchestra. By Gustav Klemm.
“The Jazz Age, some say, is dying. According to others, it is dead. These latter and
longest-bearded historians contend its demise occurred quietly, without ostentation and almost
unnoticed during the submarining if Wall Street in that Fatal Fall of ’29. But, dead or dying, it
was, say what else you will, an interesting age. It took the musical world by its ears and swung
it about like an all too tame baby. Musical towers, centuries in the making were toppled by
composers in their ‘teens. Old standards were shot away and new ones raised. A hysteria spread
abroad throughout the land and nothing was safe from its ravages.
Our concert halls were treated to musical representations of locomotives and iron
foundries. Boiler factories came to lusty life skyscrapers soared upward to the metallic
obbligato of the riveting machine’s insistent tat-a-tat, tat-a-tat. Even a football game was put to
music (or something noisily resembling it). Our ears were torn to tatters and our nerves were set
a jangling. Pelion was piled upon Ossa: one new effect succeeded another. Anything resembling
bedlam was welcome.
Melody in a Maze
And what was true of the concert hall was true, even to a greater degree, of the dance hall
and its music. When the people of the Jazz Age made merry and otherwise indulged in what has
since come to be known as “whoopee.” It was done usually to the strident accompaniment of a
dance orchestra, and it was up to this orchestra to match, musically, the mood of its patrons.
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The dance orchestra became rancous, blatant, ribald. The music itself soon proved to have
limitations and then the interpreter stepped in – to stay! The meek, unprotesting instruments
were turned inside out and made to sound like anything but themselves. Trombones started
laughing like hyenas, trumpets began to crow like roosters, clarinets turned kittenish. The
composer’s mere melody was lost in the maze of improvised orchestration, and only a
determined explorer skilled in musical journeys of this nature could detect and trace the original
tune or even recognize the composition.
Today there are phonograph platters that serve up these dishes of delirium. But with the
passage of years, we imagine these discs will be relegated to limbo. The public taste is reverting
to more sedate musical manners; the tempo is becoming quieter, the temperature cooler. Sanity
returns. Demands for the records of yesteryear will gradually cease and the Jazz Age will take
its place with the Paleolithic. (Sic: Boy was he wrong) What then remains for the historian of
2034? To what will he turn in an effort to discover something more of the weird music that
hung about the first of the wars to end all wars? His only link with the vanished age will be such
orchestrations as may remain (and this is doubtful). A century from today on the shelves of
some large library. But, as he flips through the dusty, crumbling pages of these orchestrations,
he will see strange things, things that, we imagine, will leave him wide-eyed and puzzled. Let
us, if we may, give this future and slightly flustered historian a friendly hand. (I guess he was
talking about me.)
The Trap situation
In the previously quoted article “The Jargon of Jazz” we read about the practice on the
drum set, then called “traps:”
Assault and Battery
In closing, a tribute to the trap drummer, that ubiquitous demon of every jazz band. He
became a “star” during the Jazz Age and was usually seated conspicuously so that none of his
monkeyshines would be lost. There has never been anything “mute” about his activities. Our
future historian will find little in any drum part to give him an idea of the average drummer’s
fiendish exertions. This is due largely to the fact that the drummer admittedly the supreme
individualist of the dance band, has been left to his own devices. His only task is to maintain a
monotonous but necessary rhythm, and to do this he may assail anything within striking
distance – drums, tin cans, wash boilers, Chinese gong, cymbals, wood blocks, cow bells, and
so on and on. The how, why and wherefore is left to him. The average drummer’s “props” aside
from his mere drums, often fill several suitcases and include bird calls, kazoo, baby cry, train
whistle, duck quack, tambourine, castanets, wire brushes, steamboat whistle, cat call, dog bark,
cow moo – the list is endless. Occasionally, as a relief from his more sensational activities, he
may play his drums. But only for a moment, and he is back to his noisy toys. Here, we contend,
is a field for the inventor of a real and complete mute! All mankind would rise and call him
blessed.
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Another article that explores the special effects of the Jazz Age is in the Etude of August,
1934 entitled “concerning the Jazz questions by Henry F. Gilbert:
“Is jazz a new kind of music? Has it anything to contribute to the art?
I find that almost all pieces of so-called jazz music, when stripped of their
instrumentation (that is, the instruments upon which they are played; saxophones, muted
trombones, and so on) have almost nothing new to offer in the way of strictly musical interest.
And this is so, even when we consider jazz from a strictly ‘popular’ standpoint.
The amount of purely musical value, and the amount of differentiation of this music from
other “popular” music, can be noted by playing a piece of jazz music on the piano. It is true that
for several years the rhythmic element in popular music has been growing more insistent and
nervous, and it may have reached its culmination in jazz. I rather think it has. So, as far as
simple rhythmic forcefulness and iteration are concerned, jazz can claim the proud distinction
of being the '‘worst yet." ”Ethnically speaking, however, it must be granted that the popular
music of toady is far richer in contrapuntal devices, in harmony, and in figuration than popular
music formerly, in which the interest rested alone in the melody.
“Freak” Effects
Another point by which jazz may be distinguished from the popular music of the olden
time – say ten years ago – is the large number of cat-calls, clarinet-couaes, smears, glides,
trombone-glissandos, and agonizing saxophonic contortions which occur in it. But these things
are largely rendered possible by the instruments upon which jazz music is played. Take away
these instruments and you take away the jazz quality almost entirely. In fact this jazz quality, far
from residing in the music itself, is almost wholly a matter of tone-color, and this tone-color is
given to it by the instruments – unusual instruments – and not only unusual instruments but also
unusual combinations of instruments. For instance, who ever thought of writing for a
combination of saxophones, banjos, and muted trombones before? Yet in this, and similar
combinations, lies most of the jazz effect in my opinion. Take many a piece of classical music –
like some of Grieg’s pieces, Dvorak’s Slavonic Dances, or even some of Mozart’s or
Beethoven’s compositions – and let a good jazz arranger arrange them for the usual jazz
orchestra, with all its freak combinations of instruments – and let the arranger not change the
original music more than is ordinarily done in transcribing a piano piece for an ordinary
orchestra – and I would bet ten to one that it would be received by the majority as a new and
authentic piece of jazz music.
In the unusual instruments – their unusual combination – the manner of playing them –
the grotesque and burlesque effects that are obtained: in all this lays, for me, in the interest in
the phenomenon of jazz – not in the music. A great deal of my interest in it is purely humorous.
By means of these above listed grotesque effects jazz ‘takes off’ or ‘makes fun of ‘certain well
known phrases or legitimate methods of procedure in the respectable and established art of
music.
True Blue “Yankee”
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Jazz rings true in its Americanism in that it insists on laughing and making fun of even
the most serious and beautiful things. It is a kind of musical rowdy, and occupies the same
relation to the Art of Music that “Burlesque” (on the stage) does to the ‘Legitimate Drama.’ It
can certainly be very funny, and I for one, and I believe many more, have thoroughly
appreciated the wit and skill of certain ‘take off’s.’ A little musical nonsense now and then is
relished by the best of musicians. One night at Ziegfeld’s midnight frolic – but the more
recollection of the way that saxophone caricatured a coloratura opera-singer is enough to make
me laugh ‘fit to split,’ as the saying is.
(A word about the saxophone: This instrument may be said to be the principal instrument
in the jazz orchestra. It is so much in evidence here, and so little in evidence in the regular
symphony orchestra, as to give many persons the idea that it is a special development of jazz.
But the saxophone was invented by Adolph Sax, in Paris, about 1840. Meyerbeer, Massenet,
Bizet, Tomas, and many others have written for it. Bizet had written for this instrument as …
and pastoral melody of much beauty in his music to Dandet’s drama ‘L,’Arlesienne.’ However,
it has never become an integral part of the standard symphony orchestra. It has always
remained a special instrument. Used on occasion to impart its rich and expressive tone color to
certain isolated phrases or melodies. It has remained for jazz to explore it. And this has been
done in a way to make the angels weep (with laughter). Originally an instrument having a
richly pathetic and lyrical tone quality, it has been made to perform all sorts of ridiculous
stunts, amounting to an indecent exposure of all its worst qualities. It is as if a grave and
dignified person were forced to play the part of clown at the circus).
Nevertheless, all these grotesque and burlesque ‘effects’ on the saxophone, trombone,
clarinet, and other instruments; the unusual combination of tone-qualities; and the invention
thereby of new and unheard of effects; I consider to be the most distinctive feature of the
phenomenon called jazz. While this is not a specifically musical distinction, it is, considering
the worldwide success of this music, and the remarkable quality of some of these ‘effects’
pregnant with suggestion for the serious American composer.
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The First Slave Band
There is mentioned, in the New York Musical Review and Gazette of March 21, 1857
(page 81) of a juvenile slave band. To my knowledge and research at the present time, this is the
earliest noted story about groups of slaves forming a tangible, established band.
This item first appeared in the Charleston, South Carolina Mercury Newspaper and is as
follows:
“Band of Juvenile Slaves – We learn from an authentic source that Col. J. P. Richardson
of Sumter District, in this State (Sic: South Carolina) the owner of the wonderful prodigies of
music which compose this band, has placed them at the disposal of two of his friends, who
intend availing themselves of the generous offer, for the purpose of taking them on a tour
through the slave-holding States of the Union. The first concert will be given in Columbia, after
which they will perform in this city, from whence they intend to start westward. Our citizens
will remember the excitement the Lilliputians created here in November last, by their
entertaining concerts, and we feel assured that on the return they will meet with that success
they deserve. The band is composed of Negro slaves, the eldest being not more than thirteen
years of age; and seldom have we seen so much talent and musical artistical culture as these
boys possess. They are really wonders in themselves, and well deserve the patronage of the
South. Their proficiency in music is but a proof of the acknowledged talents all our slaves have
for that pleasing art, and their success should stimulate all of our planters to have Negro bands
of their own, as they afford a source of pleasing amusements, both to the slaves and their
owners.” (Charleston Mercury, Nov. 22, 1856)
With only this quote to go on I journeyed to Charleston, South Carolina and began a day
of search and discovery. After just a short time of spinning micro film of the local newspaper at
the county library, I discovered tangible evidence in the Nov. 20, 1856 issue that there indeed
was a local slave band belonging to Colonel J. B. Richardson. I found an item about a group of
Negro boys, owned by Colonel J. B. Richardson that performed at a fair given at the South
Carolina Institute. Not sure that the musical group mentioned was the same group as was
described in the New York Musical Review, it was the name of Colonel Richardson that linked
the two together. In the local newspaper I found the following article:
“The South Carolina Institute Hall has been constantly crowded to witness the
astonishing performances of five little Negro boys, belonging to Col. J. B. Richardson, a
wealthy Carolina planter, residing in Sumter District. As soon as it was known that these boys
would perform and this liberal gentleman had placed them in the hands of the directors of the
Institution for exhibition, and that without consideration, simply with a view to the benefit of
the institution, and as an incentive to our slave-holders to follow up and develop another
resource we have at home, the crowd poured into the hall, and over 500 tickets more were sold
the first night than upon the first night of last year’s fair. (Nov. 22, 1856 – Charleston Mercury)
Robin, the eldest lad in the band, (13 years old), is the ‘leader’ of the band. Robin
exhibited a talent for music at a very early age and is said to have made a corn-stalk fiddle,
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peach and switch bow, and flutes of reeds growing on the plantation. His next step was the
manufacturing of a crude violin, using a cypress shingle, and horse hair strings; the bass string
was a piece of wax twine.
On the encouragement of a gentlemen friend, Col. Richardson sent Robin to the city to
receive proper musical instruction. In four months Robin performed well upon the violin, and
understood his notes. He had also been taught to read. On his return to the plantation, Robin
took charge of another boy, Sanders (the second in the band), and gave him a fiddle and a bow,
taught him the notes and made excellent progress, being able to play tunes within a month.
Sanders, also seemingly gifted musically, also began practicing the flute that summer. Howard
was next and while he did not at first take to the fiddle, Robin continued working with him and
progress, although slow, was noticeable. Edward, by practicing hard, became a good violinist
and was taught the guitar by Robin in one month. Another lad, Henry (8 years old) was also
taught by Robin and performs upon the violin. The youngest in the band, March, is just 8 years
old and is learning the violin, but now plays the triangle at band performances.”
Last summer Robin took up the ‘cornet-a-piston. Robin is described in the article as:
“In every respect an uncommon boy, possessing certain traits of character that are very
remarkable. His habits and disposition are those of the uncivilized African, and every action is
in character.”
Henry is the half-brother of Robin. It was said that no human being could control him but
his master, Colonel Richardson.
Sanders is of a mild and gentle disposition, very submissive to his master, but never
succumbs to one of his own race. Sanders picked last December, when the cotton, as is well
known to all planters, is quite light, one hundred and fifty pounds a day. He is considered a
prime boy with the hoe.
The audience reaction was one of disbelief and astonishment that slaves could be taught
to play music as well as those boys did. In the era of slavery just before the Civil War, many
thought that a slave should be working in the fields, not playing music. The intelligence of the
Negro race was a much debated subject, and Robin’s musical talent was in question.
The (a) development of Robin and his abilities musically; (b) his attempts at learning
music on his own; (c) and his development under a music teacher all were questioned. It is
further stated how two younger boys could not be taught by a professional music teacher (sic:
Henry and Sanders).Through patient work. Robin developed their musical abilities.
The fact that continued to interest me is the paradoxical nature of Robin’s characteristics
as stated in the articles. On one hand he is described as remarkable, ‘an uncommon boy’
possessing certain traits of character that are very remarkable. Then in the next sentence we are
reminded that although he is an exceptional human being, he was still black and ‘his habits and
disposition are those of the uncivilized African and every action is in character. His half brother,
Henry, is unflatteringly described as being uncontrollable except by his master, Col.
Richardson.
The article concludes in the last paragraph stating the thanks that Col. Richardson should
receive for placing the band at the fair disposal:
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“Colonel Richardson will receive, as he richly deserves, not only the thanks of the
directors of the Institute for his liberality in placing this ‘Lilliiputian band’ at their disposition,
but that of the community at large, for thus developing another resource of great pleasure and
usefulness, which the South has so long neglected and for which they have often to pay heavily
to undeserving foreigners.”
The newspaper acknowledges the contribution the ‘Lilliputian Band’ to the fair as the
band makes their last scheduled appearance on Nov. 25th:
“The juvenile Negro orchestra, which has contributed so much to the interest of the
exhibition by their performances, will make their last appearance this evening.”
Evidently the band proves so popular that the fair engages them for other performances
and on the 6th day of the fair the band continues to perform, the paper now calling the band the
“Young Ethiopian Band.”
An article appears in the Nov. 20th paper which states the ages of the boys:
“The hall of South Carolina Institute Fair – The great attraction of the evening was the
wonderful display of musical ability of 4 Negro lads, of the ages of 8, 9, 12,13 years
respectively. The enthusiastic applause of the audience testified the astonishment and delight
excited by the musical taste and skill exhibited by these lads. Their owner Col. J. B. Richardson
of Sumter, has reason to be proud of the results of his efforts in improving their native talent, to
which we shall more fully and particularly allude hereafter.” (Nov. 20th, 1856)
The band is mentioned in the same issue calling the reader’s attention to the fact that the
band is making appearances both day and night:
“Attention is called to the programme of musical performance by the Juvenile Ethiopian
Band for this day and evening.” (Nov. 27th)
The band makes a final appearance on Nov. 28th as the paper states this in the same day
issue:
“The attractive feature constituted by the appearance of the Lilliputian Band has been
removed.” (Nov 29th)
The band continues to play although the next mentioning is on March 1, 1857. We read:
”The Lilliputians, the wonderful band of Negro musicians, commenced a series of their
entertainment last evening in the Institute Hall and were greeted by a fashionable audience.
Their performance were certainly extraordinary and were highly appreciated by the audience.
They perform again this evening.”
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After performing for their home town folks, the band begins a tour of the South:
“The Lilliputians – This company of interesting musicians, decidedly wondrous in their
ways, after concluding their engagement in Charleston, left here on Saturday for Columbia,
where they will perform a few nights, from thence they will go to Augusta, and probably make
a tour of the South West. We wish them well.”
In retrospect we ask ourselves did the performances of music by the Lilliputian Band
create an incentive to other slave owners to develop their own bands on their plantation? It is
without question that the appearance of this young slave band created an overnight sensation.
Surely it had an influence on the other cities for the band did go on a tour. The last entry in the
paper tells of a tour by the band to Columbia, South Carolina, Augusta, Georgia, and it was to
tour other cities in the South Western “United States. Additional research will be needed to
discover the other cities visited and if indeed their appearance led to the establishment of bands
among the slaves of plantations nearby their local appearances. I wonder – did they appear in
New Orleans? Was there, prior to March of 1857 any plantation around New Orleans that had
slave bands? The earliest reference I have found in research in the parishes around New Orleans
was well after the Civil War.
White & Negro Jazz in Relation To Jazz History
The historic beginnings of the history of any art is usually clouded and difficult to date.
Accurate details and facts take years of research if even possible to discover. One needs a
background in the field or research, experience and knowledge of a subject to even attempt at
finding the true facts about the beginning of a certain art. As historians know, history overlaps
itself and an era never stops at a given time with a new one beginning the next moment. There
are few, if any, true inventions or developments and most arts are a combination of earlier
influences and creative ideas. A new period of the art of music evolved from existing influences
and needs with a new style evolving from the old elements of music that contain different
emphasizes and creative ways of using the old elements in a new way. For instance – the art of
ragtime was the first music to use syncopation within a complete composition. Syncopation is
found in the early 13th century in the music of Machaut (even earlier in the Ars Nova Period),
and he used this musical element more frequently than his contemporaries did. Jazz was not
discovered nor invented. It was a natural evolution using the existing musical elements in a
new, creative way, more from the necessity of creating a dance musical ensemble than a direct
attempt at improvising a piece of music. Improvising is a main element of jazz but has been
around since the beginning of the art of music.
Jazz evolved from the attempts of dance musicians to play music that was needed to
satisfy the dancers. The art of dance was a main influence on the evolution of jazz. Dancing was
the most popular of social activities in New Orleans and there was often a shortage of dance
bands to furnish music for the many dances that were scheduled, often on the same night. Many
dances used musicians that did not have formal musical education. Many could not read and
played by ear and often had to ‘fake’ certain passages within a piece of music that contained
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foreign chords that were beyond their musical experience. These musically uneducated players
had developed an excellent musical ear and once they heard a chord progression (that was not
too technical could improvise a passage to fit the progression played by either a pianist or a
guitarist. Early jazz bands included many women pianists who did play the correct chord
progressions – as they usually could read music and often were church musicians playing for
their Sunday services.
This need for many dance bands to play for the numerous dances created a need for
musicians. There are many examples of early bands using inexperienced musicians to fill a
chair in the band. One example comes to mind: When Chris Kelly needed a drummer he trained
“Kid” Howard to play drums in about a week’s time. The three segments of the racial culture of
New Orleans (Negro, Caucasian and Creoles of Color had ample opportunity to hear each
other’s music, especially in the area of the South Shore of Lake Pontchartrain. Besides the
many restaurants and clubs there were hundreds of ‘camps’ that hired bands to play – mostly on
the weekends. Armstrong said there were as many as 60 bands playing the lake front on the
weekends. There is another example that talks of how two musicians were listening to a society
orchestra playing on the lake that was a reading band. One musician said to the other as they
listened to get their band part from what they heard: “I’ve got my part, how about you?” These
New Orleans dance bands were from all parts of the city’s society. Basically there were
Caucasian, Negro and Creole bands – all were required to play the dance music of their era and
all had to keep up with the new developments of the dance when new dance steps were created.
The situation, social needs and artistic developments all were catalysts in the development and
evolving of jazz style. Without the dance a jazz style would not have been developed. The
dance and music have always been partners and the natural evolution of jazz was destined to
take place – and the place and time was New Orleans around 1900.
Thus this music we know as jazz evolved from every part of the social structure, not just
Negro, nor white, nor Creole, but from the social environment and situation of the era. All parts
of New Orleans society had their dance bands and all played the dance music of the era as well
as developing the styles required to play the new dance styles that were being created. Each
segment of society did develop their own style of playing this dance music. There is evidence
that many of the Negro bands of the era played an unsophisticated interpretation of the music
they heard and the music that their dancing fans wanted. Chris Kelly played more blues then did
‘Papa” Laine and A. J. Piron. The white and Negro bands (many non-readers) listened to the
Creole bands and interpreted the music they heard in their own ability. This is like a tree trunk
with branches depicting each group’s style of music growing from the trunk. I believe it was the
Negro and white ‘faking’ bands that evolved the jazz style through necessity to furnish dance
music.
Another influence as jazz was evolving was the publication of arranged jazz that was
played by the ‘legit’ orchestras of the era. With these arrangements the ‘legit’ orchestras of the
world could play jazz for dancers. Once jazz became the ‘music of the land,’ music publishers
flooded the market with jazz arrangements. Jazz began to mature once this music began to be
played by the dance orchestras of the land. It was arranged by well-schooled arrangers of
professional status and kept the jazz style alive, while there were still small jazz combos playing
a more ‘faking’ style then the larger groups.
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The 19th century was the era of the brass and string band. The brass bands most always
included a string band, which was used for the dances that the band was required to play in a
smaller hall or for a sum, which would not pay for a big brass band. These smaller places
needed a more refined and softer brand of dance music. Actually it was these string dance bands
that evolved into jazz bands. Thus the progression was from brass bands, to string bands, to jazz
bands. When the name ‘jazz’ caught on, a known string band would be called by that name one
week and the very next week (with the same personnel but with new jazz arrangements) now
was called a jazz band.
It is also interesting that early jazz musicians thought that reading music would ruin their
jazz playing (Gus Mueller of the Whiteman Band is a good example of a musician thinking this
way). Also it was thought that jazz couldn’t be taught and that improvising was an art that had
to come from the heart and couldn't be taught. Of course, we know now that jazz can and is
being taught. The jazz educator proved that jazz can be taught and that improvising was an art
that could be developed through education not just through experience.
The earliest jazz books stressed the role of the Negro in the evolution of jazz but do not
mention the Creole and White efforts. (See Charters book on early New Orleans jazz musicians
which excludes any influence or mention of the role of Creole and white musicians in the
evolution of jazz. The title page of the book does say that it is: “An index to the Negro
Musicians of New Orleans). Many people reading this book got the impression that early jazz
was only played by Negro musicians. I firmly believe that jazz evolved from the society and
atmosphere of New Orleans from all its cultural diversity and not from just one segment of its
society. The difference and development of the jazz style of the various cultural groups was
difference and not that one cultural group played jazz and the others didn’t. If one believes the
evolving of an art form such as jazz was only from one segment of a society then it neglects the
other existing segments that form a complete cultural society such as appears in New Orleans.
We know that discoveries of major proportions seldom occur – with most developments an
evolution of earlier influences and ideas. Jelly Roll Morton once stated that he invented jazz. If
you believe that, then no words that I can write will change your opinion. I believe that jazz was
an evolutionary development with all portions of New Orleans musical society having a hand in
its evolution. Jazz evolved from all social segments because of the necessity to furnish dance
music, music that had to keep up with the newly developing dance styles of the era. Books on
jazz history should include all the social segments of New Orleans society and the atmosphere
that propagated the jazz/dance style. All segments of New Orleans society should be given
proper credit for their developing the jazz style at the same time but in slightly different
directions. A bush has many branches, not just one. Jazz was a musical development and
evolved from ‘all’ the segments of New Orleans musical society, each group differing in their
interpretation and individual opportunities and needs in evolving the music we call jazz.
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WHITE JAZZ
Introduction
History of any art is usually clouded and exact and accurate details take years of research
together with a background in the field of research and experience and education in the field of
research. After forty years of experience, research and education I have discovered the need to
write a history of the origins and influences of the music called Jazz. As historians know,
history overlaps its eras - an era never stops at a given time with a new one beginning the next
moment. There are also few if any, new discoveries that are not a combination of earlier
influences. A new period of the art of music evolved from existing influences with a new style
evolving from the old elements of music with different emphasizes and creative ways of doing
the old elements in a new way. For instance - the art of ragtime was the first music to use
syncopation within a complete composition. Syncopation is found in the early 13th century in
the music of Machaut (even earlier than his music) but he used this musical element more
frequently than his contemporaries. Jazz was not discovered nor invented. It was a natural
evolution using the existing musical elements in a new, creative way, more from the necessity
of creating a dance musical ensemble than a direct attempt at improvising a piece of music.
Improvising is a main element of jazz but has been around since the beginning of the art of
music.
Jazz evolved from the attempts of dance musician to play music that was needed to
satisfy the dancers. The art of dance was a main influence on the evolution of jazz. Dancing was
the most popular of social activities and in New Orleans often there was a lack of dance bands
to furnish music for the many dances that were scheduled. Many dances used musicians that did
not have formal musical education. Many could not read and played by ear and often had to
‘fake’ certain passages within a piece of music that contained foreign chords that were beyond
their musical experience. These musically uneducated players had developed an excellent
musical ear and once they heard a chord progression (that was not too technical) could
improvise a passage to fit the progression played by either a pianist or guitarist. Early jazz
bands included many women pianists who did play the correct chord progressions - as they
usually could read music and often were church musicians playing for their Sunday services.
This need for many dance bands to play for the numerous dances created a need for
musicians. There are many examples of early bands using inexperienced musicians to fill a
chair in a band. One example comes to mind: When Chris Kelly needed a drummer he trained
‘Kid” Howard to play drums in about a week’s time. We also have the opportunity of each of
the social structures around New Orleans (White, Black & Creole) to hear each other in the
Lake Pontchartrain resorts. There are many examples of band contests as bands playing for
dances and parties at these many ‘camps’ on the lake to hear each other and to hear what each
segment of each social structure’s music. There is another example that talks of how two
musicians were listening to a Society orchestra playing on the lake that was a reading band. One
musician said to the other as they listened to get their band part from what they heard: “I’ve got
my part, how about you?” These New Orleans dance bands were from all walks of the city’s
society. Basically we had White, Creole and Negro bands playing for their social order. All
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were required to play the dance music of their era and all had to keep up with the developments
of the dance when new dance steps were created. All these situations: social, environmental,
and artistic, were catalysts in developing the evolving jazz style used to accompany the dance.
Without the dance I do not think that jazz would have evolved as there would be no need for
dance bands. Would jazz have evolved if there was no dancing and the use of music was only
used for parades, concerts, etc.?
Thus the music we know as jazz evolved from every part of the social structure, not just
Negro, nor White or Creole, but from the social environment and situation of the era. All
segments of society had their dance bands and all played the dance music of the era as well as
developing the styles required to play the new dance styles that were being created. Each
segment of society did develop their own style of playing this dance music. There is evidence
that many of the Negro bands of the era played a more unsophisticated interruption of the music
they heard from the trained Creole orchestras. Negro and White society had both reading bands
and ‘faking’ bands and it was the Negro and White ‘faking’ bands that evolved the jazz style
through necessity to furnish dance music.
Another factor, though less influential was the length of dances in this era. Often a band
would begin early n the evening and often last till the sun came up. At dances of the era,
everyone, (dancers and musicians) would take a break to have a meal near halfway through a
dance. While many bands did not use music, a band member could not last for 8 or more hours
during a dance engagement and would lay out a chorus thus giving his embouchure a rest.
There is an example of a dance hall owner saying that the musician should not be laying out on
a chorus as he was paying him for playing, not standing around with his horn in his hand.
Another influence once jazz evolved into new dance styles was the publication of
arranging the jazz style to be played by the ‘legit’ orchestra of the land. Once jazz became the
‘music of the land,’ music publishers flooded the market with jazz arrangements. Jazz matured
once this music began to be played by the dance orchestras of the land. It was arranged by well
schooled arrangers and kept the jazz style alive. While there were still ‘jazz’ combos, the style
evolved into the big band style which of course necessarily required written music for the
enlarged number that were playing in a jazz dance band. With every established style there will
always be a reaction to it. After the large ‘big band’ became popular there was a counterrevolution which stressed more improvising. We find the big bands giving way to the smaller
jazz combo and jazz became a listening music, not dance music. The art of jazz evolved into an
art music through this revolution. Arrangers then featured open passages for jazz improvising.
Established dance bands, like Duke Ellington wrote arrangements to showcase jazz solos. Thus
we have completed the cycle that now included opportunities for both the jazz arrangement and
the jazz solo.
The 19th century was the era of the brass band. These brass bands also included (in New
Orleans) a string band which was used for the dances that these bands were engaged to play.
These band organizations provided music for ‘all’ social activities - parades, concerts, picnics,
serenades, dances, etc. The band organizations were often called ‘Brass and String Bands.’ It
was these string bands that evolved into jazz bands, often announced as a string band in one
article, then a jazz band in the next week’s paper.
It is also interesting that early jazz musicians (one statement attributed to Louis
Armstrong) thought that reading music would ruin their jazz playing (Gus Mueller of the
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Whiteman band is a good example of a musician that thought this) or that one could not learn to
play jazz but had to have it in his heart. The efforts of jazz educators showed that jazz could be
taught and that improvising was an art that could be developed through education not just
experience.
The earliest jazz books stressed the role of the Negro in the evolution of jazz but do not
mention the Creole or White efforts and exposed the role of the Negro (see Charters book on
early New Orleans jazz which excludes any influence of Creole and White musicians in the
evolution of jazz. The title page of the book does say that it is: “An Index to the Negro
Musicians Of New Orleans.)I firmly believe that jazz evolved from the society of New Orleans
from all its cultural diversity and not from just one segment of its society. The difference and
development of the jazz style was the difference not that one group played jazz and the others
did not. If one believes in the invention or discovery of an art form such as jazz was only from
one segment of a society than it neglects the other existing segments that form a complete
cultural society such as appears in New Orleans. We know that discoveries of major proportions
seldom occur with most developments an evolution of earlier influences. Jelly Roll Morton
once stated that he invented jazz. If you believe that then no words that I can write will change
your opinion. I believe that jazz was an evolutionary development with all portions of New
Orleans musical society having a hand in its evolution. Jazz evolved from all social segments
because of the necessity to furnish dance music, music that had to keep up the newly
developing dance styles of the era. Charter’s Book “Jazz: New Orleans 1885-1968,” does not
include the other social structure of New Orleans society and I have written this book to give
proper credit to the neglected part of New Orleans society that also had a hand in developing the
jazz style. All musical groups in New Orleans should be given proper credit for their developing
the jazz style at the same time as other social segments. Jazz was music developed and evolved
from ‘all’ the segments of New Orleans music society, also differing in their interpretation and
individual opportunities in evolving the music we call jazz.
The Evolution of Ragtime
Ragtime style music evolved on the American popular music scene sometime in the late
1890’s. Its predecessor was the Negro cakewalk. The predecessors of the cakewalk were the
Negro jubilee and what was called ‘plantation songs.” This Negro music was different from
what was being published at the time as popular American music, primarily because of the
exciting mood of the tempo, the rhythm and the subject matter of the lyrics when lyrics were
included.
Rhythm was the most impressive elements of this early Negro music. One of the earliest
aspects of Negro rhythm was the technique of ‘patting,’ commonly known as ‘hambone.’ In a
letter to Edgar Allen Poe by a correspondent in 1835 describes this Negro performance
technique as patting:
“There is no attempt to keep time to all the notes, but then it comes so pat and so distinct
that the cadence is never lost. Such irregularities are like rests and grace notes. They must be so
managed as neither to hasten or retard the beat. The time of the bar must be the same, no matter
how many notes are in it.”
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The great American poet (and flutist) Sidney Lanier (1842-1881) described Negro
patting:
“Everyone who has noticed a Southern Negro’s ‘patting’ will not have been apt to hear
an effect, produced by omitting the stroke, of foot or of hand, which the hearer expects to fall on
the accented note at the first of the bar.”
Again this is a description of syncopation. This patting rhythm/syncopated style was
transferred to the banjo, then from the banjo to the piano, and we have an evolution to ragtime
music.
Does this not sound like the use of syncopation, and the use of improvising? By 1835 we
can observe that syncopation was consistently used within the performance of a tune. This use
of syncopation throughout a ‘complete’ published composition was first observed in the ragtime
style of music, namely the Negro Jigs and reels, and the Negro cakewalk. Syncopation is
defined in the Oxford Dictionary of Music as:
“Device used by composers in order to vary position of the stress on notes so as to avoid
regular rhythm. Syncopation is achieved by accenting a weak instead of a strong beat, by
putting rests on strong beats, by holding on over strong beats, and by introducing a sudden
change of time-signature.”
Classical Use of Syncopation
Before this adaptation of syncopation in early Negro music, composers used syncopation
as far back as the 14th century in the Ars nova, especially in the music of G. de Machaut. It
reached its all-time peak of complication in the music of the late 14th century in the music of
Cunelier, Grimace, Cordier, Solage, and others.
Brahms was noted for his use of syncopation, but he never used it extensively in a
complete composition. There is only one example of a complete piece using syncopation before
its use in ragtime music – in a composition by Joseph Haydn. A most beautiful passage of
syncopation occurs in the solo “With Verdame Cald” from the “Creation.” Beethoven used
some syncopation in his Piano sonata op. 28 no.1, in the Appassionata Sonata, and in his Piano
sonata, op. 101.
The cakewalk's main rhythmic motive of short, long, short, appears in the Contradanza of
M. Gottschalk .
An art (such as ragtime) is developed by its performers and their performance techniques,
not from a written page of music. An individual, not a certain school develops an art. Negro
songs were performed by white minstrels and ‘re-done’ by black minstrels prior to the ragtime
era. It was then brought into the American musical scene throughout the U.S. by these
minstrels. For the first time this new music, through their presentation by the minstrel show,
was established firmly as a popular and legitimate form of music. While the minstrel was a
caricature of the American Southern Negro (and is no longer deemed suitable entertainment by
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those thinking of politically correct nomenclature), I do believe that, without it, we would not
have the music we call ragtime or jazz. So something good came out of the use of Negro
characteristics, although they certainly were exaggerated. Prior to their minstrel performances,
this style of music was centralized in the South on the many plantations existing there. Without
a doubt, the minstrel movement changed that. It became one of the first national Negro
entertainment styles to be established on the American entertainment scene. An early collection
of ‘Ethiopian Melodies’ with a picture of two Negroes on the stage – one playing a banjo, the
other dancing, was published in 1846.

Next we must mention the music of Stephen Foster. It was his destiny to write music –
influenced by the music he heard on the banks of the Ohio River by the city of Cincinnati. His
music became popular on the American popular music scene and it helped to insert Negro
influenced music into the main stream of American popular music. Below is an example of
Foster’s use of syncopation. He added the syncopation he observed in the music he first heard
on the banks of the Ohio from the Negro stevedores. His music was to be found in most every
home in America. The song is “Gently Annie.”
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We can find some passages of Foster’s music in the early Negro spirituals. In “Lord
Remember Me,” the second section is closely related to his “Camptown Races.”

The spiritual “Brother Moses gone” reminds one of a Foster melodic structure
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The typical Huayno Kaypipas, from Cuzco, Peru uses the cakewalk rhythm. How much of an
influence the two examples of Inca music had on the music of the early cakewalk is not know.
Probably Peruvian music had little effect or exposure to the Negroes of the South but the
examples used show that other cultures had similar rhythmic patterns in their music.

The Cakewalk rhythm is a syncopated one and can be traced in American popular music
through ragtime and the jazz era. Its use in ragtime and jazz was modified and appeared as what
is called united syncopation. A large amount of rags and jazz tunes contain the cakewalk
rhythm either in the introduction or in the main theme.
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Evolution of the Cakewalk
Many of these early Negro songs were short pieces and when patched together they
evolved into what we now call cakewalks. The cakewalk had an established rhythm, as seen by
the excerpt given below in the cakewalk “Cotton Pickers Rag and Cakewalk.”

The main cakewalk motive
was a syncopated one. As ragtime evolved it was
difficult to tell whether a certain piece was a cakewalk or a rag. The names were used
simultaneously to describe a piece and the only distinguishing feature of the true cakewalk was
its rhythm. In ragtime this syncopation became more complicated.
But, when written down we no longer have the spontaneous music of the early patting
technique known as the Juba. To bring it to the public it was necessary to be written down. The
most popular media of this era was the written published music during this era – band
arrangements, piano sheet music and other musical instrumentations. It made possible the
exposure of this music to the parlors of the country by having piano music available to be
played by the populace and enjoyed by them in the group get-together that were popular at the
time, and through the many band concerts held during this era.
The characteristic rhythm of the cakewalk was familiar to the populace from the Scottish
music, with its characteristic rhythm called the ‘Scotch Snap,’ rhythm that was characterized by
a sixteenth note followed by a dotted eighth. This rhythm was reminiscent of the cakewalk
rhythm with a short note followed by a longer one.
An early piece sung by Jenny Lind, a world-renowned vocal artist (1820-1887), “The
Hermit and the Maiden” by Meyerbeer, uses this short/long style of rhythm and also the
long/short rhythm.
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The popular music during the time of the Civil War was more of a sentimental nature. An
example of this is the song “Let Me Kiss Him For His Mother,” excerpted below. Strangely,
there is an occasion in the melody where syncopation is used.
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Evolution of Ragtime
Whether deliberate or not, the composition of ragtime took the form of the popular music
of the era, the military march. The musical form of the cakewalk, ragtime and the march are
basically the same. The march was a composition style that used various melodic themes in two
or more sections, including a trio with transitions to proceed from one section to the other. Of
course, the main difference was in the rhythm. Both utilized steady rhythm, but ragtime
included syncopation. Early jazz music was also influenced by the march. Observe the trio in
the composition below (War Cloud” – Fidgety Feet) by the Original Dixieland Jazz Band. This
is from an arrangement published for the era’s dance bands.

“Pops” Foster discusses this relationship of the march to ragtime:
“Ragtime musical forms appear to have been derived from brass band music, the most
common being AA, BB, A, CC, DD, with a -modulation at the halfway point. The harmonies
were those heard in the brass band compositions of J. P. Sousa and Arthur Pryor, to which these
had conditioned the public ear and like organizations during several decades of popularity. This
sort of material had a strong appeal to musicians in the evolving jazz bands of New Orleans.
To- the precise format, simple key modulation, familiar harmonies, and strict 2/2 time, jazzmen
made their inescapable modifications. As had happened with brass band music, time became
free and more flowing, and also more complex.”
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In 1877 Braham and Harrigan published “Walking for Dat Cake.” It probably was the
first quasi-cakewalk published using the rhythm characteristic of the cakewalk.
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We next present a piece of sheet music entitled “A Warm Reception,” published in 1899.
It is described as a “characteristic march, two-step, and Cakewalk.” The cover also states that it
is a “prominent number on Sousa’s program”.

The Cakewalk era reached its zenith around 1899. It evolved directly into ragtime. In
actuality it ‘was’ early ragtime. The earliest pure ragtime publication that used the name
‘ragtime’ was the Mississippi Rag, published in 1899 and written by W. H. Krell. The cover
sheet states that this is “The first ragtime two-step ever written.” The two-step was a new jazz
dance that eventually caused a commotion, and led to a ban of the dancing of the two-step at
public dances. Also in 1899, the Sunday Examiner of New York published a piece of sheet
music called “Trouble Never Troubles Dis Coon.” A new category of ragtime music was
created thereby and called “Coon Ragtime.”
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Ragtime was the first Negro music in which instruments were not used just as an
accompaniment to either dancing or singing. While the public did dance to ragtime it was
mostly a listening type music in its pure form. In 1897 Kerry Mill, one of the most prolific
popular music composers of the era, wrote “At A Georgia Campmeeting.” While in actuality a
Cakewalk, it is notated as a March. It contains the cakewalk rhythm. Its form is that of a
march/ragtime form and contains a trio, which is more in the style of a march trio. It contains a
popular Civil War melody ”Our Boys Will Shine Tonight.” Later, ragtime music had lyrics
added leading to the evolving of the “Coon” song.
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John Philip Sousa brought Ragtime to Europe with his famous band. This attempt to
bring the music of Ragtime America to Europe was extremely well received and caused a great
stir in musical circles of Europe. The French composer Claude Debussy caustically
acknowledged Ragtime and had some choice words on Sousa and his conducting:
“At last! The King of American music is here; Monsieur Sousa will reveal to us its
beauties and how it is to be used in the best society. One must have a special gift to conduct this
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music, Ragtime. Thus Monsieur Sousa beats time in circular motions, mixes an imaginary
salad, sweeps away invisible dust, and snatches a butterfly from the bell of a contrabass tuba.”
Sousa had the last laugh however, for it was his influence of which the result can be seen
in Debussy’s “Golliwog’s Cakewalk,” written in 1903. It is noted that while Ragtime is
distinctly American, it had its counterpart in other countries - in their music of marked rhythm
and with the use of syncopation. They did feature syncopation throughout a complete
composition, seldom done in the past history of music.
During Sousa’s first tour abroad in 1900, (in Paris), the people were unexpectedly
enthusiastic over the Ragtime he programmed - usually with Arthur Pryor sharing the
conducting chores and a Ragtime presented as an encore. (Sic: The Ragtime played was usually
an early Cakewalk such as Bunch O’ Blackberries) In practically no time at all, Ragtime was
the rage of Europe. This acceptance, when put in its proper light, becomes important, for during
this time there was really no acceptance of any music nor any composer from American by the
European musical circle. Edward MacDowell and Maurice Gottschalk were the only American
composers that were somewhat accepted at this time on the world musical scene as first rate
classical composers.
Sousa had a dislike for early jazz, not because of the music but mainly because the early
jazz bands did not contain polished musicians. He expressed an opinion that jazz would die a
quick death. (The same was said about early rock music and musicians.) When high caliber
musicians joined the ranks of jazz, Sousa was quick to realize that jazz (meaning more ragtime
style music) would take on new a meaning and popularity. He began to program ragtime music,
acquired musicians with jazz experience and presented Ragtime to his audiences. This
acceptance and innovative programming at this early time in the history of jazz caused quite a
bit of thought – “if the highly regarded Sousa Band was playing Ragtime, Ragtime must be
acceptable,” thereby lies the contribution by Sousa to Ragtime and later Jazz. Ragtime and Jazz
was lying between Tin Pan Alley and the concert stage. By playing Ragtime and Jazz, Sousa
showed that this music could be accepted as a popular style of music for the vast American
public. Ragtime and Jazz did not really influence Sousa’s compositional style but one can see
his limited use of syncopation in some of his suites and Marches for band. In his earlier
composing days Sousa had written some minstrel pieces – one such piece being “Deed I Has To
Laugh.” By the mid 1920’s the programs of Sousa’s concerts included nearly a half-hour of
Ragtime and Jazz.
In conclusion, we have looked at the early music that was in existence during the
evolution of Ragtime and of its ancestors prior to its popularity. In the music we can examine
the early evolution of Negro style music which led to ragtime and jazz. Even Sousa could not
have dreamed of how much of an influence jazz would hold over the music of the 20th century
and its use throughout the musical world, which included the classical music of the century.
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The Destruction of Louis Armstrong’s House
It’s gone now – It’s been gone since 1964. It wasn’t much of a house, as houses go, but it
was ‘His’ house. Question: Did they bulldoze Shakespeare’s thatch cottage, a very humble
abode? Did they raze Mozart’s modest little flat? In Washington D. C. they did save and install
a museum in John Philip Sousa’s House.
In New Orleans, back of the first Precinct Police Station at Broad and Tulane and
extending from Perdido to Gravier Street is a wide expanse – that was razed for slum clearance
in 1964. Almost in the very center of this area is a small pile of burned out rubbish and old
timbers – all that remains of ‘the house’. This house and all of its surroundings have passed into
oblivion. This area, often know by some as ‘Black Storyville’ was a Negro slum area and
contained both commercial establishments such as ‘Funky Butt Hall’, ‘Segretti’s’, and many
other entertainment places, along with personal residences, including Armstrong’s house.
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Within the pile of rubbish is a pile of heartache and frustration for a group of dedicated
jazz devotes that tried but failed to save what now would be a worldwide shrine. That they have
failed was no crime, in fact, it was a badge of courage for these few far-sighted individuals.
It has been over 30 some year ago that a small band of noble soldiers of preservation
marched with a sacred goal in mind – save the little, poverty stricken house of Louis
Armstrong.
This story is a story of attempted preservation, of deep heart-stricken feelings of
desperation and loss. It is told with a deep feeling of personal loss and guilt, not only for myself
but also for the millions of citizens of the world. But, mostly this feeling of loss is still felt by
those that caused the demolition of a great landmark of New Orleans, and later the world.
The small structure stood back of a massive concrete structure that occupied nearly an
entire city block – the Criminal District Court Building. A small stretch of unpaved alleyway
ran from Gravier Street to Perdido Street, hardly enough for two small cars to pass – if anyone
dare venture into this ‘roadway’ of uneven surfaces, dotted with potholes and other various
objects in and near the roadway. During Armstrong’s early life the ‘alley’ was a very dangerous
place to be. In his words: “Even Negroes didn’t want to go there after dark.” But it was his
home. There was the omnipresent New Orleans saloon on the corner, which seemed to be
jammed with people no matter what time of day or night. To get to ‘his’ house you had to go
down a narrow passageway off the alley. His house number was 723. The area was a very
heavily populated Negro area, comprised of poverty wage level earners and welfare
participants. The area was, of course, ill kept, what would now be called a ghetto. No one would
argue that it needed to be torn down.
Armstrong’s house was a single story cottage set on an eight brick, L-shaped corner
foundation, using 8 x 8 unfinished timbers that stretched across. The entire house only
measured 24 x 18 feet.
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It was divided into four small rooms. In the kitchen was a gas stove and electricity used
for lighting only, the only running water was from the small sink in the kitchen. Room ‘A’ was
used as a combination living room, bedroom. As seen from the picture each room was of equal
size and connected to each other by a door. The ‘facilities’ (none within the house) were in the
back yard. The sides of the house had been covered with heavy plastic imitation wooden
shingles, (not on the original house of course). It was off-white in appearance, with the frames
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of the windows and doors painted a dark green. There was a peaked roof, which was covered
with cheap corrugated iron roofing sheets. There was a ledge that protruded over the front and
rear of the house, which seemed to be a protrusion of the roof. The floors were pinewood,
unfinished and were covered by linoleum rugs. The windows had inexpensive viole hung as
curtains. Small individual gas heaters were the only heat. A 6-foot high board fence surrounded
the house on the right and the other side. This created a rather narrow passage way between
houses. It was about 6 feet wide. Near the house stood a large Chinaberry tree, which can be
seen in a picture of the back of the house. A 10-foot area between the house that was in front of
723 created a very small yard.
This then was the cottage. You ask, why save such a structure hardly fit to live in by our
standards? Simple – Because it was ‘his’ house, Louis Armstrong’s house.
Now – The story of the ‘attempt’ to save the Armstrong cottage!
It all started on a typical humid New Orleans morning of May 6th, 1964. One of the
members of the New Orleans Jazz Club (Dr. Edmond Souchen) received a phone call from a
Mr. Tom Kennedy, 720 Calhoun Street, in New Orleans. Mr. Kennedy had purchased a house
from a construction company for $50.00 and thought the jazz club might be interested in the
structure. He offered the house to the club for preservation. Begging the action for preservation,
a Mr. Arthur Steiner informed the then President of the New Orleans Jazz club, Miss Helen
Arlt, that he would have the house moved to a site at Constance and Thalia, a temporary
location. Mr. Steiner had plans to move the house to the Vieux Carre and had contacted a firm
to move the structure at a cost of from $500 to $800.
Trying to move with all haste, the New Orleans Jazz Club obtained the permit to move
the house on May 22nd through the proper channels of the city of New Orleans. However, the
construction company (in charge of the demolition of the area) claimed ownership of the house,
and for some reason, (I think economic ones), working with an attorney, would not release the
house. Miss Arlt, had a meeting with the construction company and its attorney, who assured
her that he would notify her on Monday morning, June 8th, whether the Jazz Club could have
the house then, or at a later date.
On that infamous morning of June 8th, the news was stated on the radio and TV that the
house had been knocked down and the remains burned. There was no notice that the destruction
was to take place. What happened between the last few hours of June 7th to the morning of June
8th? One paragraph, hinting at something stated: “The interim between May 6th and the final
demise of the property was filled with several other unpleasant incidents which do not bear
repeating at this time, but which was hoped that will eventually come to light.”
But – these have not come to light. Someone gave the order for total destruction. Why?
Why? And what could have been the reason that one of the most important landmarks in jazz
history went up in smoke? I think it is time to find out the answers to these questions. There
have been hints at the reason stated to me but no quotable facts. What was the atmosphere in
New Orleans in early June of 1964?
The Times Picayune of June 17th, 1964 stated:
“The incidents leading from the first knowledge that the birthplace of America’s trumpet
player was in the midst of the new police complex are, until last Thursday when it was
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demolished appear to be a series of mysteries. No one involved appears to understand what
happened.”
The Bal Construction Company said that it had until Wednesday, June 7th to clear the
area. The house was among the last remaining structures on the site. “It had to be cleared,” said
a spokesman of the company. So, on Thursday the firm burned it and leveled it.” In almost what
sounded like an after-thought the man said, “It was where you see that little mound.” That
rubbish in that ‘little mound’ contained the remains of the house of Louis Armstrong. That little
mound of rubbish is a national disgrace. You could bottle that rubbish and sell it for millions in
most places in Europe. The former structure from this little mound would now be considered
sacred, and priceless.
Who is to blame for the destruction of Armstrong’s house? Was it the Construction
Company, or was it a politician in city hall? What purpose would anyone have in the
destruction of the house? There are hints in the answers to question one asks – where there
phone threats insinuating that if the house was saved someone would pay? Who did these
‘threats,’ come from? Where the phone calls from secret organizations or from just on
individual; and was this a result of integration and the Anti-Civil Rights movement? The phone
calls could have come from either anti-intergrationists or those working to make the smoothchange that we now know occurred in New Orleans (unlike many other cities in the south). Was
the Armstrong cottage an innocent victim of the changing times in America?
The people involved in the unsuccessful attempt at saving Armstrong’s house were well
known jazz enthusiasts – namely: Helen Arlt, Mr. Arthur Steiner, Mr. Victor Schiro, Mr. Don
Perry, Mr. Jack Steward, and Mr. Alex Gifford (then a newsman for channel 4 – now channel 6
TV
To find out who was to blame is not to publicize guilt but to make sure the world knows
that it was not the work of the city or the New Orleans Jazz Club. Let us not take their work in
vain but give them the credit and make sure the world knows that New Orleans cares. That
individual’s care and the New Orleans Jazz Club cared then, and does now. I cared. The jazz
world cared.
Was the demolition of Armstrong’s house racially motivated? I am sure the action taken
would not have been allowed in today’s atmosphere. New Orleans lost a famous landmark.
When asked her feelings about the incident Helen Arlt remarked:
“I still feel very sad about it. We missed an opportunity to preserve an important part of
the history of New Orleans, a part of the history of this native music that has spread throughout
the world. It could have been so easily done. The house was very small; it could have easily
been put in an area of the present day Mint. New Orleans is still not aware of how important
jazz is to this city and the world. There should be made available a fund to preserve historic
landmarks. So many people desperately pleaded to help their case to save the house. The
attitude was like an ice cream cone – if it melts away, we could get another one. When things
are lost, we all lose a little something. The house was a little jewel we should have maintained.
It would have drawn people throughout the world. A recent European visitor was really upset
over the fact that there are no makers to show visitor jazz sites. We have them all over Europe;
you can see Mozart’s house and many others. What a shame.”
As of this date, January 2002, New Orleans still does not have many landmarks. There is
one on the middle ground pointing out Storyville. Having lived in New Orleans for almost 20
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years, I attempted to try and have them install some. I have conducted many jazz tours, pointing
out the famous locations of jazz sites in and around the French Quarter and old Storyville. New
Orleans should have plaques pointing out these sites so those tourists could take their own jazz
walks. I researched and published a “Jazz Map” of the famous jazz locations and houses lived in
by the old time jazz pioneers that located 100’s of jazz sites. (Sic: please boot up my web site
(<www.basinstreet.com>) for a description of the map)
While living north of New Orleans and Lake Pontchartrain I had a little to do with saving
one of the only remaining dance halls in Mandeville, dating from around 1899. I am proud to
say that it is now a jazz museum, having been purchased by the town of Mandeville, on the
shores of Lake Pontchartrain.
There was an article in the newspaper during the controversy:
“Jazz Club Fails to Save Birthplace of Armstrong. Statement Blames Firm and Attorney.
The president of the New Orleans Jazz club said Thursday the Jazz club was prevented
from saving the Louis Armstrong birthplace cottage by a construction company and its attorney.
Miss Helen Arlt released the following statement from the board of directors of the New
Orleans Jazz Club:
“On May 6, the New Orleans Jazz Club was offered the house through contact with Dr.
Edmond Souchon, a Jazz Club director.
“The original proposition was that the Jazz Club could have the house if the club moved
it to another location. Efforts were made to do so and the club was given an extension of time in
which to accomplish this. Mr. Arthur Steiner offered to provide for moving the house and to
furnish the lot to which it was to be moved. Mr. Steiner, after making application for a permit to
relocate the house, was issued the permit on May 22. However, the Construction Company,
claiming ownership of the house, would not release it on the advice of its attorney.
“On June 4, Miss Helen Arlt, new Orleans Jazz club president, met with the construction
company and its attorney, the latter assuring Miss Arlt that he would notify her on Monday
morning, June 8, whether the Jazz Club could have the house then or at a later date. Not until
the news was released on television did the Jazz Club learn that the house had been knocked
down and the remains burned.
“The Jazz Club definitely received no notification. Mr. Steiner and the Jazz Club were
ready to begin moving preparations as of May 22, but were thwarted in their efforts by the
Construction Company and it attorney.
“The motive for the Jazz Club wanting the Armstrong birthplace was not for any
financial gain but solely in the interest of saving and preserving any important mementos of
jazz history.”
The specifications of the Armstrong cottage was located at 723 Jane Alley, New Orleans,
La. are given below.
Jane Alley – a short street, extending from Gravier to Perdido, and located just back of
the First Precinct Station, the House of Detention and the Parish Prison. Very hard to find,
unless known to individual. A very heavily populated Negro area, comprised of low-wage
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earners and people on Welfare Relief. Very “anti” and even objecting to Caucasians passing
through to look or take pictures. Ill kept, slovenly and run down. Typical slum. Needed to come
down.
Armstrong Cottage was located in the rear of a better-kept house (No. 725 Jane Alley),
on a lot 60’ x 30’. The people in the front cottage owned Louie’s house, and were aware of the
historic value. They ‘charged’ $2.00 to permit photographers roam around their alleyways and
back yard.
Armstrong cottage was numbered No. 723. It was a single story cottage, raised from the
ground on 8 brick L-shaped corner foundations, with large 8 x 8 unfinished timbers stretching
across. The entire building measured 24 feet (across) and 18 feet deep. There were 4 rooms,
each measuring 9 x 12 feet. There was a gas stove and electricity (for lighting only), and the
only running water was in a small kitchen sink.
The two front rooms were primarily bedrooms, but the right hand bedroom was also used
form a combination bed-room-living room. There were two “front doors,” and two front
windows. Each room connected with the adjoining room by means of one door. The dining
room (back of the right hand bedroom-living room) had one window. The kitchen (back of the
left-hand bedroom) had one door leading to the back yard. In the back yard was a “2-holer”.
There was no modern toilet factitious within the house.
The sides of the house were covered with heavy plastic imitation wooden shingles, and
were either lightly painted or whitewashed. The doors and windows had screens and the frames
were painted a dark green. The roof was a peaked roof, covered with corrugated iron roofing
sheets (as formerly used on cheap garages). A ledge of about 2 to 21/2 feet protruded over the
front and rear of the house, and was a projection or extension of the roof itself. The floors were
of wide, old-time pine flooring, unfurnished. They were covered with worn out cheap linoleum
“rugs.” The two front rooms had inexpensive voile hung as curtains over the windows. “The
only heat available was by means of small individual gas heaters, and later on, small individual
electric heaters. There was an ‘imitation’ fireplace in the right hand front bedroom. No chimney
emanated from this ‘decorative’ addition, but it did add to the otherwise undecorated room.
Between the house on the right (NO. 721 Jane Alley) and the side of the house-No.725
Jane Alley – was a 6 foot high board fence. This made an alleyway between the two houses, and
led into the back yard cottage occupied by Armstrong. The alleyway was about 6 feet wide.
From the entrance to the alleyway, standing on Jane Alley, the large Chinaberry tree, which
Louie spoke about, can easily be seen. Also, the right hand front door and steps and one
window can be seen.
There was a distance of about 10 feet between the rear of No. 275 Jane Alley, and the
front of Armstrong’s cottage. Very narrow alleyways extended on either side of the Armstrong
cottage, which was barely usable (about 2 feet each), and which were not negotiable.
I have included the last pictures taken of the Armstrong house and the floor plans of the
house for your examination. Luckily, we still have the music of Armstrong. His contribution to
world music will never dim. His performances are legendary. His music will live forever, and
so will the disgrace that some bear of destroying his birthplace. God bless Louis Armstrong.
A Trip through Armstrong’s House
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Street sign

Jane Alley from Gravier towards Perdido

Armstrong house (left) with bulldozer in front
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A long view of Armstrong’s House

A Closer View of Armstrong House with Bulldozer in Front
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Back View of Armstrong House
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Front View of House with Two Young Boys

Front of Armstrong House
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Back of Armstrong’s House

Back of Armstrong’s House
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Back of Armstrong’s House

Right Side Door of Front of Armstrong’s House
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Room in Armstrong’s House

Kitchen in Armstrong’s Boyhood House
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Bedroom in Armstrong’s House

Dining Room in Armstrong’s House
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Interior of Armstrong’s House
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Interior of Armstrong’s House
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Exterior side of Armstrong’s House
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Exterior Passageway of Armstrong’s House
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Exterior with Tree by Armstrong’s House
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Small Yard of Armstrong’s House

Louis Armstrong’s House in Corona
It was Louis & Lucille Armstrong’s Home from 1943 to
1971. Located at 34-56 107th St. Corona, Queens, New York
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Louis’ House Backyard in Corona
Louis was famous for his backyard parties and BBQ.
Louis Armstrong Articles

1930

Disques, I (Nov) “Louis Armstrong”
1931

Disques, (Feb.) “Louis Armstrong Abroad”
1935

Down Beat, II, (March) “Louis Armstrong Back Home From European Trip”
Down Beat, II (April/May. “Louis Armstrong Lays Down His Trumpet”
Down Beat, II (June) “My chops Was Beat, Says Louie”
Esquire, IV (Oct.) “L. Armstrong: A Trumpet Call…”
Vanity Fair, XLV (Nov) “Jazz Dazzler, L. Armstrong”
1936

Down Beat, III (May) “Echo of Louie Chorus Heard in Grand Canyon”
Vanity Fair, XLV (Feb.) “Impossible Interview: F. Kreisler vs. Louis…”
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1937

Down Beat, IV (April) “Dunn thought he could Carve Armstrong”
Variety, CXXVI, (April 14) “L. Armstrong Orchestra: Negro Revue”
Variety, CXXVI (April 28) “Follow Up Comments: L.A. Orchestra”
1938

Variety, CXXIX (Feb. 16) “Grand Terrace, Chicago”
Down Beat, V (March) “Satchel mouth’ Symbol of Best Negro Music”
Variety, CXXX (March 30) “State, New York”
Down Beat, V (May) “Two Ways of Improvising on a Tune”
Life, V (Aug. 8) “Swing”
Down Beat, V (Dec.) “Texans Truck to Satchmo Sock”
Variety, CXXXIII, (Dec. 28) “Apollo, N.Y.”
1939

Down Beat, Vi (Jan) “Satchmo terrific Solo Style met and Killed Dixieland.”
Down Beat, VI (Jan.) “L. Armstrong Set Record Famous Old Bert Williams. Tunes”
Variety, CXXXIII (Jan. 11) “Strand, N.Y.”

Variety, CXXXIII (Feb. 15) “Paramount, Newark”
Variety, CXXXIII (March 8) “State, Hartford”
Variety, CXXXIV, (May 17) “Apollo, N.Y.”
Variety, CXXXXIV (March 29) “Tpwer, K.C.”
Down Beat, VI June) “This ain’t Bunk; Bunk Taught Louis”
Down Beat, VI (July) “Has L. Armstrong Passed His Peak….”
Variety, CXXXV (July 5) “State-lake, chi.”

Brooklyn Daily Eagle (July 8) “Goes Places; Race Horse Responds Readily to
Armstrong'’ Hot Trumpet Solos"
New York Sun, (Oct. 13) “L. Armstrong and his Music in the New Cotton Club
Variety Show”
Down Beat, VI (Nov. 15) “Old Satchmo’ Isn’t Leading Redman Band”
Variety, CXXXVI (Dec. 6) “Cotton Club,” N.Y.
Down Beat, VI (Dec 15) “Satchmo sued for “Heart Balm”
1940

Variety, CXXXIX, (June 12) “State Lake, chi.”
1941

Jazz Information, LI, (Feb. 21) “L. Armstrong in the Past & Today”
Down Beat, VIII, (July 15) “Earl Hines Picks ‘Five Greatest Jazzmen”
Down Beat, VIII (Aug. 15) “60 Year Old bunk Johnson, Louis’ tutor, sits in the
Band”
Down Beat, VIII (Sept I) “Berigan Can’t do No Wrong”
New York times, (Oct. 26) “Trumpeters Jubilee”

Jazz Information, II (Dec.6) “How I found the Un-issued Armstrongs.”
1943
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Look, VII (Mar. 23) “King Louis 1st.”
Jazz Record, No. 4 (April) “When Armstrong Came to New York”
1944
Esquire, XXI (Feb.) Man the Kitchenette”

Metronome, LX (June) “Fine Looey, Band kaflooey”
1945

Metronome, LXI (Jan) “Louis All-Stars end and Top A Year V-D Discs”
Metronome, LXI (April) “Louis and Jazz”
Metronome, LXI (April) “Louis in Europe”
Metronome, LXI (April) “Louis on Records”
Metronome, LXI (April) “Louis and Letters”
Metronome, LXI (June) “Louis on Jazz and Swing”
Metronome, XLI (June) “L. Armstrong, Accent on the Fortissimi”.
Jazz Record, No. 84, (July) “L. Armstrong and Metronome”
Down Beat, XII (Dec. 15), “Orleans Jazz Greats A Real who’s Who”
1946

Metronome, LXLI (Feb.) “Louis, duke Wax Together for Esky”
Time, XLVII (April 29) “Reverend Satchelmouth”
Newark Evening News (May 5) “Satchmo Himself”
Variety, CLXII (May 22) “Adams, Newark”
Variety, CLXII (May 29) “RKO, Boston”

Metronome, LXII (June) “Satchmo’s Back in Town”
Variety, CLXI (June 12) “Apollo, N. Y.”
1947

Metronome, LXIII (Jan.) “Metronome’s Hall of Fame: L. Armstrong”
New York Times, (May 4) “Saga of Satchmo”
New York Daily News, (May 19) “Ol’ Satch and Horn in Best Jazz Concert”
Down Beat, XIV, (June 4) “Satchmo’s Genius Still Alive”
Time, LXXVIII (June 16) “Louis Armstrong-Paris 1934”
Down Beat, XIV, (June 18) “L. Armstrong: Vox SP 300”

Pickup, II, (July) “Louis Armstrong at Town Hall”
Esquire, XXVIII (July) “Bandstand Gabroe;
Down Beat, XIV (July 2) “Louis Center of New Commotion”
Metronome, LXIII (July) “Goffin’s Horm fluffs A-Plenty”
Down Beat, XIV (July 16) “Typical Teapot Tempest Over Louis Broadcast”

New York Sunday News, (Aug. 10,) “Louis Armstrong”
Down Beat, XIV, (Aug. 13) “New Louis Discovery on Okeh?”
Time, L (Sept. 1) “Satchmo comes Back”
Record Changer, VI, (Oct.) “L. Armstrong and J. Teagarden”
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Record Changer, VI (Oct) “”Louis in L.A.”

Down Beat XIV, (Oct. 22) “Louis Armstrong and His Concert Group”
Record Changer, VI, (Nov.) “Louis Armstrong: Columbia Album C-139”
True, XXI (Nov) “Storyville”
Down Beat, XIV, (Nov. 5) “How Louis Has Influenced Jazz”
Down Beat, XIV, (Aug. 27) “Louis, born with Jazz, Still it’s King”
Down Beat, XIV, (Dec. 3) “Armstrong Pleases jazz Lovers in Chicago Bash”
Record changer, VI (Dec.) “King Louis: His Silver Jubilee”
Down Beat, XIV (Dec. 17) “Louis Does It Again”
1948,

Metronome, LXIV (March) “Bebop’s the Easy Out, Claims Louis”
Time, LI (March 8) “Nnice Jumps”
Down Beat, XV (March 10) Louis Plays in Paris; fluffs threat on Life”
Down Beat, XV (March 24) “Nice Fete Melanbe of fights, Gaity, …”
Down Beat, XV (April 4) “Bop Will Kill Business…”
New York Herald Tribune (May 4) “L. Armstrong Plays with concert Group ….”
Down Beat, XV (Aug 5?) “Louis Armstrong and his All-Stars w/ J. Teagarden”
Variety, CLXXII (Sept. 29) “Oriental, Chi.”
Holiday, I (Oct.) “Armstrong and his Hot-Noters…._
Down Beat, XV, (Dec. 29) “King Louis elected King of Zulus for Mardi Gras”
1949

Record Changer, VIII (Jan) “Dixieland Jubilee”
Variety, CLXXIII (Jan. 12) “Louis Armstrong in Mardi Gras Role”
Variety, CLXXIII (Jan. 12) “L. Armstrong combo takes Off Sept. 30 on
New European Route”
Time, LIII (Feb. 21) “Louis the First”
Variety, CLXXIII (Feb. 23) “Inside Orchestras-Music”
Time, LIII (Feb. 21) “L. Armstrong: when You got to Ask What It is…”
Playback, II (March) “Armstrong Reigns as King of the Zulus Back Home”
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Variety, CLXXIII, (March 9) “Satchmo a Natch in N.O. Mardi Gras”
Time, LIII, (Mar.14,1949) “Time is Filled with Music”
Time, LIII (March 14) “Man With Horn”
Billboard, LXI (March 21) “Satchmo Hailed as King of the Zulus”
Melody maker, XXV (March 26) “Louis: King of the Zulus”
Record Changer, VIII, (April) “Louis Armstrong & Fletcher Henderson”
Down Beat, XVI (April 8) “King Louis: trumpet tempered”
Down Beat, XVI (June 17) “Bop Nowhere, Armstrong Just a Myth”
Record Changer, VIII (July) “Saddest Tale”
Down Beat, XVI, (July 1) “Wolff’s Article is Garbage—Mike”
Down Beat, XVI (July 1) “Overseas Trip for Louis Unit”
Down Beat, XVI (Aug. 26) “Teagarden Plans to Quit Armstrong”
Metronome, LX?? (Sept.) “Lombardo Grooves Louis”
Billboard, LXI (Sept. 3) “Armstrong’s Nostalgia Envelopes Bop City”
Metronome, LXV (Oct) “Armstrong, commercialism and Music”
Metronome, LXV (Oct.) “Pops Pops Top Top On sloppy Bop”
Variety, CLXXVI (Oct. 5)
“Armstrong Sellout in Stockholm Bow”
Down Beat, XVI (Oct. 7) “Louis, Shearing on Same Bill in Rich Bop City Till”
Melody Maker, XXV, (Oct. 15) Louis Armstrong in Scandinavia”
Variety, CLXXVI (Oct. 19) “Satchmo sock in Sweden” Italian Tour Mapped”
Billboard, LXI (Oct. 22) “Satchmo Europe Trip successful”
Melody Maker, XXV (Oct. 22) “With Louis on the Danish Air”
Melody Maker, XXV, (Nov. 5) “Armstrong in Switzerland”
Time, LIV (Nov. 7) “Welcome”
Melody Maker, XXV (Nov. 12) “Bebop? One Long Search for the right Note, Says Louis
Armstrong”
Melody Maker, XXV (Nov. 12) “Armstrong completes his Half-Century of
European
Concerts”
Down Beat, XVI (Nov. 13) “Louis Takes Off’
Melody Maker, XXV, (Nov. 19) “corner Scoops world on 1930 Armstrong Disc”
Down Beat, XVI (Oct. 21) “Louis Group Tours Europe”
Down Beat, XVI (Dec. 30) “Armstrong Explains Stand against Bop”
1950
Jazz Journal, III (Jan) “L. Armstrong in Europe”
Melody Maker, XXVI (Jan. 7) “Louis Armstrong and his Hot Seven”
Down Beat, XVII, (Jan. 27) “Chicago Jazz Landmark Being Razed”
New York Times Magazine, (Jan 29) “Satchmo Bears His Crown Gaily”
Pageant, V (Feb) “The All Time All-Star Jazz Band”
Down Beat, XVII (Feb. 24) “Louis Bash doesn’t blow Up Storm:…’
Down Beat, XVII (May 5) “Louis Writes Life Story”
Time, LV (May 22) “Music is Music”
Holiday, VII (June) “Europe With Kicks”
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Basin Street Flashbacks
Before there was a New Orleans Jazz Club there was the National Jazz Foundation of
New Orleans. In 1945 they put out a jazz newsletter that has a column called “Jazz Flashbacks”
which give some valuable information on early jazz. These copies are from March of 1945 to
Dec. of 1945. The “Jazz Flashbacks” articles begin with the June, 1945 issue:
June:
Johnny Fischer’s Military Band
Johnny Fischer’s Military Band started out about 1904. They played engagements at all
of the well-known halls in New Orleans, such as the Washington Artillery Hall, Druids, Moose
Hall, Eastman Park, etc. and on the steamer Majestic that went up and down the Mississippi
River. The personnel of the band was “Happy” Schilling (bass), Fischer (violin and clarinet),
Bill Gallaty (trombone), Lawrence Vega (cornet), Achille Baquet (clarinet), Joe “Ragbaby”
Stevens (drums), and Philip Marzoloff (guitar). At times Charlie Hazel substituted on the drums
for Ragbaby Stevens in the parades.
A little later on, the band called itself “Fischer’s Ragtime Band” and the valve trombone
was played by Schilling in addition to the bass, otherwise the personnel was the same as above.
About 1915 Fischer’s Ragtime Band went to Chicago for an engagement at the Arsonia
Café on West Madison and Pauline Sts. The line-up of the band was Fischer (clarinet), Arnold
Loyacano (piano & bass), George Barth (cornet), Fred Williams (drums), Happy Schilling
(slide trombone). They played about two weeks here and then Fischer and Williams went back
home to New Orleans. The rest of the men stayed on at the Arsonia and Schilling re-organized
them under the new name of “New Orleans Jazz Band,” adding John Frisco (drums) and Red
Rolland (clarinet) to fill up the vacancies.
After about 2 weeks, the New Orleans Jazz Band moved down the block to Tommy
Thomas’ Café where they remained for about two or three months, before coming back to New
Orleans.
Schilling formed a new band when he arrived home and called it “Happy Schilling’s
Dixie Jazz Band” with the following men in it: Schilling (trombone), Harry Shannon (trumpet),
George Barth (2nd trumpet), Buddy Schilling (alto sax), Eddie Earmann (bass), Diddy Stevens
(drums), Achille Baquet (clarinet). This band played for all the various dances given in the halls
mentioned above. They played for “all day picnics” at Milneburg on Lake Pontchartrain and
also at the West End Roof. They had engagements at the Tin Roof on Washington Ave. (where
Tin Roof Blues was inspired). The boys also played various dances across the river; Crescent
Park in Gretna, La., electric park in Algiers, Pecan Grove in Harvey, La., Oaks Hotel in
Hammond, La., opened the St. Tammany Hotel in Mandeville, La. (Sic: actually in Covington,
La.) Two of the carnival balls they played in New Orleans were Hermes and Babylon. As was
the custom in those days the band played on open wagons to advertise various coming events
and Happy Schilling had many a tailgate trombone battle with a rival wagon. The man with the
most wind and strongest trombone won.
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Schilling is now playing bass at the Magnolia Room, 300 Dauphine St. in New Orleans.
His son, George, is the clarinet man in the outfit. “The Cradle of Jazz” is still rockin’. New
Orleans is not dead yet…jazz is still alive!
July:
Manuel Mello
Manuel Mello started playing a cornet about 1903 in New Orleans with a band that was
known as “Wein’s Band.” The personnel of this band were: Manuel Mello, John Daverede
(bass), N. Jusepohl (guitar), and John Weinmunson (violin) who was the leader, Jos. Jusepohl
(trombone). This band played together until about 1907 and then broke up to form Jos.
Husson’s Band, N. Jusepohl (guitar), John Weinmunson who played trombone instead of J.
Jusepohl, and Husson on the violin. Manuel Mello stayed with this band two years (1907-1909)
and saw the trombone change hands several times. Eddie Bentin took over from Weinmunson
and Leonce Mello, brother of Manuel, superseded Bentin on the slide.
Along about 1909 and 1911 several famous bands originated around the town and
Manuel Mello alternated between them all. These bands were “Fischer’s sixth District
Orchestra,” which was later to become known as “Fischer’s Military Band,” Johnny Bertucci’s
Band,” “Johnny Bauman’s Band,” and “Tom Brown’s Band.” Papa Laine’s Band was a year or
so later – about 1912.
Fischer’s sixth district Orchestra were composed of the following men: Fischer clarinet &
violin), Happy Schilling (bass), Philip Marzoloff (guitar), Manuel Mello (cornet), William
Gallaty (trombone), and Joe (the original Ragbaby) Stevens (drums). Later on Richard Brunies
(cornet) also joined this outfit.
Bertucci’s Band had only 4 men in it as follows: Bertucci on the violin, Angelo Pelligrini
strummed a good guitar, Babe de rigger on the bass and Manuel Mello on the cornet.
Ton Brown’s Band had the following personnel: Brown (trombone), Jules Cassard
(guitar), Joe Casssard (bass), Manuel Mello (cornet), Alcide (Yellow) Nunez (clarinet) and Joe
(Ragbaby or Rags) Stevens on the drums.
Jack “Papa” Laine’s Band at that time consisted of; Laine on drums, Leonce Mello
(trombone), Martin (Spots) Kirsch (clarinet), Manuel Mello (cornet), Alex Sposito (guitar),
Martin Abraham (better known as “Chink” Martin), on string bass. Manuel said that he was the
one who taught Chink the “know-how” on the tuba.
Around this time the following bands played the black jazz: Imperial, superior, Olympia,
Onward and the Regal.
Manuel related the incident about the 5 piece “ballyhoo band” which played for a Negro
tent show called, “Lou Rose’s show” (no relation to Billy Rose). This ballyhoo band played
jazz in such a hot manner that the Negroes didn’t even wish to go inside the tent to see the
show. This white jazz combo consisted of Jack Laine on drums, Leonce Mello on trombone,
Alcide (Yellow) Nunez (clarinet) Chink Martin on the tuba and Manuel on the cornet.
Manuel Mello, as did all musician’s in those days, played music with bands mentioned
above at the Odd Fellows’ Hall (which site is now occupied by Stauss and Haas machine tool
business on Camp St.), Portuguese hall, Milneburg, Lusitanos, the McMahon Hall, Brunning'’
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at the old yacht basin, Pink'’ Hall, Thomann'’ Hall and the Crescent City Hall (in Arabi, La.),
etc.
Around 1913 or 1914 Manuel Mello left Papa Laine’s Band to form his own band which
he kept together until about 1918. The men who played with him were Joe Polizzi (clarinet),
Pete Dintrans (2nd cornet – Manuel playing the hot notes), Leonce Mello (trombone), Joe Castro
(tuba) and Emile Schenck on drums.
Along about 1918 Manuel went to Cuba and became interested in growing and raising
sugar cans. Jazz was not forgotten but rather sidetracked for a while. Manuel still keeps his
hand in now and then to prove to himself he hasn’t lost his touch, but he is now making good
money as a “sugarmaker” in New Iberia, La. Perhaps some day we can coax Mr. Mello to
transfer to New Orleans and pour some of that “sweet stuff” out of his cornet for us jazz fans.
In the December issue Bob Lyons was featured. He sent in the following addition to the
article on his career:
Manuel Mello whom we wrote up in a previous issue of this publication sent in the
following, which if you will notice the date may give you some idea of how long ago jazz was
originated in New Orleans. Some of the books credit Buddy Bolden and state that his horn was
first heard around 1895 but to many an old timer whose memory is still very clear he can go
back even further than that. Since we are interested in digging into the past and uncovering as
much as we can about the origin of this music, we offer following evidence.
Mello wrote: “Johnny Schenck’s Band was organized in 1893 and consisted of the
following men and instruments: Albert Dix (bass), John Weinmunson (guitar), Johnny Schenck
(violin and leader), Batt Steckler (cornet). This band was the first one to the best of my
knowledge, to use a blowing instrument (cornet). (Two members of this band are still living.)
This band played mostly downtown for private parties, weddings, and on Mardi Gras, all day
picnics at Milneburg, Thoman’s Hall (better known as the wigwam) and the rifle club on Poland
Avenue. To say this band was hot is putting it mildly.
In the days when syncopation was unknown Schenck’s Band was both sweet and hot, and
this was during the time when most people looked upon jazz as a knockdown and drag out
affair. The band was so good that I remember as a young boy I would hang around them just
drinking the music in, even though I always got bawled out by my folks for staying out so late.
But it was worth it every time.
This band might have become very well know but it was disbanded in 1898 due to the
Spanish-American War and never reorganized.
August:
George Peterson
“Ragtime - jazz – is the same only jazz has a little more dressing on it,” so spoke George
Peterson, old time drummer of New Orleans.
George Peterson started out playing violin in the year of 1892, but even then his real love was
drums. He was just 17 when he began his “ragtime fiddling.” He studied violin under Bruno
Schilinski of St. Louis and Jules Cassard of New Orleans.
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Peterson had a ragtime band of his own in the early days of the history of Milneburg and
was one of the “hot bands” that played at this resort. As we ran a story on the “hey-hey” days of
Milneburg and the background that produced the piece, “Milneburg Joys” in our July issue we
won’t go into any further details about it. George and his band played on the piers and swapped
tunes with the rest of the men of that time.
Despite playing a mighty good fiddle, Peterson continually practiced on his drums.
Having a natural born flair with them, he couldn’t stay away from knocking out a few bars.
Finally about the turn of the century, he took a job as a drummer in a band then playing in
Mobile at the Crystal Palace (a dance hall). After several years away from New Orleans, he got
the yen to come back home. There was an opening for a good ragtime drummer at the Eden
Theatre on Royal St., near Bienville St., and George took it. In those days the theatre had
floorshow. It was only later the acts were done on a platform and gradually became known as
“stage shows,” the same as they are today.
Peterson was also very proficient on the Xylophone and around 1904-1908 he became
very well known for his talents on this instrument. West End, white City (where the Pelican ball
park is now located) (Sic: in 2202 it is a motel) and the Toulon Theatre were some of the places
he “beat it out” either on the drums or the xylophone. Inspired by the New Orleans baseball
team, (the Pelicans), he composed a tune called “The March of the Pelicans” and it was first
introduced at West End. Whether the Pelicans won the southern League pennant that year we
don’t know but the march went over big in the Crescent City. Some of the rags featured in those
days were: “Rusty-Can-O-Rag,” “That Rag,” “Dill Pickles,” “That Chinatown Rag,” “Red
Pepper Rag,” “Creole Belles,” “Beale St. Rag,” “Down Home Rag,” “Maple Leaf Rag,” “12th
St. Rag” and many others.
As mentioned before the military bands were prevalent all over the city and most of the
musicians of that day at one time or another (white or black) played in a band of this sort.
Peterson was with the Veazey Military Band and they held forth with marches, ragtimes, and
special “selections” at the Athletic Park. He also played here under the direction of Albert Kirst,
Sr.
Peterson related the incident about how he and Paul Shindler of Geo. M. Cohan’s show,
after the theatre went down to “Storyville” and sat listening to a Negro trumpet player pour out
hot notes like they had never heard before. They tried to take the music down so that they could
piece it together when they went home, but they just couldn’t do it. They returned night after
night to sit and listen to this “fancy cornet player” and finally gave up hope of being able to
write the music to it. Once being questioned, Peterson, couldn’t recall the name of the colored
musician, and so, we have to disappoint you readers by not being able to tell you who it was.
Perhaps it was Buddy Bolden, King Oliver, Freddie Keppard? Your guess is as good as ours.
George played “serious music” with the early New Orleans Symphony and then for about
20 years was the band director (specializing in drum work) of St. Stephen’s School. He has now
retired from active playing but still continues to teach or give hints to young hopefuls on drums.
He has made a name for himself as being “the daddy of all New Orleans drummers.” He taught
such men as: Ray Bauduc, Paul DeDroit, Adrain Goslee, Young Huxen, Norman Falk, Walter
Burke, Earl Chichout, Leo Adde and Louis Verges.
“The way the drummer played in my day is the same way he plays now, only he doesn’t
use the snare drums much, only on spare time. The main trap for a jazz drummer is a pair of
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tom-toms and wire brushes.” So with this knowledge for you Krupa, Tough, Hampton,
Singleton fans, we now leave you.
September
Bob Lyons
Bob Lyons, old-timer of jazz, who strummed a “mean bass” in his day, was born in 1869.
He first started playing about 1894 at the age of 25. Music was in his blood as he inherited the
love for it from his father who played in the Custom House Brass Band, which was composed
of 6 pieces. When Bob was just 6 months old his father died out he grew up listening to his
father’s friends play music and got the urge to try it himself.
At 25 Lyons was a member of Galloway’s Band, sharing the rhythm with Tom Landry
(trombone), Charlie Galloway (guitar), Edward Clem (cornet) Barnet (trap drum) and Willie
Warner (clarinet). They played at Masonic Hall and at Kenny’s Hall. (Sic: also called Funky
Butt Hall). The price of admission at the door was 225 cents but if the person had a ticket he
only needed to pay 15 cents. There for this small sum the colored folks could dance the hours
away to some of the best music in town. These famous halls are standing no longer having been
torn down to make room for progress. Various social organizations such as the “High Arts club”
and “The Vidalians” hired the halls to give dances.
Some of the brass bands that were going to town during Lyon’s time were the
“Pickwicks,” “Excelsior,” Columbia,” and the “Onward.”
After about 4 years with Galloway’s Band, Lyons switched to a band which had no name
but the personnel included: Charlie Eulett (hot violinist), Tove Landry (bass), Bob Lyons
(guitar instead of bass), Oscar Duconge (cornet), Alphonse Picou (clarinet), and Tucker
(trombone). This band played in “Economy Hall,” “Corporated Hall,” “Artisan hall,” “Francis
Amis hall,” and “Jeune Amis Hall.” The odd fact about the latter 2 halls was their snootiness
and their exclusiveness. No one who was dark brown or black could enter the places but anyone
who was a light tan or beige color was welcomed. The only “black” allowed around the places
was the janitor. There were no other exceptions. These halls drew as many of the “better class
Creole Negroes” as did the octoroon balls in New Orleans.
Lyons played with Buddy Bolden in Lincoln Park, lawn parties and various other jobs
with him. Like all musicians of his day, Bob alternated playing with the numerous bands around
town.
Bob said that Buddy Bolden never did play at any of the houses in Storyville. Buddy was
far too busy playing all of his many, many engagements at Lincoln Park, Johnson Park and the
different dance halls uptown and downtown. Bolden had such powerful wind that when he felt
like exerting himself when playing at Lincoln park he could be heard for many miles, clear on
across town to Perdido and Rampart Streets.
Another incident Lyons remembers was a bucking contest between the Robichaux Band
and Bolden’s. This time Robichaux won. Lyons said that Robichaux’s was the sweet type of
band, while Buddy played “real low-down and dirty.” (The gutbucket, barrelhouse kind).
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Bob used to marvel how Bolden could sway the crowd. Buddy would accept 6 or 7 jobs a
night and flit from one to another playing 1 or 2 tunes at each. The people stood for such tactics,
as just the sight of the famous cornetist was enough to satisfy some of his fans.
According to Lyons, Buddy started out with 4 men, Brock Munford (guitar), Frank Lewis
(clarinet), Jimmy Johnson (bass) and himself on the cornet. Later Bolden added Bill Willegen
(drums), and Willie Cornish (trombone, making up the customary 6-7 piece outfit of that day. In
the early days an accordion or a banjo was sometimes substituted for one of the other
instruments.
Bob Lyons played with the different bands which “whooped it up” for the patrons of such
famous houses as Tom Anderson’s, Frank Early’s, Pete Lala’s, No. 25, Rice’s, 101 Ranch, etc.
Bob said he remembers a mighty fine cornet player who played loud but good at “25.” The
musician was named Frank smith and if Bob is right in his recollections, Smith was one of the
earliest hot cornetists, which poured out music in Storyville. Some of the bands, which played
in and around Storyville were Emanuel Perez’s, Henry Peyton’s and the Tuxedo.
At George Fewclothes’ Cabaret in the District there was a 3 piece string band which
gained recognition because of its leader, "“Big George” Jones. Jones played the bass and it was
his favorite trick to tote the bass around from table to table, ask the customers’ names and with
these would compose on the spot a little rhyming ditty.
About this time Lyons was jumping around from Kid Ory’s Band to Robichaux’s and
playing part time with the Eagle, Imperial and superior Bands.
Around 1918-19 bob formed his own band under the name of “Bob Lyons’ Dixie jazz
Band.” Lyons played the bass and Ricard Alexis was the cornetist and leader, Little Joe Lindsey
(drums), Sidney Vigne (clarinet), Ernest Kelly (trombone), Lorenzo Stall (banjo). These boys
stuck together for about 6 years substituting some of the men with Kid Rena, Paul Ben
(trombone), Nolan William (drums). They played for many society dances of the “white folks”
at the Harmony Club at St. Charles and Jackson Aves. (Now the U. S. Immigration office), and
at the lush Grunewald Hotel. After the band broke up other bands in the city absorbed most of
the musicians of Lyons’ Band but Bob never played again. He had met with an automobile
accident, which left his arm a bit twisted and resulting in his not being able to thump the old
bass or strum his guitar in his accustomed style.
Thus ends the saga of Bob Lyons, one of the earliest jazzmen who is still living (Sic: Bob
died around 1949). What does he do today? Well, he helps a friend out who is in the restaurant
business. He is 76 years old and lives on Rampart St. Perhaps he hums “Rampart St. Blues”, as
he thinks over the old times; at any rate he is happy in his memories.
October
Tony Sbarbaro
Tony Sbarbaro of the Original Dixieland Jazz Band, was born in a little house on
Frenchmen St. on June 27, 1897, in New Orleans.
He started playing drums at the age of 14 with a band by the name of Frayle Bros. One of
the brothers played bass and the other guitar. The other instruments were trumpet and clarinet.
According to Tony, they “played a different style than Dixieland.” I would call it real old
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fashion march time.” Some of the rags that we used to get from music firms but none of them
were too good.”
After about a year with Frayle Bros., Sbarbaro joined what he terms as “the best all
around band New Orleans ever had.” Ernest Giardina’s. The personnel was Giardina (violin),
Achillle Bacquet (clarinet), Emile Christian (trumpet), Eddie Edwards (trombone), Chippy
Gerosa (guitar), Eddie Giblin (string bass) and Sbarbaro (drums). Tony remembers that this
band was very versatile and could “play a waltz good and sweet and that was something most of
the other bands could not do.” Tony while still a member of Giardina’s Band also did several
parade jobs with Jack Laine’s Reliance Band. He also worked with Frank Christian and Charlie
Christian (Emile’s brother). In Laine’s parade bands with Tony were such New Orleans jazz
veterans as the Mello brothers, (trumpet & trombone), Gus Miller or Achille Bacquet
(clarinets), Merrit Brunies and his brother “Big Head.” Emile Christian, Henry Brunies, Leonce
Mello and Eddie Edwards (trombones) and Chink Martin who played the tuba. On the bass
drum was “Ragbaby” Stevens while Tony played the snare drums. Fifteen dollars was the
reward for marching all day in a parade band and was considered “good pay” in those days.
Sbarbaro stayed with Giardina’s Band until 1915 and then he went to work “across the
track” in a join called the “Tango Place.” Tango paid $12.00 and the Black Cat offered him
$2.00 more, so naturally he moved over to the latter place for the new salary of $14.00. The
Black Cat Cabaret was near Tom Anderson’s on N. Rampart St., about 50 feet from Canal St.
The personnel of the band at the Tango was Merrit Brunies, Brunies'’brother, Yellow Nunez,
Henry Ragas, and Tony. At the Black Cat were Tony, Carl Randall (piano) and Alexander
(clarinet).
Early in 191 Chicago hadn’t become aware of the soon to be famous Dixieland Jazz
Band. Eddie Edwards at that time was playing with Johnny Stein’s Band at Schilller’s Café.
The personnel of this band was Edwards (trombone), Stein (drums), LaRocca (cornet), Yellow
Nunez (clarinet) and Henry Ragas (piano). The boys had a few differences and decided to split
up. It was then that Edwards asked Sbarbaro to join him up there and even sent the fare as an
inducement. The band first took a job at the De Labbe Café but soon quit this place to work at
the Dukane Gardens, which was on Kedsie and Clark. Larry shields came up and joined them at
this time, taking the place of Nunez. Thus the Original Dixieland Jazz Band was formed –
Sbarbaro on drum, Ragas (piano), LaRocca (cornet), Shields (clarinet), and Eddie Edwards
(trombone).
The new place was in a cellar and was very small but the news spread and soon the band
was playing to a packed house every night. To accommodate the eager customers the owner
kept breaking down the obstructing walls leaving just enough support for safety’s sake. This
arrangement divided the place into several different rooms with the result that another band was
hired to play in the far corner. The second band was called the “Louisville Jug Band.” And was
just what the name implies . . .a few strings, a singer, and several good empty jugs to carry the
bass.
Right after the end of the World War I the O.D.J.B. left for Europe. By this time they had
become quite famous. (They had left Chicago and opened up at Reisenweber’s in New York
City where the customers who had never heard anything like this new kind of music continually
begged for more and more). The Dixielanders opened at the London Hippodrome, later
vaudeville dates and then went on to nightclubs such as Rectors and a large place called the
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Palais De Danse. After "Wowing" Europe for about 18 months they came back to America. The
personnel of the band was: Tony Sbarbaro (drums), Larry Shields (clarinet), Emile Christian
(trombone) J. Russell Robinson (piano) (Henry Ragas died shortly before they left the U.S.A.)
and Nick LaRocca (cornet).
After the band returned from England some of the boys drifted away to other jobs but
Sbarbaro and Edwards stuck together. Around 1936 they tried to stage a comeback of the
original band. The jazzmen tried to organize a big band but soon disbanded and five of them,
LaRocca, Shields, Edwards, Robinson, Sbarbaro, adding Harry Barth (string bass) joined Ken
Murray as a stage show. Their act was booked in the larger southern cities.
In 1943 Sbarbaro, Edwards, Bobby Hackett (trumpet), Brad Gowans (clarinet), and Russ
Robinson made a tour across the country.
Tony is now back in New York playing in and about town but always there on Monday
nights to join in the swing sessions at Nick’s. And that’s where you New York jazz fans cause
our hearts to beat a little faster in envy way down in Dixie while you listen to one of our boys
up there knock out a four beat bar, we can only hope he comes down our way some of these
days.
November:
Paul Barbarin
Paul Barbarin, New Orleans drummer who played with King Oliver, first started his
musical career in 1916, at the age of 14, by playing a clarinet. He played a few jobs on this reed
instrument and then, because he met and liked Happy Bolton a drummer then playing with King
Oliver, Paul switched to drums.
His first job as a drummer was with Johnny Prudence’s “Silver Leaf Orchestra” in 1917.
He played with this band for several months and then changed over to Buddy Petit who was the
manager of a new band just starting out as the Young Oylmpia Band.
After about 6 months with Petit, Barbarin headed up the line for Chicago…but not to play
music. He took a job in the stockyards of Amour & Co. but the music inside Barbarin would not
let him be content is such a job and he soon quit and joined a 3-piece combo led by Roi
Wolfscale.
Eddie Vincent (trombone) who was in Chicago with the Original Creole Band, had an
idea of gathering up some of the New Orleans musicians who were playing odd jobs around the
“windy city” and so, Bill Johnson (bass), (also of the same band) angled for a job at the royal
Gardens Café and brought back the news to the boys that if they could get up a good band they
were hired. The boys lined up Bill Johnson, Lottie Taylor (piano), Jimmy Noone (clarinet), Paul
Barbarin (drums), and then sent a message to Buddy Petit down in New Orleans. Petit refused
to come and so, they wired King Joe Oliver, who accepted the offer. It was at this café that the
“Royal Garden Blues” was created. The band immediately clicked and its fame spread. Soon all
of south Side began to crowd in the doors.
Over at the Dreamland Café (the competition of the Royal Gardens) they were trying to
woo Oliver away and make him a permanent factor in their band. After a year at the Royal
Gardens a switch was made by Oliver. He left this band for the Dreamland and Freddie Keppard
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took his place. However, after a short while at dreamland Oliver came back to the Royal. With
two new members Sidney Bechet (clarinet) and Freddie Keppard (trumpet) Oliver used the
same men he first started out with at the Royal.
After the royal Gardens closed at night Paul Barbarin took an “after hours” job with
Jimmy Noone, playing at “The fume.” Down the street also working on a second job was King
Oliver at the Pekin Café with Lil Hardin, Baby Dodds, Johnny Dodds, Bill Johnson and Honore
Dutrey.
The Royal Gardens orchestra broke up and Oliver organized his own band (about 1919)
using the same line-up he had at the Pekin. Barbarin did not go with him but joined Art Simms’
band.
Barbarin left Simms to tour the Orpheum circuit with a “plantation show.” They were
billed as the “Tennessee Ten.” In south Norwalk, Conn. Paul quit the stage to become a leader
of a 3 piece combo at a night club called “Patterson’s.” Six months later he joined Jimmy
Noone in Chicago at the Paradise Gardens.
Eight months later he was homesick and Paul left Chicago for New Orleans where he
joined Luis Russell at Tom Anderson’s in Storyville. The personnel of this band was: Luis
Russell (piano), Willie Santiago (guitar), Arnold Metoyer (cornet), Albert Nicholas (clarinet &
alto sax), Barney Bigard (tenor sax) and Paul (drums).
About 1922 King Oliver – still going strong in Chicago – sent for Luis, Barney, Albert
and Paul. The band was supposed to open at the Lincoln Gardens on Christmas Eve…but ill
luck tagged them as the place burned down before the night was over. Somehow a Christmas
tree caught on fire and in no time the whole club was in flames.
A year or so passed then the King organized a band with Luis, Cobb (bass) Bud Scott
(banjo), Paul, Barney, Albert (clarinet & alto sax), Darnell Howard (alto sax & clarinet), Kid
Ory (trombone), Bob Schaffner (1st cornet) and himself (2nd cornet). About 1926 Faggen an
Eastern Booking Agent, who had previously wanted Oliver’s Band to come to New York City,
finally succeeded in hiring him to play at the Savoy Ballroom in Harlem. There were a few
changes in the band and the set-up was: Russell (piano), Junie Cobb (banjo – not the same Cobb
previously mentioned), Omar Simeon (alto sax & clarinet), Paul Barnes (alto), King Oliver (2nd
cornet), Red Allen (1st cornet), Tic Grey (cornet), Kid Ory (trombone) and Paul Barbarin
(drums).
After two weeks playing this engagement Joe (with the band) was offered a job at the
Cotton club. He didn’t take it cause the pay wasn’t good enough. Duke Ellington accepted the
offer, which turned out to be a lucky one as from then on Ellington rose to fame.
When the Savoy date was finished, Barbarin came back to New Orleans to join Fats
Pichon at the pelican Café on Gravier & S. Rampart Sts. The personnel of this band was: Fats
(piano), Paul (drums), Red Allen (cornet), James Cobert (alto sax), Raymond Brown
(trombone), George Augustin (banjo) and Henry Kimball (bass).
After 4 months with the above men, Barbarin replaced Louis Cottrell, Sr., in Piron’s
Orchestra then play at Tranchina’s Restaurant
In 1928 Luis Russell, still in New York, asked Paul to come up to play an engagement at
the Nest Club on 133rd & Lennox. From here the band went to the Savoy Ballroom, then to the
Saratoga Club and then they did a tour with Louis Armstrong.
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In 1933 Barbarin back in New Orleans again organized his own band under “Paul
Barbarin & His Jump Rhythm Boys.” Two years later Barbarin was back with Russell in New
York.
1942 Chicago beckoned to him again and he played at the Garrick Lounge with Red
Allen. He then played jobs along the West Coast, back to Chicago and finally back to New
Orleans in 1944.
Barbarin is currently going to town and establishing a fine name for himself under the
title “The Invaders.” So, with a four-beat send off this is where we’ll leave you all.
Other articles appeared during the tenure of the newsletter. Below are some of them.
During the time of Basin Street’s publication jazz was dying in New Orleans and the men
responsible for the newsletter tried to keep it alive. Many of these people joined together and
formed the New Orleans Jazz Club, which is still active today.
White Jazz in New Orleans by “The Rambler” (April, 1945)
Hi, Erbe! In this issue, it gives us pleasure to present the famous “Papa” Laine and the
“Reliance” Band (1900-1920). This was the most popular band of the time and deservedly so,
and their brand of music was far different from the brands the other bands were playing.
Jack Laine was the drummer and manager, and being both a jazz and businessman, he
surrounded himself with the best talent available, and went on to become the best exponent of
the new fad in music and was quite successful at it. The line-up of this great band over its 20
years’’ existence was, at various times: Lawrence Veca, Johnny Lala, Emanuel Mello, and
Abbie Brunies, cornets; Eddie Edwards, Dave Perkins and Jules Cazabon, trombones; Achille
Baquet, Yellow Nunez and Raymond Burke, clarinets; Chippie Rizzuta and Chink Martin,
guitars; Frank Christian and Willie Guitar, bass; Ernest Giardina and Eddie Edwards, violins,
Jack Laine and Bitty Stevens, drums (Stevens was used for parades only).
The band specialized in playing for parades, all-day picnics, dances, boat rides, lawn
parties, and the almost forgotten “balls.” The “balls” started at 9 o’clock in the evening and
went on until 4, 5 or 6 o’clock in the morning. The most famous of these “balls” was that of the
“Two Well Known Gentlemen,” which was always presented during Mardi Gras week.
Admission was by invitation only and was THE ball of the year for the population of Storyville.
This was their night to howl and this “bash” broke up at 6 A.M.
Jack Laine, at present, is in charge of the garage of the largest trucking firm in New
Orleans. Ernest Giardina is the night manager of the famous Crescent Billiard Hall.
Baquet, the clarinetist, was a Creole and was famous for his “parade” work, on which
occasions he would use an “E” flat clarinet, instead of the traditional “B” flat and because of the
higher pitch and piercing tone of this instrument, he, consequently, could be heard at a greater
distance, which also helped.
Again in the May issue the column is present, but for the last time.
White Jazz - May
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“The aim of this column is to enlighten all fans and lovers of Jazz, including our
members, on the role played by these practically unknown men and bands (unknown except in
New Orleans), who contributed so much, in my opinion, to jazz.
So let us reminisce. The HARMONY JAZZ BAND, 1917 to 1927 with Ton Early as the
string bass man and leader and the following side-men: Herbert Rosenmaier (trumpet), James
Kendall (trumpet0, Chink Martin (Martin Abraham-New Orleans Rhythm Kings) (guitar), Ed
Rosenmeier (deceased) (trombone), Wilfred Rosenmeier (drums) and the following men as
clarinetists at various times during the decade of the bands existence: Clem Camp, Johnny
Provenzano (the original clarinet player), Charles Cordella, (Abbie Brunies and N.O.R.K.),
Salvador Margiotto (now of the New Orleans Police Band), Raymond Burke, Pinkie
Vidacovich) was then a boy scout…grew up to play in the New Orleans Owls), is our choice for
this month.
This band was never engaged on a “steady job” or on a “location,” but played “spot” or
“casual” engagements at practically all social clubs, lawn parties, fraternity dances, and balls.
This band played in the era when jazz was in full sway in the Crescent City and had an
unlimited field. It played a conspicuous part in the developing of white jazz and influenced
other white jazzmen to carry on in the same style.”
Time Out with Manone:
“White jazz is white musicians playing with a black heart”…said Wingy Manone. “You
gotta know the tune before you can improvise, and then you can take it from there. To play jazz
right you gotta play from the heart, you’re either born with the beat or you just don’t have it,”
said the New Orleans born hot trumpeter.
Wingy was passing through New Orleans and it was our good luck to meet and spend an
hour or so talking with him. It brought back old times when he used to play good old New
Orleans jazz with such men as George Brunis, Emmett Hardy, Larry Shields, Ray Bauduc, Paul
Mares, Nappy Lamare. He told us how he “discovered Jack Teagarden,” how he convinced him
while he was in Biloxi, Miss. That his trombone was but good and how they went eventually to
New York. Wingy had just come in from the West Coast where he was playing with some of
the Crosby Bobcats, and is expecting to leave with them on a tour to Europe in the near future.
As one of the old time jazzmen of New Orleans Wingy has done a lot to publicize our
particular kind of music. Through him jazz lovers have had a taste of it and learned to cry for
more.
One of the interesting facts that he related was how the “Famous Door” of New York
came into existence:
It was a bitter cold day in New York and Wingy and a friend were passing by an empty
lot and idly spotted an old door lying on the ground. An idea was born which has had lasting
effects. Wingy hit upon the idea of changing a dirty, discarded door into a thing of curiosity.
Calling a taxi he persuaded the driver to help him get the door inside the cab. After a good bit of
trouble they succeeded and Mr. Manone then ordered the cabby to take him to some place to
“clean up the door.”
Wingy then telephoned Paul Whiteman and Vincent Lopez, and talked them into coming
over and autographing said door…and so on with the other notables. Such sayings as “Emily
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Post, coast to Coast on Melba Toast,” appear on the door all thought up by the quick-witted
Manone. Then he took over Casino De Luxe, next to Leon and Eddie’s and at the far end of the
bar installed the door with all the famous signatures.
On the wall in back of the bar were instruments such as a cornet, trombone, clarinet,
etc…for the special use of the visiting musicians. It was going to be a jam joint for jazzmen to
come and knock out a few tunes; the public was not invited. It took like wildfire and the eager
fans lined the sidewalks for blocks around, but they still couldn’t get in. In desperation they
obtained the help of the “law” and finally were admitted…only to find not the pot of gold they
expected. There, of course, was the “famous door,” worthy of seeing but after you read the
inscriptions what had you? It was still just an ordinary bar…or was it? No, anyone hearing
Wingy give out with the “One O’clock Jump,” “Dipper Mouth Blues,” etc. couldn’t leave the
building until it was time to close up.
Success comes to a man when he has a good idea and is enterprising enough to carry it
out…”
Milneburg Joys:
Many jazz fans know the hot tune, “Milneburg Joys,” but few know the jazz era that
created such a piece. Back around 1930 a point on the shore of Lake Pontchartrain was called
Milneburg, after a Mr. Milne, a property owner of New Orleans. The creation of Milneburg was
due to the fact that freight bound for Mobile and other Gulf Coast towns was hauled to this site
and later shipped via the lake to its final destination.
A New Orleans attorney, Mr. Hoffman, conceived the advantage of running a railroad
from the city out to Milneburg. After much delay and many trials the Pontchartrain Railroad
was organized. This junket was about 5 and a half miles and the round-trip passenger fare was
15 cents. Because of the crudeness of the puffy little wood-burning engines and the uncertainty
of the train reaching its terminal, sails (that’s right) were outfitted on the steam engines to
assure everyone that if anything went wrong with the mechanism the train would continue its
journey just the same. “Smoky Mary” and “Puffing Billy” were the pet names of two for the
little engines.
The point of origin in New Orleans was on Elysian Fields, right where the Jacob Schoen
funeral home now stands. Laughing crowds embarked every Sunday for the excursion spot on
the Lake. For some it meant taking the whole family, from junior who was only interested in
swimming and fishing, to junior miss who was interested in baiting the gay blades who
thronged out to this pleasure spot. Food was either brought out unprepared and cooked at the
camp or else large picnic baskets were “toted” out.
Milneburg was a poor man’s resort or a rich man’s pleasure spot, depending upon one’s
point of view. For the rich there was the Washington Hotel whose landscaped grounds were
known as Boudreau Gardens. Eating, drinking, dancing, balloon ascensions, boat races and
band music were some of the many attractions. A bit further down on the lake the poor man had
his fun. Stretching far out into the water were piers, row after row. Each wharf was connected to
a 2 to 4 room camp. Some of these camps were privately owned by New Orleans citizens who
spent their vacations there. Some of the large camps were rented by various organizations, such
as “The Garden District Carnival club” and the “Beanville Social Club” for the purpose of the
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various clubs’ outings. Naturally no outing was complete without a jazz band. Around 1900
New Orleans was very band conscious and dimly aware that it had given to the world
something new in music—jazz. In those days there were the Reliance Band led by Papa Laine,
The Triangle Band, Fischer’s Band, Happy Schilling’s Band, Tom Brown’s Band, Manuel
Mello’s Band, and others. For the sum of $3.00 (per man) for the whole day these jazzmen
would sit at the end of the pavilion and as one jazz old timer expressed it, “blow our brains
out.” Each individual organization had a band and as the piers were well within shouting
distance of each other, and because the musicians at one time or another had played together,
there was always a ‘”jam battle.” As one band would take a much needed rest, the one on the
wharf right next to it would take up the tune and try to improve on it to show up the exhausted
musicians. As beer could be bought for about $7.50 a keg, and as it was the custom for all lusty
males to drink deeply, the music soon ascended to a fever pitch. Hot jazz poured out over the
waters of Lake Pontchartrain and many were the tunes inspired amid these surroundings.
The unwelcome job of maintaining law and order of the day fell to the Fifth Precinct. As
there was no jail at Milneburg, the drunks and anti-social were placed in a box car attached to
the end of the train. They sweated it out in this temporary hoosegow until it was time for
“Smoky Mary” to start puffing her way back to the big city. This special calaboose for the overindulgent merry-makers belongs to the history and the revelry of old New Orleans. We can
think of no other train that towed a jail in its wake.
Most of the pieces at this time were not written down, but learned by the keen ear of the
early jazzmen and elaborated upon as they were played over and over. TIGER RAG was once
know as “No. 1.” It was only later that these original tunes were worked over, improved, and
finally given a name. Such was the birthplace of the MILNEBURG JOYS. It sums up all the
gaiety of those forgotten days.
Piron As I Knew Him:
When I first saw Armand J. Piron it was in 1913 and he was leading a band. When I last
saw Piron it was in 1943 – on his deathbed – and he was still leading a band! Piron was wildly
delirious, he had but a day or two to live, but he was constantly rehearsing passages with his
band, he was giving the signal for the curtain to go up in the night club where he played so
many years, he was explaining certain changes he had made in the arrangement. And so, he died
happy, for Piron loved his music.
Piron was of medium height, and of slight frame, with beigo colored complexion and
wavy black hair. He was what some folks termed a “Creole Negro.” He had a generous mouth
and it was a sign of his personality because Armand gave freely of himself and his music.
Piron was born in 1888. When he was seven years old he injured his right hip in a fall and
was unable to walk until five years later. He immediately took up the study of violin and after
six years, at the age of 18, began playing professionally. It was not until 1908l however, that he
formed his own band.
In 1914 I remember vividly the Tulane Gym script dances held almost every Saturday
night…$1.00 per couple, stags $1.00. Refreshments served were ice water to the dancers and
very questionable spirits to the band. One band that always packed the house was the Olympian
Band, otherwise known as Monocles Band. This latter name was derived from the protruding
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eye of the cornetist. When he reached for a high note his bulging eye gave the effect of wearing
a monocle. The man who held the crowd spellbound with his horn was none other than Joe
"King" Oliver. The quiet leader of this jazz band was Piron, with the following famous men:
Sidney Bechet on the clarinet, Louis Keppard, guitar, (later his place was taken by Johnny St.
Cyr); Henry Zeno, drums; and Clarence Williams, piano. Williams was replaced later by Steve
Lewis.
In 1915 Piron and Clarence Williams formed a music publishing company located on
Tulane Ave. between Liberty and Franklin Sts. There was born the famous BROWN SKIN
WHO YOU FOR!, and later such number as: DAY BY DAY, CALL ME SHINE, WEST
INDIES BLUES, COME BACK TO ME MANDY, PURPLE ROSE OF CAIRO, and the wellknown, I WISH I COULD SHIMMY LIKE MY SISTER KATE. The latter piece is still
popular and is bringing royalties to Mrs. Piron to this day. There were many other tunes
published but limited space prevents listing them.
In 1916 Piron was connected with the TUXIDO BAND, the most famous men of this
group being: Oscar “Papa” Celestin, cornet; Lorenzo Tio, Jr. clarinet; Peter Bocage, violin and
cornet; and Johnny St. Cyr. - guitar.
1917 saw the formation of the real Piron Band, the memory of which still lingers in the
minds of jazz lovers today. It was one of the best of that time and consisted of cornet, clarinet,
sax, bass horn or fiddle, piano, drums, guitar or banjo, and violin. The nucleus, which lasted
during the shifting of the musicians from one band to another, as was the custom in those days,
was as follows: Piron (violin), Peter Bocage (cornet), Steve Lewis (piano), Louis Cottrell
(drums), Louis Warnick (clarinet) and Lorenzo Tio, Jr. (sax). These men remained together for
about 25 years. They played at Spanish Fort in a restaurant called Tranchina’s. Young jazz fans
that did not have the money to spend in the restaurant simply spent carfare and sat outside early
and thirsty “drinking in the music” which poured through the open windows. Piron’s reputation
grew and people from all over New Orleans would take the long ride out to this place just to
hear his music.
At this time Armand was also engaged to play at the New Orleans Country Club in the
afternoons on Saturday and Sunday from 4-7. After a few pieces in which the boys warmed up
tot he music, the couples gradually stopped dancing and congregated around the band. Under
the spell of the hot tunes, the crowd would clap hands to the rhythm. Piron who was a very fine
musician could also play classical music and now and then to please a “long hair” would play a
request. One Sunday at the country club some one suggested to Piron that he play some of his
own compositions. He responded with a dainty Chinese number and nothing could have been
more unlike the music he had been playing. It was sweet and pathetic.
Piron went to New York for recording in 1922-24. On his return he accepted a contract
for the river steamer, S.S. Capital, and rounded up 12 musicians and inspired the dancers with
New Orleans jazz as the boat puffed its way up and down the old Mississippi.
Armand was an indefatigable worker. The handicap of the childhood injury, which made
one leg shorter than the other, did not slow him up one bit. After playing at a dance or night
club until 4 or 5 A.M. he would be met at the door by his wife with a cup of New Orleans
“black-tar” coffee. Refreshed, he would then go to bed, sleep until about 9:30 and then get up
for breakfast. After he had eaten he began a series of violin lessons which kept him busy until
about 2:00 P.M. Back to bed for a short rest until 6 and then up to meet his regular musicians to
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rehearse and rearrange parts until it was time for the night’s work. Year after year he kept this
pace up.
Piron was a sweet violinist and a remarkable leader. He insisted on a perfect rhythm
section. He surrounded himself with the best men, the hottest, wildest, most inventive men, and
with perfect arrangements, constant practice his band burst forth with the finest music of that
era.
In 1932 he died at Charity Hospital and as was the fate of the early musicians of jazz, he
was just one of the “passing parade.” Unappreciated except for those who still remember his
greatness and almost forgotten except by those who still worship at the shrine of jazz.
Music had been the moans of a livelihood for him and no one ever had more fun in
making a living.
Paul Mares:
In 1916 Paul Mares despite parental disapproval started playing a cornet in New Orleans
at the tender age of sixteen. Like every youngster who had jazz in his soul, he sometimes put on
long pants to follow the big boys into the houses along Basin St. to hear at close range the hot
music, which was being played for the “special customers” inside.
Paul recollected that he first played with the following bands Statter’s Hughes (known as
“One-eye”) and Mendoza’s. The usual number of pieces consisted of two cornets, a
sousaphone, sax, trombone, and clarinet.
The next few years Paul spent playing in some of the carnival bands (also nimbly
dodging the long arm of his father who threatened to pull him out of the band if he caught him).
He received the munificent sum of $7.00 for an all day march in the parade.
Paul also sat in with the various bands of that day which took the odd jobs of playing at
the various halls and house parties around New Orleans. The personnel of one of these bands
were the following: Diddy Stevens on drums, Harold Maranto, piano; Sidney Arodin, clarinet;
Milo on trombone, and Paul on the cornet. Some of the well-known places Mares played in
were Crescent city Hall, and the Tin Roof on Washington Ave.
In 1920 Ragbaby Stevens sent a telegram to Abbie Brunies in New Orleans who was
driving a cab at that time. Stevens wanted Abbie to come up to Chicago and join a band but
Abbie didn’t wish to leave New Orleans. Abbie’s brother, George, showed Paul Mares the
telegram and Paul said, “Give it to me, I’ll take that job.”
Mares sent for George Brunies and Leon Rappola after he arrived in Chicago. Rappola
refused the offer but George packed his trombone and met Paul in Chicago. They played at
Campbell’s Gardens and the combo was Mares, Ragbaby Stevens (drums), George Brunies
(trombone), Jack Pettis (C melody sax), Elmer Schoebel (piano), Frank Snyder (drums) also
played for a time with the boys.
In 1921 the band moved to Friar’s in and played under that name. Arnold Loyacano came
up from New Orleans and joined them. The band recorded under the name of “Friar’s Inn
Orchestra” and the men were: Jack Pettis, Frank Snyder, Elmer Schoebel, Mares, Leon Rappola
and Louis Black (banjo), George Brunies, and Loyacano. This group stuck together until about
1922.
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Paul then joined the New Orleans Rhythm Kings, which became one of the most popular
bands of that time. He stayed with them until about 1924. The men in this group have long been
known to jazz fans. They were: Mares (trumpet), Steve Brown (bass), Ben Pollack (drums),
Geo. Brunies (trombone), Don Murray (tenor sax), (later Volley Defaut replaced Murray.)
Louis Black (banjo), Rappola (clarinet), Mel Stitzel (piano). This band played in various spots
around Chicago, the last being the Merry Garden Ballroom, after which the band broken up.
Jelly Roll Morton recorded with this group.
Paul and Leon Rappola joined Al Seigel in New York. Paul stayed with this group for
about 4 months and then left the band and returned to Chicago. He met a pretty young
Chicagoan and married her in 1924. The little known fact about this wedding was that one of
the musicians there was a young boy about 14 who played a very sweet clarinet. Paul couldn't
refrain from complimenting the boy and telling him that he was going to “go places." “What's
your name, kid?" Paul asked. “Benny Goodman” he answered.
Mares then quit the music world to come back home to New Orleans to help his father in
the fur business. In 1930, during the depression, the store went out of business.
After holding various jobs Paul then hit upon the idea of getting a band together and
playing at Harry’s New York Bar during the World’s Fair in Chicago. He rounded up jazzmen:
Jess Stacy (piano), Geo. Wettling (drums), Santo Pecora (trombone), Boyce Brown (alto sax),
Pat Patterson (bass), (Mares on the trumpet). This band was very popular with the Chicagoans
and they stuck together for about 6 months.
Paul then put his horn on the shelf for a while and started pleasing the customers in
another way. He opened in Chicago a restaurant, which specialized in barbecued spareribs. He
did so well that he finally opened a larger and better place – Club Dixieland. Of course, every
now and then he managed to steal off and sit in with some of the boys at the various clubs
where jam (sessions) is dug with a big spoon. Sessions were also held at the Dixieland with the
Crosby Bob Cats, Roy Eldridge, the Dorsey Brothers, etc.
At present Paul told us while he was down in New Orleans that he was going to take a
rest. And after that? Well, the restaurant business still beckons to him. So watch out you jazz
lovers in Chicago, Paul is going to open something new in the way of eateries…. Perhaps with a
dish of New Orleans Dixie jam (the listening kind) thrown in for lagniappe (which is a New
Orleans word meaning something good thrown in for nothing).
Anthony Parenti:
We were busily at work in the office when a slight, darkly handsome man walked in.
Noting his mustache, we hurriedly ran through our memory file of mustached acquaintances.
Nothing clicked, but when he told us his name suddenly we seemed to hear a clarinet being
played in the background. It was none other than Tony Parenti. Hardly had he been seated when
we immediately began bombarding him with questions.
Anthony Parenti was born August 6, 1900 in New Orleans, and the musical urge in him
was so strong that at the tender age of 13 he started his career. Tony’s first recollection was
playing with “Papa” Laine – one of the oldest New Orleans musicians – and his fellow jazzmen
were: Eddie Edwards (trombone), Nick LaRocca (trumpet), Tony (clarinet), Pansy Laine
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(drums). He must have been pretty good even at that youthful age to have held his own with
these older men.
After several months, Parenti severed is connections with Laine and became a part of a
trio (Roy Barton, piano; Johnny Stein, drums; Tony, clarinet) which played in the Tango Belt at
the Pup Cabaret on Iberville St. Tony was about 14 then but he still appeared so childish despite
his long pants that an investigating busy-body in behalf of child welfare reported his case to the
authorities and even went so far as to barge in nightly to check the cabaret to see if Tony had
disobeyed orders. But Tony was small and the spy system at the Pup was in favor of his playing
that sweet music on his clarinet, and so, he was never discovered hiding behind the piano
whenever the righteous lady made her customary inspection. Eventually, however, the long
hours of playing music at night and school during the day proved too much for even a strong
boy’s constitution, and he quit the cabaret.
At about 16 he joined what he terms “The first organized white jazz band,” Johnny
DeDroit’s which was then playing at the Grunewald Hotel. The personnel of the band was: J.
DeDroit (trumpet), Paul DeDroit (drums), Tony (clarinet), Santo Pecora, trombone), and Tom
Zimmerman (piano). They played strictly New Orleans jazz and nothing else.
When he was 18, Tony organized his own band as follows: Parenti on the clarinet and
alto sax, George Triay (drums), Tony Papalia (sax), Russ Papalia (trombone), Mario Finazzo
(bass) Johnny Bayersdorffer (trumpet), George Hartman (sax), Frank Cuny (piano) and Miller
on the banjo. They played a whole season at the Grunewald Hotel Lounge.
Parenti and his band played at the West End Roof, the Liberty Theatre and the La Vida
Night club. It was while they were at the latter place that Paul Whiteman heard them and was
interested enough to influence Victor to record them. The band was more or less the same as
mentioned above with one or two substitutions such as Vic Loubousky (piano), whom Tony
says “was one of the greatest of the times. Monk Hazel on drums and Leon Prima (trumpet) also
made some sides with this band.
In 1927 Tony went east, landed in New York City where he moved in with his good
friend, drummer, Ray Bauduc, also a native New Orleanian. Ray was with Ben Pollack’s band,
which included Benny Goodman in the clarinet section. They were playing at the Central Park
Hotel. Due to a previous engagement one night, Ben was not able to play in the Pollack Band,
so Bauduc recommended his New Orleans roommate, Tony Parenti not only filled B.G.’s place
very ably but even drew a lot of compliments from the musicians. From then on Tony’s career
in New York was on the up-grade.
He took a staff job at Columbia Broadcasting Station. Here his fame grew as a member of
a quartette called Parenti’s singing Saxophones. This little combo was so good that they made a
short for Warner Bros.
Fellow musicians at the Columbia Studio who were there at the same time Tony was,
were none other than Artie Shaw, Bunny Berigan, Lenny Heyton, Dixie Lee (vocalist) and Jerry
Colonna. The latter who hadn’t at that time met Bob Hope and was playing a trombone. Also
connected with C.B.S. was a mild mannered guy who was singing up at the studio, his name
was Bing Crosby.
For a while in 1930, Tony was connected with the Radio City Music Hall orchestra. Here
he played strictly “long hair” music.
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In 1934 Tony quit the Radio city job and once more started accepting bookings for
society dances and various club dances.
Later Parenti joined Ted Lewis’ Band and traveled around the U.S.A. seeing the country
from coast to coast.
Recently Tony took time out to play in a jazz concert in Chicago sponsored by J. Steiner
with the following musicians: Baby Dodds, Al Wynn, Jack Goss, Lee Collins, Pat Patterson,
and “Little Brother” Montgomery.
While Tony was in New Orleans he treated us to something new in the way of
recordings. A trio composed of Tony (clarinet) and Max Miller on the piano, plus a fine
drummer, playing a strictly unrehearsed program. At times it sounded like good old Dixieland,
other times it sounded like something from the Firebird suite, and the rest of the time the music
was so weird it can simple be called “out of this world.” It is the sort of music, which would go
over big in a cocktail lounge. We are interested to see what will happen to this idea. And it is
here where we got off, leaving Tony to journey on down musical paths.
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THE WA-WAN PRESS OF ARTHUR FARWELL
There are many discussions in print pertaining to what is American music. Even before
the visit of Anton Dvorak to America in 1897, there was activity towards developing an original
American school in music. Many discussions in print and in small obscure groups opened the
idea of using native Indian and Negro thematic material as the basis for compositional material.
Does the use of this authentic and indigenous musical material constitute American
music? Or is American music simply music written by an American? The controversy continues
to this day.
Arthur Farwell (1872-1952), a champion for American music and American composers
was the founder of the Wa-Wan Press in 1901. Farwell claimed that if we want to develop a
distinct American music it must be based on the only real American music-Native American
and Negro music. Farwell thought that they both offered a rich and varied source for musical
development. Farwell thought that Negro music was filled with melodic charm and rhythmic
fascination and was unique and characteristically American, although he acknowledged that
primitive African music had little direct relationship to it.
Those advocating this viewpoint inferred that it was possible to build on this foundation a
national school of music of character and distinctiveness (as Gypsy music in Hungary and
Moorish music in Spain.
The Wa-Wan Press published music of American composers using either Indian or Negro
compositional material, and contained what Farwell called 'ungerman,' the German word
meaning 'strange,' rejecting what does not sound natural and in this 'ungerman' look for what is
characteristic in American composition. This 'ungerman' is found, says Farewell, in: ragtime,
Negro songs, Indian songs, and Cowboy songs.
Farwell stated that: "Ragtime is of no importance how it came to be characteristic of our
popular music." He saw syncopation as a primary factor, and not as a mere incident. He
furthers states that "it was characteristic of us by the avaricity with which we have seized upon
it and made it our own, it is redolent of action, and avoids sentimentality; and this probably
constitutes its chief claim, and an excellent one, to Americanism."
Farwell also stated that "the American prefers ragtime to German music as it is more his
own, and that ragtime itself is not without potent artistic suggestiveness.
Farwell believed that the Negro brought certain musical ideas from Africa, and remarks
that "Native arts invariably change materially with race migration. This change is necessarily
toward greater accord with the nature of the new land. Therefore the development of Negro
music in this country must be toward some phase of Americanism."
Farwell continue to express his thoughts on Negro music: "If the Negro had been taken to
France, his music would then unquestionably have approached the French idiom, taking on
something of the French style, either from contact with the French character or with French art.
And likewise with his removal to any European country. Although a certain amount of the
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Negro's musical expression in America may be absorbed and dissolved in the German tradition,
nevertheless in large measure it remains in the 'ungerman' and possesses elements which
contribute subtly, and sometimes obviously, to American music."
Finally, he stresses the spontaneous introduction of national spirit into music through the
independent musical thought of our composers.
Farwell was an eminent American composer (1872-1952). Farwell was the eloquent
spokesman and the ardent champion, not only of American composers in his day, but also of a
particular conception of American music and its place in American society. This was a
revolutionary view for its time and was the motivating force behind the work of the Wa-Wan
Press, which he founded in December 1901. John Powell, in a May 1927 article in Etude wrote
the following on the subject:
"The advocates of the Negro school claim that the Negro music offers a rich and varied
field for musical development, that it is filled with melodic charm and rhythmic fascination,
keen pathos and board humor. They assert that, in its present stage of development, it is unique
and characteristic of America, for the primitive African music bears little direct relationship to
it. They infer that it is possible to build on this foundation a school of music of character and
distinctiveness which can take the same place in America that gypsy music has taken in
Hungary and which Moorish music has in Spain."
Powell notes the accomplishments in the field of using Negro melodies and gives as
examples: MacDowell's "Uncle Remus," Dvorak's "New World Symphony," and his own work
"Sonata Virginianesque," "In the south," and "Rhapsodic Negre," which he states his expression
was "purely objective and was frankly intended to be character music."
Powell, in writing this 1927 article, was familiar with the Wa-Wan Press and Arthur
Farwell. Still his opinion stated; "I do not consider that this school (use of Negro material) has
much of value to contribute to a national American music. He notes:
"When the Negro music is analyzed, we see at once that part of it which is purely Negro
is almost as meager and monotonous as the Indian music. Many of the best known Negro songs
are now known to be not folk songs at all, but the compositions of white men, as, for example,
the Stephen Foster songs. And the Negro spirituals, it has now been discovered, are also chiefly
European in their origin, being merely Negro adaptations of white camp--meeting and revival
tunes of the last century. Most of these spirituals, when critically analyzed, show clearly in their
melodic and harmonic structure their Caucasian origin."
Powell might have been correct in many of his observations but missed the point. It was
not in the direct use of Negro (or Indian) material that would become important to American
music but the use of Negro musical elements in performance which, in perspective now,
became one of the most important influences in American classical and popular music of the
20th Century.
Farwell's importance lies in the fact that he encouraged young American composers to
search within our American musical scene for use of American musical elements and material
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for compositional techniques and as a source of both melodic and rhythmic developmental
material.
The Wa-Wan Press, a collection of American music, by American composers, was the
first attempt of an American publisher to explore and publish musical material that existed in
native folk-song, whether in the American Indian melodies of the West and Southwest, the
cowboy songs and the plantation music of the South. It philosophy stressed the necessity for
American music to cast off the debilitating influence of European tradition, in as far as it is
'harmperingly pedantic,' if it is to arrive at any emancipated individuality of expression. There
were many discussions in print pertaining to what indeed was "American" music. These
discussions opened the idea of using native Indian themes as thematic material and the use of
Negro melodic and rhythmic material as the basis for compositional material.
It is interesting that the Wa-Wan Press publications include only a small amount of
compositions that actually use Negro material. By far the majority of compositions are based on
Indian material, with only approximate 2% based on Negro material.
The songs that are based on Negro melodies are:
Harvey Loomis:
Arthur Farwell
Arthur Farwell:
Henry Gilbert:

"The Cakewalk" 1902
"Two Negro Spirituals”
"De Rock A-Renderin" 1905
"Moanin' Dove" 1905
"Plantation Melody" 1905
"Negro Episode - 1907
ANALYSIS OF ABOVE COMPOSITIONS

CAKEWALK - HARVEY LOOMIS
In 1902 Harvey Loomis composed what were called "Piano Lyrics." These works were a
collection of 24 piano duets for teacher and pupil, being both musical as well as practically
effective in training a piano student to the perception and application of rhythm and harmonic
progressions. In the small composition the "Cakewalk," we see the emphasis of rhythm, with
the peculiar rhythms of the Negro cakewalk allotted to the teacher. The introduction in the WaWan Press by the composer states that: "The Cakewalk has a rhythm essentially American, and
is a type of our folk music."
RHYTHM: The use of the cakewalk rhythm (ooo ooo) with the added use of syncopation
is presented. There are 2 phrases of 8 measures in length with bars 1-8, & 9-16 being the same
music.
HARMONY: Mostly diatonic in the key of C major, except for the 3rd beat of the 1st
measure, surely a dissonant effect is created here. This is the only place that there is a real
dissonance and Loomis puts an accent on this beat. It is really not needed as it is the only
dissonance and also can stand on its own as it is the longest note value (a half note) in the piece.
It uses the I, IV, and V chords of the C major scale with only a II chord with a raised third (a D7
dominant) and a VI chord used at the end of measure 3. The pupil plays the chords with the
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teacher playing the syncopated melody part. Interestingly, there is the use of a 'Gershwinish'
minor/major blues chord on the 3rd beat of measure one, the pupils part containing a F nature
with an F# in the teacher's part. This gives the piece a bluesy feeling, so typical of early jazz.
(This chord also appears in bar 12)
MELODY: The melodic structure has only the contour of an octave and both scale wise
and skips appear, no large than a perfect 5th. The melody fits well into the chord structure.
There is an accent used on the last beat of measure 4th and on the other appearances of
syncopation that gives the feeling of a ragtime rhythm. The cakewalk is a predecessor of
ragtime.
The collection of 24 pieces contain characteristic songs depicting bagpipes, organ
grinders, sleigh bells, etc. with only the 'cakewalk' representative of American Negro music.
TWO NEGRO SPIRITUALS - ARTHUR FARWELL
Written in 1905 by Arthur Farwell, 'Two Negro Spirituals' incorporates the style of the
Negro spirituals in a vocal/instrumental accompaniment setting. In the introductionary text
Farwell talks about the development of American music and what was said about Irish music is
applicable to a new American musical spirit:
"But it must not be overlooked that the poetic spirit in every country has two instinctive
movements: to become the color and sound of the national life in its outward and particular
aspects, and to become the color and sound of the national genius in its inward life and
universal appeal."
During the early 20th century the Wa-Wan Press attempted to stress two tendencies: 1)
To explore and bring to light those treasures of musical material that exist in native folk-songs,
and, 2) the necessity for American music to cast off the debilitating influence of European
tradition, in so far as it is hamperingly pedantic, if it is to arrive at any emancipated
individuality of expression.
Farwell continues and states that: "For just these reasons we are to distinguish the
American music which represents the outward and picturesque aspects of our national life,
largely thorough a development of American folk-song, from that which is a spontaneous
subjective expression from American composers, and which reveals some aspect of the essential
inward spirit of American life."
Our immense proportions of America and the greater diversity of its human elements
make our problem more difficult to grasp and slower to develop. Farwell predicts that: "It will
be long before we will begin to gain even an approximate idea of the final relation of the
influences and forces now arising, east and west."
During the writing of this paper there was a growing awareness of the author of the music
that was to be called jazz, and it is understandable that Farwell could not visualize the influence
and worldwide acceptance of jazz in his time. He can feel good that in his lifetime he saw this
use of Negro music and jazz become the music of the land and would have a lasting effect on
most of the great composers of the 20th century.
Farwell gives a brief synopsis of the Negro spiritual. He states:
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"The pure Negro 'spiritual' is not found where the Negro lives in contact with whites. The
origin of the melodies is unknown, but the words are often improvised anew as the religious
meetings where the spirituals are sung. The two following specimens are from the islands off
the South Carolina coast, where the Negroes do not see a white man oftener than once a month.
In each case the editor had, on principle, derived the harmony from a consideration of the
dramatic or poetic content, and not from the harmony book."
MOANIN' DOVE:
One may not recognize the title but once the melody is heard we recall that we know this
melody as "Sometimes I Feel like a Motherless Child." In a January, 1899 issue of the "New
England Magazine", William E. Barton, when interviewing two old Negro ladies that "these
ladies recalled a mournful hymn entitled "I Feel Like I'd Never Been Borned." In 1905 Farwell
uses this melody and names it "Moanin' Dove,’ and the third verse does states "Sometimes O
feel like a mudderless chile."
LYRICS: The lyrics contain some Negro dialect and pronunciation. The spiritual contains
four verses: a moanin' dove, an eagle in de air, a mudderless chile, and wish I'd a never been
born. How it came to be known as "A Motherless Child" will never be known but this melody
and lyrics are one of the most popular of the Negro spirituals preserved. I am sure that when
used in the Negro church there were other verses improvised to suit the occasion or the mood.
MELODY: Of course the melody is as familiar to us as the lyrics and we probably have
heard a number of improvised melodies, all akin to the one written down by Farwell. Its contour
is small containing only a perfect fifth in space. It is simple using chord like phrases. When
originally sung I am sure there was much elaboration within the melody that Farwell used as his
example. He probably could have heard it 20 times and it would appear as a varied melody,
similar in notes but sung with the technique of which the Negro spiritual is known to be
performed.
RHYTHM: There is the use of syncopation throughout with only changes in bars 3, 6, 8
& 10. These bars almost feel like a quarter note triplet after a measure of syncopation,
alternating between syncopation and regular 2/4 rhythm in every other measure. Writing down a
Negro spiritual using Western tangible notation, of course, will not be the exact rhythm of a
repeated performance. Each repeat would be a little different according the feeling of the
performer.
HARMONY: While the similar melody of "Motherless Child" is in a traditional harmonic
structure, Farwell gives it a more contemporary sound, much like Henry Burleigh wrote in his
collection of Negro spirituals. Spirituals were not a harmonic based music, as one would expect
to hear in a Bach Chorale or in our European harmonic system. Farwell uses the I chord with an
added 7th (f,a,c,e) and a II chord with an added 7th (d,f,a,c). The V chord changes in bar 4 to a
II with an added 7th (g,Bb,d,f) and the dominant 7th chord of the key (c,e,g,Bb). There is a
more complex harmonic structure in bars 9 and 10, which could be analyzed as a jazz
progression of substitute chords for the originals ones found in the key. I believe we could
analyze it (bars 9 & 10) as: Ebm, F11, Bbm7 & F6 in bar 9 and Bbm6, Gm6, Bbm in bar 10
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leading to the beginning harmony of F major 7th. It could be harmonized using only the I and V
chords but Farwell's harmony give it a very disturbing and emotional dissonant sound. In bar 6
a 'modern' sounding harmony is used, giving it a very contemporary sound.
DE ROCKS A-RENDERIN'
When performed 'De Rocks A-Renderin' can be a very emotional song. While there is
only three verses given, one feels that this spiritual could go on forever with each person in the
congregation, or a leader, adding verse after verse according to their experiences of hardship
and toil. It is structured like a verse/chorus structure, the verse containing a length of four
measures, while the chorus is 5 measures long. This 5 bar length contains long notes values and
the tempo most probably slowed down, especially in bar 5 when we have a crescendo and
decrescendo written in. We find an accent on the first beat of bar 6 followed by syncopation on
the last half of the first beat. One gets the feeling that a rubato is used. I do not think a definite
tempo is kept in the chorus (bars 5-10)
LYRICS: We find only three verses: De rocks arenderin', de moon ableedin' & de
trumpet acallin.' The chorus lyrics are always repeated "O sinnah, Why will yo' die in dat day?"
The way it is sung must have been a very passionate and emotional presentation. There are
some very carefully placed increases and decreases in the dynamic level, the verses sung in an
ad lib style and the chorus sung probably with the whole congregation taking part and giving
their individual interpretation. It is a mournful lyric and the mood is in a very mournful setting.
One can feel the passion and emotion that this spiritual must have created in the Negro church.
It is definitely a very emotional lyric and the participates must have been drained completely
after the use of this spiritual.
It is a very profound religious message that is presented. The spiritual gets its name from
the words of the opening phrase 'When yo' see de rocks a renderin.' It is in Negro dialect. The
theme presented is one that stresses the idea is one of optimism that you should repent before a
tragedy happens. "Die on a good frame of mind on a sunny day when you are happy and close
tot he Lord, not on a day the rocks move, the moon bleeds and the trumpets are calling.' There is
only one repeat of words ('in dat day'-bars 3 & 4). The spiritual could be named 'In dat day.'
RHYTHM: Spirituals are difficult to write down in rhythm as they are constantly
elaborated on according to the feeling that their rendition creates. Spiritual singing is an oral art.
Farwell presents the rhythm (as necessary in any transcription) with a concrete, permanent
rhythm for presenting the spiritual in a tangible one-time composition. The spiritual opens with
a quasi cakewalk type rhythm (o o o o). There is only one example of syncopation presented in
his transcription - in bar 6. While the rhythm is presented metrically I am sure it was not sung
that way. The rhythm is secondary to the performance of the individual interpretation and
performance.
MELODY: A key is hard to assign to this spiritual but there is a strong cadence in A
minor, using the V to 1 progression in bars 3 and 4 leading to what appears to be a plagal
cadence (IV to I). The melody is probably in 'A' harmonic minor, with an altered 6 chord (F#,
C, E). This melody is scale like with a fermata on the altered 6th chord. This fermata is placed
at the most perfect place and leads to the chorus, making it stand out and giving the prominence
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it deserves. The melody suggests the assumption of A minor as it ends with the leading tone
(G#) leading to A. The first two bars use scale like melodic construction with the 3 & 4th bars
more chordal in nature. The melody in the chorus almost dictates the V to I progression of
harmony leaving no doubt as to its final cadence.
HARMONY: This spiritual can be harmonized with the triads of 'A' minor but Farwell
adds a few more 'modern' chordal progression. At times it is very conventional with occasional
7th and 9th chords along with a German 6th in the last half of bar 4. The refrain is very
traditional using Am & E7 with only an upper neighbor on the first beat of measure 7 and an F
major 7 on the first beat of measure 8. The final cadence is an authentic A minor cadence. The
melody could easily be harmonized with only the use of the I & V chords (Am, E7). Farwell, I
think, was using the material as a vehicle for a more 20th century harmonic treatment.
PLANTATION MELODY - ARTHUR FARWELL
We find many articles about Negro music on the plantations of the South (See
Anthology of Jazz Articles for numerous examples). The piece is characteristic of a Negro
cakewalk, (the struttin' of the Negro slave before the guests of the Master with music
accompaniment). It is said that the best struttin won a prize, many times a cake. This Negro
stylistic straiten' became a national craze and reached it popularity in 1899, with the earliest
example in print being found in 1896 (A Walkin' for de Cake - arranged and published by Dr.
Koenig) One hearing of the instrumental piece assure one that it is of the cakewalk genre. The
form is A B A and is 24 bars in length.
RHYTHM: The piece presents the cakewalk rhythm so familiar to us, especially in
section B, in bars 10-12, and bars 14-15. There is use of syncopation and it is recommended that
the tempo be 'dreamily,' with a tempo of o = 66. There is much use of repeated rhythms in a
sequence like pattern that gives the piece its motion and excitement. There is a ritard in bar 4
that must have allowed the strutter to really 'do his stuff.' We find an 'A tempo' which brings us
back to the beginning tempo and the feeling of the moving excitement of the cakewalk routine.
HARMONY: Some dissonance is used - even a 'jazzy, bluesy' major/minor chord
structure (bar 3, last note - F, given as E#, and F# simultaneously used). There is use of many
non-harmonic tones on many beats and what sounds like pedal tones in the bass in every other
bar in the first section and continued in section B. The pedal tone becomes part of the harmony
of D Major with chromatic tones in the bass. The complete piece is given a polyphonic
treatment that is rather unusual for a plantation melody but is very effective and creates a more
exciting creation as the counterpoint creates movement and tension. The piece contains
crescendos and decrescendos throughout with a great use of dynamics that helps to create
movement and excitement. In bar 10 we see the use of contrary movements, which adds to this
already presented tension and movement. Bar 1 is presented in a more parallel use of musical
motion in the parts but leads to contrary motion in bar 10. The performer should stress the
contrary motion of the alto and tenor parts. I picked this piece to arrange for my "Lake
Arrowhead Early Jazz Band" musical ensemble and upon rehearsing it I did emphasize the alto
and tenor parts and their prominence added greatly to the performance and gave it a resounding
tensive feeling and real melodic movement. The melody is sequenced in bars 10 and eleven and
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which adds to a great musical experience. This transcription of a plantation melody is a little
masterpiece using counterpoint and modern harmonic structure.
MELODY: The melody is a simple one but one that has the necessary ingredients of a
'hit' song, a melody that one can hear once and go away whistling it. It is mostly diatonic in
nature and scalewise notes are used with an effective use of sequence and melodic structure.
Only once is a chromatic presented (bar 7 and repeated in bar 23). When hearing the melody it
puts you in the same mood and feeling that one gets when one hears Berlin's "Alexander's
Ragtime Band."
NEGRO EPISODE - HENRY GILBERT - 1907
Negro Episode is a well developed cakewalk, artistically written and reminds one of the
developments of what was once understood as simple ragtime into the well developed musical
composition. We can appreciate the use of ragtime and its influence on composers of 20th
century classical music with its use of jazz elements in full-length compositions. This is the
most musically developed presentation of Negro music in the Wa-Wan Press. It is lengthy, 98
measure long, with a D.C. al Fine, making it a full 146 measures in length.
FORM: It is the most complicated of all the Negro selections in the Wa-Wan Press. There
are 8 sections presented
The piece begins with a 4 bar introduction leading into part A (8 bars long). The rest of
the compositions are as follows: B - 8 bars, C - 5, a transition of one measure to a fuller varied
repeated of melodic material of section B (6 bars extended by a sequence that leads into another
transition into another 6 bars of material). Next we find a repeat of the introduction of 4 bars
that brings us to section D, marked "Slower," in a chorale like presentation but with a feeling of
a slow cakewalk, bringing one a feeling of dignity and grandeur. The tempo and the mood are
changed by this usage of the mixture of cakewalk and chorale. There is a repeat in a slightly
different setting of harmony and melodic structure. (D2-from bars 57 to 65).
Section E is reminiscent of section D in rhythm but the melody is altered. At F again we
find a repeated type rhythm but slightly varied, sounding much like a variation with a different
ending, leading to section G. G is 8 bars of the same type rhythm and also sounds like a
variation. G is repeated and ends with a transition that modulates back to the beginning key by
the use of the D. C al Fine. The structure is a large A B A form with variations in a larger
structure in B. With the use of letters for sections the large form is noted as I, II, and I.
MELODY: The contour is a large one and uses a contour of 5 octaves, presenting a large
portion of the piano keyboard, ranging from F3 2 octaves and a perfect 5th below middle C to B
- 3 octaves above middle C, minus a minor 2nd.
Part I is cakewalk sounding. It is mostly scale wise with an octave skip at C. While large
section II is simple in melodic curve, using the same rhythm of o o. The introduction serves as
both an introduction and a transition and is very effective when it is repeated as an introduction
into the slower section II. The piece shows that Gilbert had a very excellent compositional style.
Gilbert had taken compositional lessons with E. MacDowell for three years.
HARMONY: The introduction uses the I, V progression in blocked chords, presenting a
very well defined rhythm. Section A begins in unison for 2 bars followed by a cadence
sounding 2 bars. Diatonic harmony is used with little dissonance found. A sequential rhythm is
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used in bars 36-38 and a two bar sequence with a second sequence repeated which serves as a
bridge to the repeat of the introduction.
The slow section (II) is chorale like and simple in its harmonic structure with some
dissonance (use of a 'Blues third' (bar 54). Different harmony but the same basic melody is used
in D1 and D2.
From section D to G2, each section is presented in what is an imposed modulation. It is in
Gm. D2 begins in a different chordal progression but ends in Gm. E begins in C major and ends
in Dm. F begins in Am for 8 bars and leads to a resemblance to D (in G minor) This section
leads to G2 beginning in G major and modulates (in 10 bars) back to the key of the beginning B minor.
This is by far the most elaborate of all the pieces presented using Negro material in the
Wa-Wan Press.
RHYTHM: The introduction sets up a very concrete rhythm but is left in bar 5 for a more
cakewalk type rhythm. There is use of much syncopation. The slow section reminds one of an
English folk dance rhythm that is slow but flowing. There is a slowing down of the steady
rhythm in Section I at bar 40 with a molto ritard presented in bar 42. This leads to a restating of
the introduction rhythm but Section II is presented after this steady concrete rhythm, not
followed by the cakewalk rhythm and tempo but the slow section. It is very effective in its
nature and presentation and emphasizes part II. Some use of counterpoint is found in part II and
helps the movement from feeling slower than it is as counterpoint contrary motion always does.
SUMMARY: There were 35 composers represented in the Wa-Wan publications,
composing a total of 218 compositions, both small and large compositions using American
based musical material. Composers writing for the Wa-Wan Press were all Americans. Did this
make their music American music? Farwell took the position that "to be entitled to the name of
'national musical art; or 'American music,' it is not sufficient that the musical art-work should be
produced in America, or by an American. It must have an "American flavor." Thus the use of
mostly native American Indian and Negro musical material. I believe he was correct but I also
believe he missed the point - that it was not the melodic material that was the answer to writing
American music but the musical elements and melodic structure contained, plus a style of
performance techniques that would be the influential factors that would create an American
musical style. This style was not championed by folk music but by the music that was accepted
by the American, and indeed the world population, as typical American music. This national
music was discovered in Ragtime and jazz. We, in the last decade of the 20th century have the
luxury of analyzing the past and we now know the influences composers and their compositions
that have guided American music to its present position in the field of music. There can be no
doubt of the influence of jazz on composers in the 20th century. When one hears a piece of
ragtime there is no doubt that it is American music. American jazz is still played throughout the
world and its techniques and elements used in today's music. There is no doubt that jazz is
American music. Its influence is still felt today.
The Wa-Wan Press published from 1901 to 1911. Farwell continued after 1911 to
champion and promote American music, both in America and overseas. In retrospective we can
overview the influence and effect of the Wa-Wan Press and the views of Arthur Farwell. While
the influence of the press would be hard to evaluate I believe it did foster an interest mostly in
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the composers, not the public. John Powell, in an article in the May 1927 issue of the Etude
entitled "How American Can Develop a National Music." addressed the development of a
characteristic and distinctive American music. Powell lists six movements that American music
can be directed:
1 - Red Indian School
2 - Negro School
3 - Stephen Foster School
4 - Popular Music School
5 - Ultra Modern School
6 - Anglo-Saxon Folk Music School
The Wa-Wan Press placed emphasis on the 1st school. Nearer 98 percent of the
compositions in the Wa-Wan Press used Native American Indian material. Our interest and
emphasis in our article has dealt with the 2 percent of the compositions in the Wa-Wan Press
that used Negro material. Powell, in writing about #2 - Negro School states:
"The advocates of this school claim that the Negro music offers a rich and varied field for
musical development; that it is filled with melodic charm and rhythmic fascination, keep pathos
and broad humor. They assert that, in its present stage of development, it is unique and
characteristic of America, for the primitive African music bears little direct relationship to it.
They infer that it is possible to build on this foundation a school of music of character and
distinctiveness which can take the same place in America the gypsy music has taken in Hungary
and which Moorish music has in Spain.
The accomplishments in this field have not been as valuable as those just considered. We
are all familiar with the Negro influence upon our popular music, commonly known as
"ragtime." But even the works of serious composers in this direction have usually embodied
only the lighter and more superficial elements of the Negro idiom, as, for instance,
MacDowell's "Uncle Remus," Dvorak's "New World Symphony," offers a notable exception.
Recently a flood of settings of the so-called Negro Spirituals has inundated us, the most
valuable and beautiful of which are those of a young Texan, David Guion, of Dallas. I must
urge all that are unacquainted with these settings to procure them and study them at the earliest
possible moment.
Formerly I, myself, made certain contributions to this filed in my "Sonata
Virginianesque" for violin and piano, my piano suite "In the South" and more recently in my
"Rhapsody Negre" for piano and orchestra. In my own case, however, the expression was
purely objective and was frankly intended to be character music. I do no consider that this
school has much of value to contribute to a national American music. When the Negro music is
analyzed, we see at once that part of it which is purely Negro is almost as meager and
monotonous as the Indian music. Many of the best known Negro songs are now known to be
not folk songs at all, but the compositions of white men, as, for example, the Stephen Foster
songs. And the Negro spirituals, it has now been discovered, are also chiefly European in their
origin, being merely Negro adaptations of white camp meeting and revival tunes of the last
century. Most of these spirituals, when critically analyzed, show clearly in their melodic and
harmonic structure their Caucasian origin."
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Did Powell, writing in 1927, study what was happening and evolving from the popular
music of the U.S.? He based his statements on the tangible musical material of the various
schools, but should have based it on the style and mode of performance, plus the musical
elements that were taken from Negro music and incorporated into the European musical
tradition. It was not the musical material but the way that the music was performed and the
musical elements of syncopation and the new way of orchestrating the musical material that
became the impetus of this American music, not only for American composers but also
European composers. Brahms spoke of the rhythms of ragtime; Debussy heard Sousa's Band
and used the cakewalk rhythms; Milhaud wrote La Creation Du Monde, a lengthly composition
usually mentioned as the first serious large work using jazz elements.
Was not Powell familiar with Milhaud's opinions and endeavors using the jazz idiom?
Did he hear Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue? Was he aware of Whiteman's accomplishments
bringing to the public what he called "Symphonic Jazz"?
Negro music and the dance music of the early 20th century evolved into a serious art
form and became a major influence in the music of numerous first rate American and worldwide composers.
There is a wealth of material that has been written using jazz elements by American
composers during the first few decades of the 20th century. They do not use only new musical
material but create new musical ideas and elements. That is the key to American composers
writing 'American music.’ The ideals of the Wa-Wan Press were righteous and correct. Its
shortcoming was that it did not recognizing the spirit and the techniques and elements of Negro
music - namely ragtime and jazz. Farwell did acknowledge the value of ragtime and
syncopation but seemed to proceed without adapting his believes in the Wa-Wan Press. The
Indian spirit was not the American spirit. The Negro adapted to the American spirit while still
containing his artistic talents. While he could not bring his artworks to America from Africa, he
could and did bring his feelings and his musical experiences and adapted these performance
elements in a new and innovative way. It was the adaptation of these elements that was used
and accepted by American and worldwide composers. Prominent composers saw the value and
incorporated them in their compositions. They found the way to adapt these elements into what
has become an American music. It is ironic that European musical tradition quickly accepted
and indeed championed American musical concepts and the spirit of America into what became
not only American music but world music.
The compositions used in the Wa-Wan Press present an evolution of the Negro style that lead to
Jazz and its adaptation into the European musical tradition. First we find the Negro spiritual that
develops into the cakewalk and ragtime, and the adaptation of Negro musical elements into
larger and more profound compositions that was exemplified by Loomis' "Negro Episode."
Loomis originally wrote this composition as a piano work entitled "Two Episodes for Orchestra.
Op. 2 Legend; Negro Episode. It was orchestrated but was not published by the Wa-Wan Press.
Milhaud, Gershwin, Copeland and many others may consider this piece the one that opened the
door for the use of these Negro elements in a more musical and complex musical structure,
which led to compositions.
Cakewalk
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May Irwin
May Irwin was born on June 27, 1862 in Whitby, Ontario, Canada. May and Sister Flora
were performers on the variety stage doing a duet singing specialty. After a six-year stint (18771883) at Tony Pastors’ the act was dissolved and May began working solo. It was at Tony
Pastor’s Theater that she was seen in the two burlesques The Pie-rats of Penn Yann and All of it.
In 1883, Irwin joined the stock company of Augustin Daly, with which she spent several
seasons at Toole’s Theatre in London, England. She returned to New York City for the 1891-92
season, appearing in the farce-comedy Boys and Girls. In 1893 she performed as Ophelia in a
burlesque of Oscar Wilde’s Lady Windermere’s Fan, joining several other actors playing roles
imported from Hamlet.
Best known as a ‘coon-shouter’ she introduced “The Bully” in the Broadway show
“Widow Jones.” The Coon song was a vocal version of ragtime and he minstrel songs. Irwin
today would be known as a jazz singer and the role she played was an important one in
American popular music. Any mention of early jazz singers has to include May Irwin as one of
the best known of the early jazz singers. She had a long singing career and became quite
wealthy. There are a few recording made by May and she collaborated with G. M. Cohen,
writing the lyrics for “Hot Tamale Alley.” As a trivia fact, May has been given credit for
naming the salad dressing - Thousand Island Dressing. She retired in 1920 a wealthy woman,
and a few years before her death she sold a block of property on Lexington Ave. in New York
City from 54th to 55th Street, for a million dollars.
From 1895 to 1904 May Irwin and the coon song were closely related. Numerous coon
songs were published with Irwin’s name on the cover. May was in about eleven Broadway
shows (see list below) and introduced a number of songs, many becoming national hits. In
examining these we can follow the progress of the coon song from its beginning to the time it
began to fade from public acceptance. We present a list of the songs available from 1893 to
1912:
Songs of May Irwin
1893 - Mamie! Come Kiss Your Honey Boy*
1894 - Mandy*
Live Humble*
1895 - I Love My Honey, Yes I do*
1896 - Bully Song*
May Irwin’s “Lulu” Song
Honey on My Lips*
Crappy Dan: de Spo’tin’ Man
Mr. Johnson Turn Me Loose*
May Irwin’s “Frog” Song
All Coons Look Alike To Me*
Hot Tamale Alley
1897 - My Baby I’ll “Go Too
An Awful Wicked Nigger
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1898 - When You Ain’t Got No Money*
Dar’s Somethin’ About Yer I Like*
If I Only Had A Job
I’ve Got Him Dead
She’s A ‘Spectable Married Colored Lady*
Keep Your Eye On Your Friend Mr. Johnson*
He Cert’ny Was Good To Me*
1899 - Mammy’s Caroline Twins
Now I Got Some Money
I Don’t Care To Be Your Lady Friend*
I Couldn’t Stand To See My Baby Lose
Miss Simpson Brown
De’ Possum Chase*
Mis Fits
My Bed is Like A Little Boat*
He’s Laid on de Shelf*
1900 - I’ve Got Trouble Of My Own*
1903 - Dat’s Just What “Expotentisious” Means
Magdaline My Southern Queen
1904 - Albany*
1906 - Never Raise A Razor Less You want To Raise A Row*
1907 - She Borrowed My Only Husband
1907 - Mose Andrew Jackson, goodbye
Don’t Argify+
Matrimony+
1912 - Ragtime Mocking Bird*
* - In Broadway Shows
+ - Recording of 1907
Broadway Show Songs of May Irwin
1893 - Country Sport - Mami! Come Kiss Your Honey Boy, Mandy, Live Humble
1895 - Widow Jones - Live Humble, The Bully Song, I Love My Honey
1896 -Swell Mrs. Fiztwell - Honey On My Lips, She’ A ‘Spectable Married Colored Lady,
Keep Your Eye On Your Friend Mr. Johnson, He Cert’ny Was Good To Me
1896 - Courted Into Court - Mr. Johnson Turn Me Loose, All Coons Look Alike
1898 - Kate Kip Brown - When You Ain’t Got No Money, Dar’s Somethin’ About You I Like
1899 - Sister Mary - I Don’t Care To Be Your Lady Friend, De Possum Chase, My Bed is like a
Little Boat
1899 - Madge Smith, Attorney - He Laid On The Shelf
1900 - Bells Of Bridgeport - I’ve Got Troubles Of My Own
1904 - Mrs. Black Is Back - Albany
1906 - Mrs. Wilson That’s All - Never Raise a Razor
1912 - She Knows Better Now - Ragtime Mocking Bird
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There are 41 songs listed, beginning in 1893 to 1912. From analyzing the style of each
we can trace the progress of the coon craze. Irwin was the most popular ‘coon shouter’ and
would be in the middle of the popular craze and led the fad with the introduction of new songs
and the progressive style of the coon craze. While the use of the typical lyrics of the coon song
can be traced back to the minstrels, Irwin’s Bully Song is taken as the beginning of the fad of
the coon song in popular American music. From the words given above one can observe the use
of terms like ‘nigger,’ ‘razor’ ‘coon’ and talks of violence.
One of the earliest May Irwin songs is “Mamie! Come Kiss Your Honey Boy, composed
by May in 1893 or the show “A Country Sport.” It contains no Negro dialect or coon lyrics,
contains only a few bars of syncopation and is in the style of a popular song of the era. It is
however called a new Negro Melody - Plantation Song. It is marked March, two-step or
Schottische. There is a picture of May on the cover and we read the words “What the world is
looking for, a new Negro melody. Already a tremendous success.” Introduced nightly in “A
Country Sport” one of the big Broadway hits of 1893. The male star, Peter Dailey appears with
May waltzing with wire dummies at a cheap clothing store. The play is about a man inheriting a
fortune becomes a “thoroughbred sport” and heads for the Bowery’s fun spots. The show also
includes the song “Mandy.”
Mamie! Come Kiss Your Honey Boy - 1893
We find, in “A Country Sport” of 1893, two other songs by Irwin entitled “Live
Humble,” and “Mandy.” Called the ‘companion to “Mamie” is labeled a ‘plantation song’ but it
contains coon lyrics, using the words ‘ niggers,’ ‘coons,’ ‘watermelons,’ and uses a Negro
dialect in its lyrics. It is in regular rhythm without only a few examples of syncopation and the
accompaniment is in the traditional type of this era, with no hint of ragtime rhythms and
syncopation. While it is not entitled a coon song I believe it is one of the earliest examples of
the coon genre only lacking the word ‘coon’ in its title. Also included in the show was the song
Live humble.
Live Humble - 1894
The show “Widow Jones” was created for May by J. J. McNally, it premiered on
Broadway on 9/16/95. In the show Irwin (called the great coon shouter’) sings a number of
‘coon’ songs. This was the show that brought her to stardom. It was called a ‘farcical conceit.”
The most famous song of the show was “The Bully Song.” One other song in the show was “I
Love My Honey, Yes I Do.” The song contains some coon lyrics and Negro dialect but contains
no syncopation.
I Love My Honey, Yes I Do - 1895
With her success in Widow Jones we find six songs, two written by the composer of the
Bully Song Chas. Trevathan published in 1896. “May Irwin’s Frog Song written in 1896.
Labeled ‘May Irwin’s latest character success’ Crappy Dan: de spo’tin’ Man is a typical coon
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song, now popular on the American popular music scene. The songs use Negro dialect but
contain no syncopation and have regular accompaniment in the piano sheet music.
May Irwin’s Lulu Song was written by S. L. Hecht contains coon lyrics but contain no
syncopation and has a regular piano accompaniment.
The Broadway Show Swell Mrs. Fitzwell, staring May opened also on Nov. 15. 1896. Many of
the Broadway Shows of the day were seasonal and were presented only for a short time. Each
season a new show would open. Some of the songs in ‘Fitzwell’ were: Honey On My Lips,
She’s A ‘Spectable Married Colored Lady, He Cert’ny Was Good To me and Keep Your Eyes
on Your Friend Mister Johnson. The show was filled with song-filled comedies that she was
known for. The show was reminiscent of an earlier Irwin vehicle, Courted Into Court. Music in
the show was written by Cole, Johnson and Rosamond Johnson.
On Dec. 29th, 1896 May Irwin, the leading singer of coon songs, stalked on the Bijou
stage in J. J. McNalley’s newest farce-comedy, Courted into Court. To capitalize on Irwin’s
popularity two songs (hits of Irwin) were added to the show: “Mister Johnson, Turn Me Loose,”
and “All Coons Look Alike To Me.”
In 1896 May put words to the George M. Cohan's tune Hot Tamale Alley.
May Irwin composed a number of original songs. In 1897 she wrote My Baby I’ll Go Too. Its
contains lyrics which are known as coon lyrics using Negro dialect. The accompaniment is of a
regular nature with no syncopation. My Baby I’ll Go Too. While there is no real syncopation
found it does contain a few bars using the cakewalk rhythm in the accompaniment.
Also in 1897 May sings another song written by S. L. Hecht, entitled An Awful Wicked
Nigger.” It is another coon type song, much like his previously published songs. Having May
sing a song almost guaranteed a ‘hit.’
In 1898 there are songs sang by Irwin that are published, all containing coon type lyrics,
with no syncopation: Come ‘Round, If I Only had A Job, contains some cakewalk rhythms in the
refrain. We have stated that the cakewalk rhythm is a syncopated one although it does not sound
as much as notes that are tied over a bar line. Another Irwin hit was I’ve Got Him Dead.
Basically most of the early coon songs contained very little true syncopation, as is the case also
with early minstrel songs. It was the use of what is called united syncopation that ragtime
evolves from. We will see that when ragtime accompaniments are included in the coon songs
and later cakewalks, which evolve into the classic ragtime type.
May starred in another Broadway Show Kate Kip Brown. Two songs from this show
were: When You Ain’t Got No Money, and Dar’s Somethin’ About Yer I like.
In 1899 there are two coon songs that are typical - no syncopation, I Couldn’t Stand To
See My Baby Lose, which is about race tracks, crap games and cards; Manny’s Carolina Twins
which actually contain very few coon lyrics. The song Miss Simpson Brown uses some
cakewalk rhythm and is about a Negro ‘wrench.’ In the chorus we find use of the cakewalk
rhythm and syncopation in the accompaniment part. It is one of the earliest examples of ragtime
style being used in a coon song. In the song Now I Got Some Money, Well I’m Comin’ ‘Round
is also an early example with hints of ragtime in its accompaniment and more use of the
cakewalk rhythm in the melody as well as in the accompaniment.
May Irwin returned on Broadway in a farce with music entitled Madge Smith, Attorney
(12/10/99) which ran into 1900. In a unique departure from common practice, the songs were
not scattered throughout the plot. Instead they were all offered in a single extend medley. We
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find the song He’s Laid On The shelf as part of this medley. IT contains some syncopation and
of course in the Negro dialect.
Sister Mary, still another Broadway Show, opened in 1899 featured May singing I Don’t
Care To be Your Lady Friend, This song contains hints of the ragtime style and includes some
syncopation. In 1899 there seems to be the use of ragtime style accompaniments and more use
of syncopation, both in coon songs and in the later cakewalks of ’99.’ Also included were the
songs De Possum Chase and My Bed is Like A Little Boat.
In 1898 we find May Irwin in the show The Belle of Bridgeport with the song I’ve Got
Troubles of My Own. This show had a cast that included the hefty ‘blond personification of
good humor,” May Irwin, still a leading “coon” singer, and Raymond Hitchcock. With May
Irwin to belt out the black-derived material in her “customary ‘semi-mezzo’ voice,” some of the
finest young black talent (Bob Cole, J. W. Johnson, and J. Rosamond Johnson) combined to
help with the score. When she wasn’t singing or propelling the plot, Miss Irwin talked with
audiences about trout fishing and department store methods. Reviewers failed to note whether
she approved of the way great retail outlets functioned, but the press did disapprove of a certain
commercialism evident in The Belle of Bridgeport and “more and more common” in other
shows. This was the brazen advertising of special products. In Miss Irwin’s vehicle a brand of
whiskey and a make of typewriter were ballyhooed.
In 1899 May appeared in the show Sister Mary. Two of the songs from the show: My Bed
Is Like A Little Boat, and De ‘Possum Chase. There is a song published that May sings that was
not in the show. It was called Mis-Fits called a ‘topical song.
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One of the songs May Irwin sang was published in the San Francisco Examiner. Written by
Cole & Johnson it was entitled Magdaline My Southern Queen. The song She borrowed My
Only Husband was written by May and published in 1907. The next Irwin song is from 1903 Dat’s Just What “Expotentisious” Means. We are into the ragtime era now and in the chorus
the accompaniment is in ragtime style and it could be played as a ragtime piano solo. The coon
song is in its last days and the ragtime and jazz elements are beginning to come into popular
American music. The cakewalk craze and the coon song fad have just about faded and ragtime
is the new popular music craze.
The same night George M. Cohan opened in Little Johnny Jones, May Irwin premiered in
George V. Hobart’s comedy, Mrs. Black is Back in 1904. Like all Miss Irwin’s vehicles the
piece was really a straight play. But as was her wont, Miss Irwin found room for several songs
one of which was Albany, or, Dat’s de Only Town Looks Good To Me. The song includes a
ragtime accompaniment as well as use of the cakewalk rhythm. May wrote the words to this
song.
In 1906 May did the Broadway show Mrs. Wilson That’s All. One song in the show
Never Raise A Razor ‘less You Want To Raise A Row seems out of place in 1906 when the fad
of the coon song was fading.
Finally Irving Berlin wrote the song Ragtime Mocking Bird from the show She knows
Better Now, in 1912.
Her last Broadway appearance was in the 49ers in 1922.
Besides her stage singing career May also made a Kinescope in 1896. Edison made an
early kinescope of the kissing scene from Widow Jones. It was the first kiss on ‘film.’ The film
is only one minute long. She did make a full-length film, which was an adaptation of her
Broadway play Mrs. Black Is Back in 1914. As a piece of trivia May Irwin is credited for
naming the salad dressing ‘Thousand Island Dressing.” May had a home on one of the
Thousand Islands in the St. Lawrence River.
May also made 7 phonograph records in 1907. Among them: Matrimony, When You Ain’t
Got No Money, You Needn’t Come Around from the 1898 show Kate Kip, Buyer. Moses
Andrew Jackson, Goodbye in 1906 from the Show Mrs. Wilson, That’s All, Crappy Dan in
1898, Frog Song and Don’t Argify.
May is credited with making popular the famous gay nineties song After The Ball. May
Irwin remained one of the most well loved entertainers of her time and after a full and
successful life died in 1938 a very wealthy lady.
With the success of Irwin’s “Bully Song” there followed numerous imitations of the ideas
and characteristics presented in “The Bully” song.
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May Irwin, Ca. - 1900
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Marching Bands and String Bands and Their Influence
On Early Pre-jazz and Jazz Music
Wind ensembles during their inception into the main stream of popular music in the U.S.
were called by various names: a brass band, a marching band, a military band or a concert band.
These ensembles played march music, concert music and dance music. They were the musical
genre that was most popular during the evolution of jazz/dance music. The instrumentation of
these wind bands varied and went through a period of standardization that included wind
instruments in brass bands and string instruments when a band played for dances. We know that
early jazz music began as dance music and the brass band, when performing dance music often
would lessen the group playing for a dance. We would have a cornet player double on a violin
and the tuba player changing to string bass for a dance.
As marching bands were the most popular form of musical ensemble in 19th century
America these bands played both a concert classical music and the popular music of the era.
Included in the repertoire of any 19th century band was a collection of dance music. This group
included the favorite style dance music of the era, i.e. Waltzes, galops, lancers, polkas, and
other styles that might become popular. Dancers danced and marched to the music of a march,
either a grand march at the beginning of a dance or at what became known as a “march or two
step.”
The two step appeared around 1890. Its origins are unclear but may include the polka,
galop and or the march. The dance consists of sliding steps to the side in 2 over 4 time. It was a
primary source of the fox trot, which became its successor about 1920. It is more or less a
double quick march with a skip in each step done as rapidly as a couple can go forward,
backward and turning.
The influence of the march on American dance music is addressed in an article in the
March, 1924 issue of Sunset Magazine. In the section entitled “The Birth of the March” the
article states:
The Birth of the March
America evolved a popular music of its own at the time of the Civil War. Before that it
borrowed or imitated foreign imports, chiefly English and German. War demands march-tunes
and is at all times a prolific breeder of them. War and Love between them gave us music! But
here was a war which deeply touched the hearts of the Nation, a war of liberation in which
feeling ran blood-hot on both sides. Out of such emotional tumult music is always born. The
result was that both - from the North and the South - came march-tunes of unexampled energy
and rhythmic force. Is there anywhere else in the world such a march-tune as "Marching
Through Georgia," to name but one?
Along with the marches, of course, came songs of sentiment, such as the inimitable ones
of Stephen Collins Foster - "My Old Kentucky Home," "Suwannee Ribber" and the like. These
also are truly native; their sweetness is that of corn on the cob, their passionate tenderness that
of a nation in travail. But it is the march-tune that had most to do with the evolution of Jazz. We
must remember that early jazz was DANCE music. Since jazz emphasized rhythm rather than
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sentiment, jazz therefore provided the intermediary step between the march-tune and the
modern Jazz-dance, to that of ragtime.
Whence came the ferocious energy of our American marches? The Negro usually gets the
credit for our songs of sentiment, but the dynamic energy of the American march is something
different. It is too forthright and direct for the indolent Negro. Some of this energy came from
the emotions of the period, and some is native to the free-spirited American people. But is it not
also possible that the Redskin had something to do with it? The pioneers, the trappers and
scouts of the plains must have heard the war-drums beating many times. Indian warfare was the
only kind they knew, and they must have witnessed many a sinister war dance beside the Indian
campfire at night so that the pounding rhythm got into their blood.
The marches themselves, of course, are of the European pattern; but the furious energy of
them is Western, Indo-American. Would not the soldiers be prone to reject any tune in which
the energy of the drums was less fierce than that of the Redskin’s tom-tom? Maybe this is a farfetched theory; but no man knows in how many obscure ways the silent, dispossessed Indian
has touched our lives. When an English-speaking foreigner arrives on our shores the first thing
that assures him he is really in the United States is apt to be a wooden Indian outside a cigarstore. Among the first questions he asks is - where do we get such queer place names as
Manhattan, Potomac, Idaho? If he asks whence came the furious pounding of the drums in our
cabarets, what answer should we give him?
But wherever it came from, the "pep" of the American march was never lost. On the
contrary, it was seized upon, developed and came to a head in the magnificent march-tunes of
Sousa, about the time of the Spanish-American trouble.
When Sousa wrote his first marches there was little or no ragtime; practically none in his
spirited tunes. His specialty was the um-pah, um-pah, um-pah of the military band, common
also to European music. But others imitated him, and somebody--no doubt a lazy Negro from
the south blessed with the peculiar African gift of maintaining perfect time while seeming to
take liberties-began slurring the um-pahs together, giving us a brand new march rhythm. The
result was that in place of two distinct um-pahs we got that typically ragtime rhythm, umpah'm-pah. Nobody knows just how ragtime came, but this is one possible way.
The new rhythm, um-pah 'm-pah, um-pah, 'm-pah, caught on and was developed in the
typically American way. That is, it was made to go faster and funnier. Soon we had that earliest
form of ragtime typical of nigger minstrel shows, the Cake Walk. A truly American
contribution to the world's popular music, sui generis, in a class by itself.
Irving Berlin and George Cohan arose on the horizon, and during the first decade of the
present century, ragtime got into everything. Alexander's Ragtime Band appeared. A Hot Time
in the Old Town Tonight, Waiting for the Robert E. Lee, and Everybody's Doing It. What more
need be said? Irving Berlin, however, is the true ragtime king. As a Musician, he is untrained.
He composes all his pieces at the keyboard in the key of G flat, not because it employs all the
black notes of the piano stick up nicely! But he delivers the goods, which is more than many a
Doctor of Music can do.
With ragtime came the phonograph and player piano, and the inevitable dance craze,
which regulated some of its extravagances. By 1914 ragtime had been developed to its limits. In
despair of inventing new melodies, composers began to "rag" the classics and even the common
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scale. And there for the moment we will leave it, remembering only that ragtime was and is
essentially syncopation, a play on rhythm for the feet and not a play on sound for the ear.
Along with its dynamic force, American popular music has also the precious gift of the
American race, that of "josh," self-mockery. Occasionally we find in our songs a caustic irony
musically analogous to that of Mark Twain in literature or Thomas Nast in line drawing. Think,
for instance, of “Alexander's Ragtime Band,” which is American music gibing at the American
small-town parade, or, “A Hot Time in the Old Town Tonight.” To a European this swinging
melody may be merely a typical example of American rowdiness. But surely we are just making
fun of ourselves, gibing at our smooth palm-or maple-shaded suburbs with which we have
tamed the wilderness. We are thinking of the fly-by-night towns of our frontier in the old days
of the glittering saloon, the faro table, the hard-riding cowboys rip-roaring down the forerunner
of Main Street, shooting at the stars and painting the old place a bright and blatant vermilion.
Jazz, in its infancy, was just such an outbreak of ironical mockery, but this time leveled at
our own light music. It came after an era of foreign dominance in which our own native music
was dulled. Sousa's spirited marches had spent their force and Arthur Pryor was not so good.
Hungarian or Hawaiian music was everywhere. Ragtime, as we have seen, had run itself into
the earth. The dance-craze had boomed rapidly and swelled to over-ripeness. We were
importing the pretty tango and maxixe from South America via Paris-pretty, but too
complicated, too exotic, too refined.
Saccharine Tunes
In the realm of light opera things were just as bad. De Koven was repeating Robin Hood,
giving us watery imitations of Gilbert and Sullivan. Victor Herbert, said to be the greatest
American composer ever born in Ireland and educated in Germany, was offering trickily
rhythmed but saccharine tunes with Wagnerian harmonies and an orchestra swollen to
symphonic proportions. Viennese opera, such as The Merry Widow, The Waltz Dream, The
Chocolate Soldier dominated the boards together with English light opera of The Pink Lady
School. There were unpleasant offerings from Berlin such as the malodorous Alma, Where do
You Live?
Then came the Great War. European importations ceased. There was an increase in
Hawaiian music for a while, but the whining guitars, dull-thrumming ukuleles and nasal voices
were getting on our nerves. Marimba orchestras imported from South Africa for the San
Francisco Exposition were tried in New York-and fizzled. There remained a little semi-English
musical comedy such as Oh Lady! Lady! But it was thin, tepid, and politely graceful; the music
of a pink-tea while the guns roared overseas. We listened patiently, but wishing that somebody,
somewhere would make a loud, rude noise. We wanted music that gibed and cussed
outrageously, roaring with laughter at its own folly and ours. Something vulgar as hot-dog-and
American.
We got Jazz.
Jazz was not a new kind of rhythm or harmony; its melody was old-fashioned rag. It was
purely and simply a new instrumental conglomeration, its classical ancestor being the tissuecovered comb with which Schubert "guyed" his own immortal Erl King.
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Jazz, then, was orchestration gone crazy. Trombones moaned, piccolos shrieked, muted
trumpets snarled, clarinets chattered, the saxophone came later, wandering insanely into the
high altitudes of sound while the rest of the orchestra paused aghast for four whole beats.
Cymbals clashed, gongs clanged, cow bells clattered and tunked beside auto horns and snare
drums. Every known sound in America was employed.
The first Jazz tunes were all "Blues" numbers-Livery Stable Blues, Bluin' the Blues,
Skeleton Jangle. This was only natural however-just America holding a mock funeral over the
imported stuff, and incidentally taking a sideswipe at its then nearly moribund American
competitor, ragtime.
Today, ragtime and Jazz are buddies. They go together and are held in comradeship by
the necessities of the dance. Ragtime tricks the feet into dancing, and Jazz tickles the ear.
Thanks to Paul Whiteman and Art Hickman, Californians both, Isham Jones, Roy Bargy and
others blessed with real musicianship and a musical sense of humor, the tin cans and motor
horns have been thrown out, the trombones moan more discreetly, the syrupy saxophone sings
with insidious smoothness, but the flavor is still American
The dancing went on, and something newer still was required. The peculiar need of a
throbbing, continued, unvarying pulse naturally suggested the East. We got a flood of pseudooriental music: drums, cymbals, wailing oboes, bizarre harmonies and "pash" melodies with
fervid references in title and lyrics to "Allah" and "Cleopatra." The Oriental craze hits America
about once every seven years. We got it round 1907 when the "Dance of the Seven Veils"
performed by a lady in tights was considered the height of sin. We got it again six or seven
years later when Oscar Hammerstein produced "Salome," and Theda Bara cut loose in the
movies. There was a post-war period culminating in King Tut. But it is too exotic, too
unwholesome to last more than one season as a rule. Americans want something cleaner as a
steady diet, something with energy and "pep," but without dirt. And we have it right at home.
The Redskin and his tom-tom.
The Redskin and his tom-tom have appeared again and again in American popular and
semi-popular music. Sousa used the Indian in his The Red Man and Powhatan's Daughter. He
cropped up again in Navajo and Hiawatha, in Indianola and Red Wing. In addition, American
publishers devoting themselves to that semi-popular, hybrid thing "the teaching piece," have
crowded their catalogs with fire Dances, Indian Serenades and the like. But it is not the
deliberate use of Indian melodies that counts. What really counts is the tom-tom. So long as we
need dance music we need a steady rhythm, and the foundation of all rhythm is the tom-tom
beat, which is perhaps to be our last inheritance from the dying race.
"Jazz has passed its zenith," Joseph Webber, national president of the American
Federation of Musicians, was recently quoted as saying, "and at the end of five years will have
become history the same as ragtime. In its place throughout the country will come the old
familiar legitimate orchestra."
Here to Stay
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Ragtime has not become history yet; it has been absorbed by Jazz but rag-rhythms are
still the most pronounced feature of nine-tenths of our present dance tunes. The Jazz orchestra
may go. I doubt it. The more expressive instruments of the symphony orchestra are not so good
for dancing as the sharp, staccato instruments - the piano, banjo and the subsidiary battery of the
trap-drummer. Against this a sustained melody is wanted, and the saxophone, trombone and
trumpet are hard to beat. Moreover a "legitimate" orchestras expensive, a large body of strings
being required to balance the wood wind and brass; and such a band is less effective by
phonograph or radio than a smaller organization of properly contrasted instruments, whose
sounds must needs come through a diaphragm as through a sieve. The Jazz ragtime band is
cheap and effective, providing the old need-something to tickle the ear, something to tickle the
feet.
But whatever happens, the feet win. Americans are now a dancing people, and they will
insist that whatever form our popular music takes, it must be dance music. Whenever a
manuscript goes to a Broadway publisher today, that is the first thing he looks for. If it isn't
good dance stuff, back it goes!
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The launching of a popular song is nowadays a vast commercial undertaking involving
the outlay of huge sums. The publisher, in the first place, inaugurates an advertising campaign
of national scope. He "releases" the new song exactly as if it were "news" from a newspaper
syndicate. He plans to have it sung in as many theatres as possible, and played in the dance
halls, for which he has both sheet music and orchestra score ready.
In addition he arranges with the phonograph and player-roll people. The recordmanufacturers especially back him up, because their product is far more expensive to produce
than that of the player-roll makers, and far more widely used. With a big seller at least three
records are needed; a vocal solo, a male quartet and one or more dance records by a famous
orchestra, all of which cost real money. Getting out hundreds of thousands, perhaps millions, of
these records, advertising, distributing them nation-wide, entails enormous expense. In the case
of failure there is no came-back for them.
Obviously no song is suitable for such widespread distribution unless it possesses three
requisites; catchy title and lyric; a swinging melody that can be whistled; and above all a strong
dance rhythm of simple step. Difficult rhythms such as the tango or maxixe have no wide
appeal. The only rhythms possible are those suited to the pedal extremities of Mr. Gallagher and
Mr. Shean. Far more than any professional dancer, the soda jerker and his "sweetie" determine
the rhythm of the modern dance.
Now the foundation of all dance-music is the straight one-one-one-one of the tom-tom.
This may be split up by sharp accent into one-two, one-two and its compounds, giving the
march, the two-step and fox-trot; or into the one-two-three, one-two-three of the waltz”
The article mentions the progression of the March rhythms into jazz and how it combined
with the dance in developing the two step. This combination, the march and the two step, were
well suited to each other. The dance needed a steady rhythm, which the march possessed. This
combining began as early as 1873 and continued to progress reaching its zenith between 1910
and 1913, the years in which we find the most numerous use of this style. The march was dance
music at its best. Many early combinations of Negro dance music, especially the cakewalk
mentioned the word march on its sheet music covers. Many sheet music title pages mention
that a given piece could be used as “a march, cakewalk, polka or two step.” As the cakewalk
evolved into ragtime (both stressing rhythm) the march/two step marriage became popular with
dancers. These “march/two steps” were usually in duple rhythm and at first did not include
syncopation, but many still used the cakewalk rhythm. As jazz evolved it was a combination of
the march (ex. the trio of War Cloud is in reality exactly like the trio of a march) and
syncopation brought us the jazz feeling. As mentioned earlier, jazz in the beginning was strictly
dance music. The march was always associated with movement, whether it was on the review
field or in the dance hall. Many dances of the era began with a grand march. Most marching
bands also entered the dance hall and became dance bands, their repertoire including dance
tunes of the day but also continued to use the march as dance music, thus the title “march and
two step.” The stating of the description on the title page of a ‘cakewalk,’ or ‘rag,’ also included
the mention of march, thus we have ‘cakewalk/march, rag/march’ and ‘march/two step.’
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The brass or military/concert bands notably the bands of Sousa, Pryor, and the writings of
march composers such as Sousa, Pryor and Fillmore all wrote and played tunes described as
‘march/two steps.
The popular music of the era such as the cakewalk and the two step were based on the
march form and it’s emphasizing on a steady rhythm. While the cakewalk meter was not in 6/8
meter, the two step used the march rhythm of 6/8 and 2/4 meter. The two step developed into
what became the most popular dance of the “Jazz Age” namely the Fox Trot, which now used a
syncopated rhythm. The Fox Trot was a dance form but it was used in jazz that was now
stressing the use of improvisation. It was inevitable that jazz would gradually, as it evolved,
distance itself from furnishing music for the dance into concert music. This came about in the
era known as the Bee Bop era of Jazz around 1945. Thus the popular music of American went
from unwritten music, into written music, and again back into unwritten music. Jazz was now
both written and unwritten music. This changing style continued, going from unwritten small
combos, to large ‘swing’ orchestras and concert jazz, again into small combos, a style that gave
the individual musician more a of chance to express his individual ideas and feelings.
Summary
In a survey of 659 songs entitled ‘March and two step’ dating from 1894 to 1919 the
zenith was around 1910 and fell off in 1914:
1910 - 51, 1911 - 60, 1912 - 74, 1913 - 55
We find 6/8 and 2/4 meter and one used 3/4 meter which was very unusual. The 6/8
songs did not contain syncopation, as did the 2/4 meter songs, many of which were really
cakewalks. We find the title does not always describe the style of the song. Thus one must
examine the song itself and never go by titles. By the study of the cakewalk, the March, two
step and ragtime we can understand the influence the march had on popular American music
and its evolvement into jazz.
The wind band was the musical ensemble that played the popular music of the era. The
piano also was popular in the parlors of individual homes. The music - the march and two step
and the cakewalk/ragtime were well suited to be played by the wind band and the string band found within the wind band.
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The Origin of the Word Jazz
There have been many well-known jazz scholars that have been asked, and have given
their definition of the work jazz. Let us state that probably no one will ever discover the origin
of the word. We have researched these definitions and the learned scholars have given, to the
best of their ability, their definition of the word jazz.
The earliest use of the word seems to have been traced back to a 1913 story in the San
Francisco Bulletin by Peter Tamony.
In my research the earliest I have found the word jazz being used was in the Feb. 27,
1915 issue of Variety.” It is an adv. For Vaudevillians. It is given in a small poem:
“Little bits of hokum,
Little grains of jazz,
Sometimes cause a gallery
To give an act the razz.”
Walter Weems

Lloyd Miler, a jazz and Arabic scholar, in his book “Roots & Branches of Jazz” states:
“The origin of the word ‘Jazz’ itself is still uncertain. Some have postulated that it may
be related to an Arabic root. If so, it could be from jaz ( ) meaning ‘to cut,’ or from jaza ( ),
‘to divide,’ or jaz’ ( ), ‘to grow impatient, show grief,’ or jaz ( ), ‘to feel, touch, sound,”
In the Aug. 25, 1917 Literary Digest, in the article “The Appeal of the Primitive Jazz” we
read:
“A strange word has gained wide-spread use in the ranks of our producers of popular
music. It is “jazz,” used mainly as an adjective descriptive of a band. The groups that play for
dancing, when colored, seem infected with the virus that they try to instill as a stimulus in
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others. They shake and jump and writhe in ways to suggest a return of the medieval jumping
mania. The word, according to Walter Kingsley, famous in the ranks of vaudeville, is variously
spelled jaz, jazz, jas, and juscz: and is Ardican in origin. Lafeudio Hearn, we are told, found the
word in the Creole patois and idiom of New Orleans and reported that it meant ‘speeding up
things.’ The Creoles had taken it from the blacks, and ‘applied it to music of a rudimentary
syncopated type.’ In the New York Sun, Mr. Kingsley rehearses many of the curious facts and
customs associated with the word.
“In the old plantation days, when the slaves were having one of their rare holidays and
the fun languished, some West-Coast African would cry out, Jaz her up’ and this would be the
cue for fast and furious fun. No doubt the witch doctor and medicine men on the Kongo used
the same term at those jungle ‘parities’ when the tom-toms throbbed and the sturdy warriors
gave their pep an added kick with rich brews of Yohimbin beer-that precious product of the
Cameroons. Curiously enough the phrase ‘jaz her up’ is a common one today in vaudeville and
on the circus lot. When a vaudeville act needs ginger the cry from the advisers in the wings is
‘put in jaz.’ Meaning add low comedy, go to high speed and accelerate the comedy spark.
“Jasbo” is a form of the word common in the varieties, meaning the same as ‘hokum, ‘ or low
comedy verging on vulgarity.”
Another definition appears in the article “Why ‘Jazz’ Sends Us Back to the Jungle” in the
Sept. 1918 issue of Current Opinion. It states:
“The word is African in origin. It is common on the Gold Coast of Africa and in the
hinterland of Cape Coast Castle.”
The rest of the article is similar to one in the Literary Digest. There is no author listed in
either article and must have been written by the same author.
In the April 26, 1919 issue of the Literary Digest “Stale Bread’s Sadness gave ‘jazz’ to
the World” we find the story of the first use of the phrase ‘jazz band.’
“The phrase ‘jazz band’ was first used by Bert Kelly in Chicago in the fall of 1915, and
was unknown in New Orleans. In March, 1916, the first New Orleans band of cornet, clarinet,
trombone, drums and piano arrived in Chicago to play in Lamb’s Café: it was called ‘Brown’s
Band from Dixieland.’ The band was brought from New Orleans on recommendation of Frisco,
who was then dancing in Lamb’s Café. (Note: they did not use the ‘jazz band’). The band
consisted of Tom Brown-trombone (now with Bert Kelly’s Jazz Band), Raymond Lopez-cornet
(now with Blossom Seeley), Gus Mueller, clarinet, United States Army, William Lambert,
drums, United States Army.
This was the first and by far the best band that ever came from New Orleans. Gus
Mueller, clarinet player, joined Kelly in the spring of 1916 and was placed at White City,
Chicago, with the following combination: Gus Mueller, clarinet; C.O. Brush, banjo; Fred
Miller, saxophone; Jack O’Neill, piano, and Fred Oxenius, drums. At this time Harry James'
meteoric career as a café manager was starting, and he was in charge of the Boosters’ Club in
the Hotel Morrison, Chicago, and had a ladies’ orchestra playing for his dancing.
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Kelly approached him with a proposition to furnish him with better music. James agreed,
raised his prices, and printed cards for his tables reading: “On account of the big expense of
hiring Bert Kelly’s Jazz Band for the entertainment of our patrons, it has been necessary to raise
the prices as follows,” etc.
This was in the fall of 1916, and the band from White City was the first band ever to be
advertised as a “jazz” band. It was a big success, and in the spring of 1917 James sent to New
Orleans for the Original Dixieland Jazz Band and insisted upon their using the words “Jazz
Band.”
This was in 1917, and the ODJB was the 1st New Orleans band to use the term, while
Bert Kelly used it in 1915. Bert Kelly had about 20 orchestras known as Bert Kelly’s Jazz
Band, and when the Dixieland arrived they adopted their name of ODJB.”
The famous early band leader James Reese Europe, in ”A Negro Explains Jazz” that
appeared in the April 26,1919 Literary Digest believed the name ‘jazz band’ came from ‘Mr.
Razz’ who led a band in New Orleans. Mr. Europe states:
“The believe that the term ‘jazz’ originated with a band of four pieces which was found
about fifteen years ago in New Orleans (Sic: 1914), and which was known as ‘Razz’s Band.’
This band was of truly extraordinary composition. It consisted of a barytone horn, a trombone, a
cornet, and an instrument made out of the chinaberry-tree. This instrument is something like a
clarinet, and is made by the southern Negroes themselves. Strange to say, it can be used only
while the sap is in the wood, and after a few weeks’ use has to be thrown away. It produces a
beautiful sound and is worthy of inclusion in any band or orchestra. I myself intend to employ it
soon in my band. The four musicians of Razz’s Band had no idea at all of what they were
playing; they improvised as they went along, but such was their innate sense of rhythm that they
produced something which was very taking. From the small cafes of New Orleans they
graduated to the St. Charles Hotel, and after a time to the Winter Gardens, in New York, where
they appeared, however, for only a few days, the individual musicians being grabbed up by
various orchestras in the city. Somehow in the passage of time Razz’s Band got changed into
‘Jazz Band,’ and from this corruption arose the term ‘jazz.’ “
Gilbert Seldes, in the July 1924 issue of Dial stated “The word jazz is already so
complicated that it ought not t be subjected to any new definition, and the thing itself so familiar
that it is useless to read new meanings into it.”
Rudi Blesh in his book “Shining Trumpets” states:
“Jazz whether played by black men or by white men, is a music which has moved out of
the long night. Its shining trumpets, held high, seem to beckon. It moves – and its very
movement is a message. Rich and moody, infinitely wise and wisely gay, it is a summons to
life. Nothing more need be said. For this message, in the largest sense and as involved in the
deepest relations of an art to human life, is the real creative meaning of American Jazz.”
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In an article entitled “Jazz Jargon” in the April 1932 issue of American Speech, James D.
Hart gives a paragraph on the origin of the word jazz:
“Most interesting of all is the word “jazz,” which, though relatively new, is not only
known throughout our land but is also a common word is every civilized corner of the globe.
The origin of the word is clouded in obscurity; no really satisfactory explanation has been
advanced. It was not until about 1915 that the word came into its present widespread use,
superseding “ragtime.” One etymology derives it from one Jasbo Brown, not Negro musician of
Chicago, who could be cheered on to new syncopated efforts by the cry: “More, Jasbo, more,
Jas, more.” Several other “Jas,” “Chas,” and other jazz musicians with similar names contribute
divergent strains to this explanation. Another explanation is based upon the fact that one Razz's
Band was one of the earliest to play pieces in a jazzy manner, and asserts that, in some
unknown manner, “Razz” transformed itself into “jazz.” Another explanation arises from the
French word “jaser,” a current word in the South, the garden spot of red-hot music. Jaser means
prattle, an animated discussion with many speaking at the same moment. Schwerke suggest that
“the carefree go-along-as-you-will” conversation had a close parallel to the hot melodic
entertainment, and hence the word jaser was appropriated as a name. Lafcadio Hearn, an
excellent linguist and careful critic maintained that the word jaser meant “to speed things up”; if
so, its present usage is understandable. Henry Osgood Osborne suggests that as the music owes
much to Africa we may do well to search there for its etymological origin, especially as it has
“no relations, not even third cousins, in the English language.” He finds that in Africa the word
is variously spelled – jas, jass, jascz, jaz, jazz – and that it may be an onomatopoetic word. He
has given careful attention to this study and it seems probable that his explanation is the best.”
H. Brook Webb, in his article “The slang of Jazz” in the Oct. 1937 issue of American
Speech wrote:
“The origin of no term is more obscure than that of ‘jazz.’ To my knowledge the earliest
reference to the word was in 1912 by Lafacaio Hearn; it is certainly earlier than that. Wrote Mr.
Hearn ‘The Creoles of New Orleans use the word ‘Jazz,’ taken from the Negro patios and
signifying ‘to excite,’ to designate a music of a syncopated and rudimentary type.’ Mr. Paul
Whiteman, in a communication to Letters magazine, relates the origin of the term to a
bandleader named ‘Jasbo’ Brown in 1915. Mr. Brown himself claims that the word was a
vulgar one applied by jealous rivals to his band in Chicago in 1914. (I imagine that Mr.
Brown’s nickname was secondary.” Mr. Preston Jackson, Negro trombonist of note, says that
the ‘Creole Jazz Band’ was in New Orleans in 1911. Almost as early as that was the ‘Original
Dixieland Jass Band’ which was the first of the lot to have the name printed on a phonograph
record, 1917. The consensus of opinion among those students to whom I have talked is about as
follows. The word ‘Jass’ was a verb of the Negro patois meaning ‘to excite’ with an erotic and
rhythmic connotation. Later becoming pronounced ‘Jazz,’ it was used attributively to describe
bands, which by the intensity of their rhythm produced excitement. (In the Negroes this feeling
verges upon the orgiastic; to produce the same effect in white the further stimulation of alcohol
is needed.)”
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In my research I references to our subject in the Jazz Museum of New Orleans located at
the ‘Mint.’ It gives definitions of the word jazz by some well-known jazz scholars in their
books.
Jazz Record Book by Smith, Ramsey Rogers and Russell:
“This word is a corruption of the Elizabethan ‘jazz’ which had survived in the vernacular
of the bawdy-houses.”
Story of Jazz by Marshall Stearns:
The word ‘jass’ – later ‘jazz’ – turned up first in Chicago in the middle ‘teens with an
unprintable meaning. On the evening of 26 January of that year the Original Dixieland Jazz
(sic) Band made its debut in New York at Reisenweber’s Cabaret on Columbus Circle. This
band consisted of five white pioneers, fresh from the Negro music of New Orleans, playing jazz
by ear and just as ‘hot’ as they could. (According to trombonist Preston Jackson, the band was
imitating the music of Joe Oliver in New Orleans; a year later in Memphis, clarinetist Buster
Bailey was imitating the recordings of the Original Dixieland Jazz Band.”
Guide to Jazz by Panassis & Gautier:
“The origin of the word ‘jazz’ has never been satisfactorily settled. Some have suggested
that it comes from the French ‘jasser’ (chatter), but that seems improbable, especially since in
Creole French ‘j’ is corrupted into ‘y’. Some have suggested that the word come from the name
of a 19th century singer, Jazzbo Brown. This too is improbably, for no jazz musician of long
memory supports it.
In the opinion of elderly Negroes whose memory goes back many years, the word ‘jazz’
is simply an onomatopoetic encouragement or exhortation to the musicians. "jazz it," they cry,
much in the sense of ‘get going,' or, more precisely in the alter sense, ‘wing it.’
There can be no doubt that ‘jass’ or ‘jazz,’ a word which first appeared about 1910, was
first used as a verb, and later that it came to be used as an adverb, and later came to be an
adjective qualifying a type of music. It was not until much later that it came to be used as a
noun. Whatever its origin or use, the word ‘jazz’ certainly implied a form of music radically
different from any other. It’s distinguished by 1) swing, the steady four-beats-to-the bar pulse,
and the unvarying rhythm behind jazz. The weak beats of the bar (second and fourth) are
accented rather than the strong beats as in ordinary march music, etc. The word also applies of
course to that element of lift, drive, and spontaneity which is admittedly indefinable – ‘If you
got to ask what it is, you ain’t got it,’ is Louis Armstrong’s famous remark. 2) A melodic style,
and an original harmonic texture, derived from the blues. The melodic line of the vocal blues,
while very simple, was characterized by the introduction of ‘blue’ notes.”
Jazz In Perspective by Iain Lang:
“There is another point of interest about the Original Dixielanders. It is probable that they
were the first group of musicians ever to be described as a ‘jazz band’; and whether the claim to
absolute priority is substantial or not, they were certainly the first to make the word ‘jazz’
known, not only throughout the Untied States but throughout the world. According to LaRocca
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it all began one night at the Boosters’ Club in the Hotel Morrison, in Chicago, when a drunk
kept yelling to the band to ‘jazz up’ the music; and the manager of the place seized on the term
to advertise the band. Both LaRocca and Tom Brown were emphatic that they had never heard
the adjective applied to music in New Orleans, though they must have been familiar with the
word, which had long been used in the underworld as an obscene verb. It was appropriate
enough to transfer it to music nurtured in Storyville, music which owes much of its urgency to
the rhythm of phallic ritual.”
Encyclopedia of Jazz by Leonard Feather:
“In 1915 a band that included several former members of Laine’s Ragtime Band opened
at the Lamb’s Café in Chicago under the leadership of trombonist Tom Brown. The group was
first known as Brown’s Dixieland Band. Soon after the band reached Chicago from New
Orleans, despite the objections of local musicians’ union officials, the name was expanded to
‘Brown’s Dixieland Jass Band.’ At that time the word ‘jazz’ had a sordid significance as a verb,
and union officials feared it would give the music a bad name; nevertheless, it stayed in the
billing.”
Jazzmen by Frederick Ramsey, Jr. and Charles E. Smith:
“The story of Brown’s Band from Dixieland properly begins in 19113. In that year Frisco
& McDermott, a vaudeville act played the Young Men’s Gymnastic Club of New Orleans. The
music for the dance team was furnished by Tom Brown’s Band. Frisco, who was a talent scout
as well as an adept holding the burning end of a cigar in his mouth, talked about the band when
he got back to Chicago. Presently they got offers, which they could not accept because of local
contracts. In June 1915, however, they could and did take a job at the Lamb’s Café in Chicago.
On the job, the first northward thrust of “Dixieland,” were: Tom Brown-leader and trombone;
Ray Lopez-cornet; Gus Mueller-clarinet; Arnold Layocano-bass and piano; and William
Lambert-drums.
They didn’t have union clearance on that first Chicago job. According to Tom Brown it
was an attempt by union officials to low rate them that gave jass its name. Jazz, or jass as it was
then spelled, was a familiar word around 22nd Street where the red light glowed, but it wasn’t
used about music. The story has it that the statement that jazz music was being played at
Lamb’s Café was a whispering campaign, the purpose of which was to smear the band.
Whatever its purpose, it had the effect of popularizing the band. People were curious to know
what ‘jass’ music was, and they came in droves to find out. Presently the new sign out front
read: ’Added attraction – Brown’s Dixieland Jass Band, Direct from New Orleans, best dance
music in Chicago.”
Dick Holbrook begins his article in the Second Line stating: “The word jazz is a
corruption of the Elizabethan ‘jazz’ which had survived in the vernacular of the bawdy-houses.”
(“The Jazz Book” by Smith, Ramsey and Russell)
He further states that”
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“The origin of the word ‘jazz’ has never been satisfactorily settled. Some have suggested
that it comes from the French ‘jaser’ (chatter), but that seems improbable, especially since in
Creole French ‘j’ is corrupted into ‘y’. Some have suggested that the word comes from the
name of a 19th century singer, Jazzbo Brown. This too is improbable, for no jazz musician of
long memory supports it. In the opinion of elderly Negroes whose memory goes back many
years, the word ‘jazz’ is simply an onomatopoetic encouragement of exhortation to the
musicians. ‘Jazz it’ they cry, much in the sense of ‘get going’ or, more precisely in the alter
sense, ‘swing it.’
Illiterate sign Painter Coined the Term “Jazz” (Down Beat – Nov. 1, 1939) by Paul E. Miller
Back in the year 191, near the intersection of Chicago’s Thirty-first Street and Calumet
Avenue, stood the Schiller, an ordinary south side café. The Schiller, you would be informed
upon making inquiry, was no place for a Sunday School superintendent, and it was not an
altogether uncommon thing for its salty atmosphere to ring out with bloody curses and threats
of an emphatic nature. Nevertheless, in 1910 the sole significance of the Schiller was that it
constituted just another dive, a rendezvous if you will, for its non-too-particular white clientele.
In the same year a Negro piccolo player, one Boisey James, left the city of New Orleans
and, casually enough, came to Chicago. He was, the story is told, a rather eccentric fellow,
always carrying his piccolo wherever he went and ever ready to entertain at a moment’s notice.
To strike a personal note, it might be remarked that the musical selection which found the most
sympathetic response in his whimsical make-up was the Baby Seals Blues.
Boisey Gets a Job
But if Boisey James, fresh from New Orleans, was eccentric, he was likewise
enterprising, and not long after his arrival in the Middle West metropolis, he and the piccolo
were engaged, by a typically dubious proprietor, to promote wholesome entertainment at the
modest Schiller Café. Here it became the eccentric fellow’s business to conduct the maneuvers
of a 6-piece band which later swelled to the maximum capabilities of eight variously talented
Negroes.
James worked willingly to step up the business, and the customers decided, in their own
quaint way, that he was good. The management beamed.
Runs Out of Space
Pleased with success, James grew even more enterprising, and believing that a bit of
advertising at the door would be a fine thing, summoned a sign painter and lavishly supplied
him with copy. The well-meaning artist set to work at once to extol in print the self-admitted
virtues of the Schiller, and the painting of this placard would have been an extremely common
piece of business had not one thing happened. This oscitant paint-dauber was no mathematician,
and therein lies the historical beginning of the word jazz as applied to Negro music.
Approaching the last line – the “punch line” in such advertisements – the fellow found
himself confronted with a dismal problem. There remained, on the board, insufficient space to
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include the full name of the eccentric Boisey James, and the perspiring gentleman of the frock
was obliged to tax his intellectual resources to the full. This he did with the most damaging
consequences, and when the sign was at last presented for approval, the result was enough to
make any self-respecting musical conductor’s blood boil. For at the very bottom, and in type
suggesting the nature of a footnote, appeared the inspiring words:
“Music will be furnished by Jas.’ Band”
At such gross effrontery, not only Mr. James’ blood boiled; the artist in him seethed with
righteous rage. He did what any man of art would have done under the circumstances; he
refused to pay for it, whereupon the distraught paint-dauber realized that he was, to speak
mildly, in a predicament. Gradually the thought came to him that perhaps the erratic James
could be brought to terms by a reduction in price, and this honest psychology succeeded. When
the piccolo player was approached with the proposition, the artist in Boisey James retired
sufficiently to permit him to come to an agreement, and subsequently the sign, with its unique
orthography, was carried outside the café and stationed in full view of the public.
The Razzing Begins
Clarence Owens, Negro gambler and man-about-town, was an intimate associate of
James and spent considerable time at the Schiller. When he first beheld the sign at the door,
Owens was seized with good-natured mirth which caused him to march straight into the
Schiller, slap Boisey on the back, and shout, “Let’s razz Old Jas.” From that time forward,
razzing Old Jas became an added indulgence with the Schiller clientele.
It was not long before Chicago’s entire Black Belt had caught up the fancy. James often
made the rounds of numerous black-and-tan cabarets in the company of Owens, who took a
measure of pride in presenting “Mister Jas and his little piccolo.” Owen’s introduction never
failed to conclude with the words” “Now razz is Mister Jas.”
Razz and Jazz Alike
As far back as 1911 and 1912 when ragtime was sweeping the country, James, during his
excursions on South State Street, was variously greeted as Old Jas, Mister Jas, and simply Jas.
In like manner the music of James became associated with the term razz. When Jelly Roll
Morton, Negro pianist-composer, published his famous number, The Jelly Roll, it was astutely
remarked at Teenan Jones’ thirty-first and State Street café. The elite, that “Old Jazz could razz
da hell otta dat number.” The spelling of Boisey Jame’s unsanctioned pseudonym evolved first
from Jas to jazz, and then proceeded more phonetically to Jazz. Just how this change came
about is not exactly certain, but the probability is that the constant association with the word
razz was responsible for the change in spelling. The two words were always closely identified,
even interchangeable.
Little else is known of the history of the famous Boisey James. Clearly it was a case of
the name’s making the man. For the year 1911, James’ band was a strange combination;
piccolo, banjo, string bass, trap drums, piano, trumpet, trombone, and clarinet. Essentially this
is the equipment of the modern jazz orchestra.” (The article continues but the above gives the
history of the word ‘jas.)
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Nick LaRocca has his own origin of the word ‘jazz’:
“It all began one night at the Boosters’ Club in the Hotel Morrison, in Chicago, when a
drunk kept yelling to the band to ‘jazz up’ the music’ and the manager of the place seized on the
term to advertise the band.”
Both LaRocca and Tom Brown were emphatic that they had never heard the adjective
applied to music in New Orleans.
A History of Jazz in America by Barry Ulanov:
“In the simple, compressed, sometimes too elliptic vocabulary of the jazz musician, one
learns a great deal about the music he plays. One learns that ‘jazz’ is a noun, that it is not
American popular music (as it has often been thought to be), that the jazz musician is most
interested in the rhythmic connotation of the word and in little else. If you tell him that some
say the term comes from the phonetic spelling of the abbreviation of a jazz musician named
Charles (Charles, Chas., Jass, Jazz), he is not in the least interested. If you tell him that there is
a great deal of substance to the claim that the word comes from the French word '‘jaser' to pep
up, to exhilarate – he may nod his head with a degree of interest but ask you, what about the
beat?”
In an article in the Second Line Magazine Tom Brown stated:
“When Tom Brown’s Band from Dixieland invaded Chicago, a minor skirmish between
union and non-union musicians arose. “jazz,” says Tom, “was a vulgar word. It wasn’t even
applied to music when we hit Lamb’s Café in Chicago.” In derision and spite, word of mouth
propaganda which was intended to hurt the popularity of Tom’s Band, was started as a
whispering campaign by the opposition: “Don’t go to Lamb’s Café,” they would say, “the
musicians there play only that jazz music.” Curiosity naturally attracted many customers. The
‘forbidden fruit’ suggestion brought many others. They stayed because they like it!”

I was asked to write a definition of Jazz for the New Orleans Jazz Museum by Don
Marquis. He had remarked that many people had asked to be given this chore but he was not
pleased with some of them. I was flattered but chose to – instead of my own definition to use a
quote by George Gershwin –, which appears in the panel “What is Jazz?” The quote by
Gershwin:
“Jazz I regard as an American folk music; not the only one but a very powerful one
which is probably in the blood and feeling of the American people more than any other style.”
The Word “Jazz” - of Baseball Origin?
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When asked a question about the origin of the word ‘jazz’ the works of Gerald Cohen are
cited relating to his research on the word’s origin:
Citing all the false trails of nickname slaves to an early Negro playing jazz (Jasbo); to a
French perfume; to Africa words of the Mandingo tribe, Cohen found reference of the word in
the San Francisco Bulletin in March, 1913 in an articles by E. T. “Scoop” Gleeson and in an
isolated example appearing in the 1912 Los Angeles Times., both in a baseball context. The
word was used in reference to an intangible quality possessed by baseball players described its
meaning as” “vigor, Energy, effervescence of spirit, etc. = jazz. Gleeson had heard it first from
Spike Slattery at a training camp for the San Francisco Seals. He gives credit to Art Hickman,
the famous popular San Francisco band leader who played some music at the training camp and
described there as ‘jazz.’ In the following years the term spread to Chicago and in New Orleans
in about 1917. The word seems to also have been used in crap games during the training camp.
Gleason said, “When a player rolled the dice he calls ‘come on, the old jazz.’ It seems that they
were using the word as an incantation, a call to lady Luck to smile on them.
The Irish pronunciation of their word ‘teas’ is ‘jazz’ and means ‘heat.’ The word jazz is
mentioned 40 times in the San Francisco newspaper. In the L.A. Times on April 2, 1912 we see
the phrase “Ben’s Jazz Curve,” meaning Ben’s curve was really a hot pitch.
We read in the March 8, 1913 Bulletin that: “The San Francisco Seals Baseball team kept
their jazz in a can. Spence the catcher gripped the old bill around the infield. He opened a can of
‘jazz’ at the tap of the gong. Henley the pitcher put a little more of the old ‘jazz’ on the pill.
Scoop Gleeson wrote this poem for the May 1, 1913 Bulletin:
“The old wolf sat in the clubhouse door
Hoping that his team might score
The game rolled on, but he would not go
Because the loved those umpires so.
(Help! The old ‘jazz’ is out again.)
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A TRIP TO THE PAST:
TO THE NEW ORLEANS DANCE HALLS
Between the shadowy humidity of the late daylight hours and the mysterious
unpredictable hours of early evening; between the reality of recorded sounds on flat, heavy
discs and those sound that swirl in the inner recesses of a jazz musician's brain - let us close our
eyes and imagine hearing these jazzy sounds and travel back to the 'pleasure hours' listening to
the exciting sounds of the New Orleans jazz bands of the twenties playing in the atmosphere of
the smoked filled, dimly lit and noisy confines of a New Orleans dance hall.
It is early spring, around 10:00 at night, as we climb the stairs leading to the taxi dance
hall at 108 Carondelet called the Music Box. It is upstairs on the 2nd floor and overlooks Canal
St. though its entrance is on Carondelet. At the top of the dimly lit stairs, (showing signs of
being well traveled), the right, is the billiards room, busy with the odd-appearing pool hustlers
lost in the art of rolling balls. At the left is the dance hall, the door closed as is custom or
tradition. I take a handful of change from my pocket, find the price of admission (10 cents),
open the door and hand the coin to a woman cashier. I turn and walk to the back of the hall, a
room that is about 70 feet long and about 30 feet wide. I immediately notice how smooth the
dance floor is. There are windows covering the side of the walls, almost always open to attempt
to catch the seldom-occurring breeze to alleviate the smothering New Orleans humidity.
Surrounding the dance floor is a waist high railing, which separates the dancers from the
observers. At present I notice about a dozen 'hostesses' and I am told that other girls would be
acquired if the need existed. At this particular dance hall it was seen to that the 'girls' made no
immoral movements or got into improper positions while dancing. The girls were not noted for
their b beauty and appeared to be of a rank of the ordinary but they all danced gracefully and
cheerfully.
I decided to dance with one of them. I first had to pay for the dance, which was 10 cents.
The girl in her late teens told me that the girls working there share a percentage of the ticket. A
collector came around the crowd of dancers and I handed over my ticket to him. We were
dancing to a 6 piece jazz orchestra. The music had a very good sound, a sound that was typical
of the music we were accustomed to in New Orleans. The musicians played with a peculiar
technique and the dance set was structured according to a regular schedule. Each piece was
played through in three movements; first; s slow dreamy waltz, than a jazz number with some
great creative variations - then climaxing with a piece with accelerandos and crescendos. This
marked the time for each separate dance and also for the collector of the dance fee. It was
interesting that the musicians arranged their time on the bandstand so as to rest part of the time,
some of them playing one movement and others the next part of the medley, then all coming in
on the climax, thus there is no intermission of the music or the dancing. Each dance is about 2
minutes long.
After a few dance I retired to the refreshment stand in the front of the hall. I noticed a
policeman and a matron were in attendance. I thought that this dance hall was one of the more
respected of the New Orleans dance halls.
It was now near closing time, making it around midnight (although on special occasions
it might stay open longer - i.e. during Mardi Gras.) I noticed some of the girls going home
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together, but none left with anyone who they danced with. I was also told that most of the
clientele were men of the clerk status, and some were from the country, this being apparent
from their clothes.
The next night I got an earlier start and presented myself at the Alamo Dance Hall on
Liberty Street, between Canal and Iberville at around 8:30. I think I arrived too early, as the hall
was not at all crowded. In fact, the manager, a very soave, 'sheik' type in appearance who I
imagined was in his early 30's, danced with some of the girls. I thought perhaps it was because
he wanted to make the place look busy, hoping to pick up business. I did not dance but thought
I would just observe for awhile. But because it was so slow I decided to leave and return at a
later time. Doing this I could be sure that the hall would be crowded and, if I continued to be an
observer, I would not stick out as not belonging to the regular clientele.
Upon returning about 10:00 I stayed the entire evening, taking note that the action started
late and got 'fast' toward the closing hour. At the height of action I counted 20 hostesses. There
was also present, at this dance hall, the traditional policeman and matron, but I noticed upon
certain occasions they were subservient to the manager. They seemed to be there to give the
place a moral character but could, and did at times, become 'blind' to certain occurrences. Their
presence did add a sense of re splendor respectability to the hall. The two halls had a common
atmosphere and structure which one expected of a traditional New Orleans dance hall.
Having taken Friday and Saturday to visit the Music Box and the Alamo dance halls, and
being a working man for the next five days, it was not until the next weekend that I returned to
New Orleans to try my luck at two popular dance halls that were next to each other on Iberville
Street, between Rampart and Burgundy. They were both on the ground floor. One was called
the LaVida, the other the Fern. I later learned the musicians called the Fern, the Budweiser-due
to the sign that hung from the front of the building. The LaVida had the larger gambling room,
three tables full, where stakes started at 50 cents upwards. The two nights I mingled between
the two I observed that the Fern usually had the bigger crowd, perhaps due to the fact that the
Fern was on the corner with the refreshment stand and the cigar stand in the front portion of the
establishment with the lunch counter inside the vestibule of the hall. Each had gambling and all
other things were very similar. The refreshment stand was the gathering place where the
'hostesses' and the men came between dances. The LaVida had a delicatessen in front of the
dance hall. Lunches were served inside the hall also, to one side of the hall. The Fern this
particular night was more popular, perhaps due to the fact that the hostesses and men could eat
and flirt out of the sight of the matron, who usually contained herself inside the hall around the
dance floor. Talking to one of the patrons I learned that in 1924 Anthony Parenti and the
Melody Boys played at the LaVida, and the orchestra tonight was lead by John Handy and Jim
Robinson. I found out that the following musicians played in the band at the Fern. Eddie Faye
played trumpet, Harold Peterson was the drummer, Buzzy Williams played piano and Charlie
Fishbein bowed the violin. Seated at his left was the sax player, Florenzo Ramos. Standing
behind him was Joe Kinnerman holding up the string bass. Finally on the extreme left was
Stalebread Lacoume, a blind banjo player. They were al dressed in black tuxes with ribbon ties.
There was a drape behind the ground hanging like a painted peacock tail. All in all, with the
grand piano and the bandstand decorated with tapestry, it presented a classic air of
respectability.
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The building housing the Fern was basically a two-story building with an attic. Most
people referred to the place as the Budweiser as earlier stated. One could not miss the large Bud
sign supported by a pipe which extended from the second floor wall. A balcony was present for
the entire length of the building. There was a large doorway in which to enter, the transit being
covered by another advertisement for Bud ("Bud Beer on draft"). Part of a window on the right
of the door and in the center of another door was a shadow like mural showing a band playing
with palm trees flanking the left and right sides. The door on the right was the entrance to
Mabel's Tavern.
The two halls had about 20 'hostesses'. I found out that some of the regulars would by a
$1.00 worth of tickets and dance out that entire group of tickets with the same girl. Then they
would repeat the situation, buying $1.00 worth of tickets, using them all to dance with the same
girl. Was there a method in their madness? Was it so that the hostess would receive the entire
percentage from the tickets?
I was standing near the entrance and overheard the matron rebuking one of the hostesses.
The girl must have been around 15 or 16, and was rather pretty. She was small with dark hair
and eyes. She was smoking a cigarette as the matron talked to her. Evidently the matron felt that
the girl had danced too many dances with the same guy and the guy gave her $5.00 to take a
taxi home. The guy in question was standing near and seemed apprehensive - perhaps because
the girl could lose her job because of this and he would surely be barred from the dance hall.
There was no impropriety of conduct on or off the dance floor at either of the two places
when I was there. I am told by a 'regular' and responsible party that there is a considerable
relaxation of discipline when the matron goes home after her appointed hours are up, and
especially during Mardi Gras, when dancing goes on from the afternoon till morning supervision being present only from 7:30 till 12:00. At the LaVida the band was headed by Kid
Howard, a black trumpet player.
It is now Saturday night, the same weekend and I am presently walking on Burgundy
Street. It is around 10:30 and I am headed to a place called the New Slipper. I had heard that
Abbie Brunies and his 6-piece orchestra was providing the music. They were all white men and
were suppose to be good musicians. As I entered I handed my hat to a fat women in a black
dress. I could hear a girl with a parlor voice singing - it was not as loud as the other bands I had
heard. I entered looking in the direction of the band. In the front of the band was a 'fake' radio
mike. I heard the leader, Abbie Brunies read 'fake' telegrams commenting on his orchestra. It
was a gimmick and I thought it was okay except that if I had wanted to just dance and not have
talk break up a mood I was trying to create with a girl, I would want less talk and more dreamy
music. The other musicians in the band were: Merrit Brunies, Emile Christian, Johnny Fischer,
Freddie Rose and Sidney Arodin - all on a bandstand that had a large suspended slipper on the
back wall. The hall was richly decorated and the atmosphere contained the 'mystery of
wickedness'. During the break between musical selections I recalled I could not hear any street
noises. I also got the feeling that the whole atmosphere and motif of the hall was to give people
like myself a touch of the 'real night life' of New Orleans.
There were about 6 waiters besides several hostesses. I looked around the hall and
noticed there was only 12 couples present. These couples included the hostesses. A customer
must accept a hostess, not accepting one was considered out of class. The waiters will almost
insist on each customer meeting and being joined by a hostess; in my case, a rather tall black
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hair girl, fair complexion with green eyes and a dark maroon dress. I found out everything sold
for 25 cents, including drinks. Rather than a feeling of friendly, easy, relaxed evening it seemed
to be one of routine, with the dancing was a way of leaving the table only to return to renewed
drinks than reenacting the same routine again with the 25 cents price repeated. The dance also
was about 2 minutes long. I noticed most all of the hostesses, were tall and stately and whose
stale dignity was painful. While the band was good, the evening was rather uninteresting. I
noticed there was not present either a policeman nor a matron. I also noticed there were rooms
back of the offices. I was told that the New Slipper, along with the Frolic and Kellys, were
recently closed by revenue officers but had just recently reopened. The Frolic was on Bourbon
Street just across the street from Kellys, which was in the old Absinthe House.
Having a female escort the next weekend in town, and wishing to show her a good time,
we drove out of the city in the direction of Lake Pontchartrain, several miles out - not very far
from the lakeshore and beyond the Basin Blvd. to a club called the Honeysuckle Inn. The Inn
was about 2 blocks before the bridge leading to West End, near Canal Street. This Inn, most of
the time, admitted gentlemen only when accompanied by a lady. If they did admit a single
gentleman, he was encouraged to take no part in the program and treated as an observer. Cover
charge along with food or drink, was the usual 25 cents. On the bandstand was a 6 piece white
orchestra. The hall was about 70 feet long and 40 feet wide. It was dimly lit with subdued pastel
lights and decorations. I noticed about 30 couples which appeared to me to be of the better
social class. The building was on low land built up with brickbits and other fillers and the
parking space covered with gravel and shell. I was told that closing time was around 3.00 am
but if the action was moving then we might want to stay later. The Inn was owned & operated
by old man Matrango who named it Honeysuckle because he had a home with honeysuckle
around it.
There was a competitive club called the 25-Cent Inn just across the entrance driveway. I
was told it also had a regular clientele and the manner of running the business was similar to the
Honeysuckle Inn. Both of the clubs were back in the marsh perhaps to be just beyond the
jurisdiction of the city police and yet still in reach of car service. Having frequently the
Honeysuckle Inn on numerous occasions I can say that the program or routine is usually the
same thing repeated over and over each night with the band playing occasionally a new song. I
told myself that the next weekend I would take a break from routine and go and dance on the
"Showboat' stationed at the foot of Canal Street. Their dance hall is larger (50 x 200) and there
are very brief stops between dances with many encores.
I was curious to compare the above dance halls with the colored dance halls of the city
called the Pelican and the Astoria.
Upon arriving at the Pelican (303 S. Rampart) and of which I heard was doubtless the
best of its kind in New Orleans; a policeman at the door admitted no one into the club without
the previous permission of the Manager, a colored man called Emmanuel Ridgely.
Knowing the director of music of the other Negro club, the Astoria, I preceded to meet
Prof. Cook. I explained to Prof. Cook, whom I had met through another friend, to write me an
introduction to meet Mr. Ridgely.
Both of the halls, owned by the same man (a white man) seem to co-operate but both
having a distinct clientele. The Pelican catered to a regular clientele of the more intelligent
Negro boys and girls that work for 'white folks' as chauffeurs, house girls, etc. The Astoria
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caters to the class just below them in social status. I must admit there is just as much social class
among the Negroes as there is among the white folks. A Prof. Grant arrived at the door and
escorted me up a flight of stair and as I approached another gentleman, Prof. Grant said, "I want
you to meet the proprietor, Manuel Ridgely, a stanch Methodist."
Manuel Ridgely was in his forties (actually I found out he was 45), stood six feet tall and
was courteous and dignified, respectful and one could tell as he showed me the place, highly
intelligent. Ridgely runs the dance Sunday night from 8:30 to 12:00, which is the night off duty
for most of his clientele. I asked Manuel if he ever kept the dance going past 12:00. He said,
"No Sire, you see, I have girls here who ought to be at home a certain hour. It is known that I
never vary closing at 12:00. Their parents can tell how long it should require for them to get
home. Thus we can have some sort of co-operation about guarding the morals of the young
people.
I wondered if the hall and orchestra, and the help, was ever rented to organizations for an
evening. Manuel answered; "Yes Sir, but never without my management." I later found out that
Manuel was not only the proprietor of the dance hall but manager of everything in that building.
The owner of the building is a prominent white man who has control of most of the Negro
enterprises on that corner and in that section and has controlled the section for 30 years. The
owner comes down every morning and checks up on all the business. Manuel told me he has
worked for the owner for 16 years.
Stationed at the Pelican, during business hours is one policeman who is a very active
aggressive person who keeps a strict behavior place and several very intelligent women who act
as matrons. In the Pelican we see a high moral conduct code that is not foreign to a fair profit in
the business of furnishing amusement to the public. The Astoria is also a money making venture
and is of a high grade as a Negro restaurant, dance hall, although serving a different class of
Negroes and managed in a somewhat different way. The co-operation between Manuel and the
director of the Astoria seem to indicate that they are owned by the same principle. Manuel
seems to be general manager of both of them.
When comparing the New Orleans dance halls with those of other cities it is seen that all
human activities in all places follow generally a common pattern. There are 1) cabarets or
restaurants, which have dancing as part of the program furnished for their diners - or dancing as
the main attraction with refreshments of some kind furnished the dancers. 2) The rented halls,
which are to be hired to other group organizations on occasions, the group furnishing its own
program and management. Some lodges and secret order and even religious organizations have
halls which come under this heading. 3) Regular public ballrooms. These last are of two kinds:
1) the so-called 'closed' halls, which merely means that they are closed to ladies who are not
'hostesses' employed as partners by the management; and 2) Dance Palaces: These are not so
numerous as are usually furnished in magnificence. This is the classification of the New York
dance halls. In New Orleans there are no dance palaces. The Showboat for the white people and
the Pelican dance hall for the Negroes are the nearest approach to palaces and nearest
comparison as to management. This type is the least objectionable and the 'closed' hall with
'hostesses' is the most objectionable of all types of dance halls.
In addition to these types of dance halls in the city there is outside the city the roadhouse.
While this type of dance hall does not exist in New Orleans proper and hence is outside the
bounds of this little discussion;' yet the patrons are residents of the city and must receive
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recognition as belonging to the system. The roadhouse constitutes the most serious problem of
all forms of the dance types of amusement. It is outside of the control of the city, usually in tan
adjourning political division (parish), which exercises no control beyond the prevention of
violence. It is at a distance from residential areas, on a good road easily accessible from the city
and other communities. If offers opportunities for young people to form contacts outside of
where they are known. It has dancing, refreshments, including liquor - one may furnish his own
or order it from the every-ready bootlegger, and even rooms above the dance hall, without even
the thought of hotel regulations and a detective. The mere statement of the situation is sufficient
to suggest the graveness of the problems connected with it and the almost impossibility of
eliminating sex-promiscuity.
In New Orleans there has been no demonstration of correct dancing. There are 63
chartered dance halls in New Orleans. The people of the higher social circle have their own
group dances under their own auspices in their own homes. The rest of the world here dances
either at the showboat or at some of the dance halls described. Some of the dance hall hostesses
are just as fine girls as any among the entire population of shop girls, who can get a job
sometimes at a dance hall when there is not job open at the department stores.
Public dance halls in New Orleans until about 10 years ago. (Sic: 1920) were simply
regulated by the police. The proprietor paid the city whatever tax was required and the dance
regulated itself somewhat by natural social selection and preference, different halls being
patronized by clientele of different types, the police being called only in case of trouble. Usually
the proprietor had a 'bouncer' to throw out anybody who got rough and the police only came
when needed or to 'pick out the remains' in case of casualty. In the saloon days there were dance
halls back of saloons or in the neighborhood, so that dancing and drinking were co-operative.

A New Look at J.P. Sousa through His Popular Music
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John Philip Sousa was born on Nov. 6th, 1854 in Washington, D.C. His father was a
trombonist in the Marine Band. John Philip grew up around military band music. He began his
musical studies at about age 6 and became an excellent violinist. After serving in the Marine
Band he toured as a violinist and began conducting theater orchestras and even conducted
Gilbert & Sullivan’s “H.M.S. Pinafore” on Broadway. He assumed leadership of the Marine
Band in Sept. of 1880. He resigned from this position to form his own band in 1892. Having
written his famous “Stars and Stripes Forever” in 1896, it was the last piece he conducted
before he died in 1932.
Of course, Sousa is best known for his many great marches. His other musical
compositions are often neglected. They include 15 operettas and many waltzes and popular
tunes. Sousa wrote a number of band suites that include: “Dwellers of the Western World,”
Leaves From My Notebook,” and “Three Quotations.”
His first composition was “Moonlight on the Potomac,” written in 1872. It was the Sousa
Band that introduced Ragtime music to Europe. His performances of ragtime music for the
European audience influenced such composers as Debussy, Ravel, Schoenberg, Milhaud and
many others. Arthur Pryor, Sousa’s great trombone soloist and assistant conductor wrote many
of the early cakewalk arrangements.

Arthur Pryor
Sousa’s Impact on Jazz
New Orleans and John Philip Sousa have more in common than just the popularity of
their band music. Sousa’s concert band played marches, opera selections, overtures, suites,
cakewalks, rags and jazz tunes. Sousa is thought of as one of the most famous American
musicians, especially in the field of band music and for the large number of original marches he
wrote. But, often times, either overlooked or not known, was Sousa’s impact on the history of
ragtime and jazz.
Sousa introduced the cakewalk to Europe in 1900 at the Paris Exposition. This exposure
of ragtime music caused no small stir in the musical circles of Europe.
Sousa contributions were not because of his use of ragtime/jazz styles in his original
compositions but in his willingness to program the cakewalk/ragtime and jazz tunes of his era to
the audiences of the Untied States and the world. His use of these in concerts made them
acceptable to the music audiences that came to his concerts.
The performance of ragtime music with his band, a highly respected musical
organization, there was critical comments among music reviewers and critics.
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The public reacted as Sousa had expected. They thought that if the highly regarded Sousa
Band was playing ragtime and jazz, it must be acceptable.
Therein lies Sousa’s contribution to jazz. When jazz was not considered to be a
‘legitimate’ music Sousa programmed ragtime and jazz. His performance and jazz’s appearance
on his concert programs added a new prestige and acceptance for this new style of popular
music.
More than 25 years before Paul Whiteman introduced jazz to the concert audience in the
famous Gershwin New York concert, Sousa played ragtime and jazz to audiences throughout
the world. Reading the public acceptance of jazz, Sousa incorporated ragtime and jazz styles
into some of his fantasies, most notably in “Dwellers of the Western World” in 1910 “ and
“Jazz America” in 1925. Sousa introduced syncopation movements in a number of his Suites
for Band. One selection "Showing Off Before Company,” written in 1919 became a trademark
of the Sousa Band. Sousa, in the mid 1920’s, was presenting nearly a half-hour of jazz on his
programs. In this composition certain of his players with jazz experience were instructed by
Sousa to perform in the jazz style for the audiences.
“When jazz was suspended between Tin Pan Alley and the concert stage,” wrote Paul
Bierley, “Sousa contributed to its acceptance. Correctly gauging the public’s grasp of jazz, he
went on to incorporate jazz tunes into some of his fantasies, most notably “Jazz America.” He
also included some syncopated movements in his suites. Meanwhile, the humoresque “Showing
Off Before Company” (a humoresque where Sousa’s ‘jazz’ musicians were instructed to present
just that to the audience) became a trademark of the Sousa Band, and they were sometimes
presenting nearly half an hour of jazz on their programs in the mid-1920’s.”
Sousa did write some music in the new medium (Jazz) by composing a “dance hilarious”
called “With Pleasure (1912) and a concert piece which leaned toward the for-trot, “Willow
Blossoms” in 1916.
In the Cadenza Magazine of March 1915 we read:
“Sousa at Orpheum Theatre in Salt Lake City Utah – John Philip Sousa appeared here
recently and reasserted his right to the title “March King.” All the numbers played, from the
happy syncopated rag to the most sympathetic melodies, demonstrated his art.”
When Sousa introduced ragtime to Europe, Claude Debussy, while criticizing Sousa’s
conducting of ragtime, was influenced by the cakewalk rhythm and proceeded to compose
“Golliwog’s Cake Walk.”
Such composers as Copland, Stravinsky and Ravel used jazz within their compositions.
No less a prominent composer than Johannes Brahms was interested in this ragtime rhythm. A
year before Brahms died he said, “I met an American girl who played ragtime for me. (He
hummed – “If you refuse me, Honey, you’ll lose me” – I thought I would use, not the stupid
tune, but the interesting rhythm of this ragtime.”
Sousa was forever trying to please his audience and play what they wanted to hear. He
capitalized on the increased popularity of ragtime and jazz. Whatever his public liked was
performed for them. His program, when on tour, consisted usually of about 9 or 10 selections
(not including encores) and were always up to date and included the newest trends in popular
music.
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Sousa’s Program Format
In an article in the Los Angeles Times, Chris Pasles wrote:
“John Philip Sousa’s programs usually listed only nine pieces, but; he often sprinkled at
least 10 or 11 encores (often having Arthur Pryor conducts his arrangements of cakewalks,
ragtime pieces and jazz tunes. He once played some 35 pieces” at a performance where the
program listed nine. …When he went to England, they weren’t used to that. The critics first tore
him to shreds, but the audience loved it. Then the critics got on the bandwagon.”
The format of a Sousa concert was varied and inclusive, and he never played a march the
same way twice.
He’d play a big classic overture, even something like “Siegfrieds’a Rhine Journey,” then
they’d play a Sousa march. A sign would pop up at the back of the band with the name of the
march on it.
The average lapsed time between pieces in Sousa’s concert was 10 seconds. There was
no talking, blessedly, because there were no microphones. It was wall-to-wall music.
He had a system, based on Shakespeare. In the plays, it was not unusual to have a tragic
scene followed by a comic one. Sousa mixed his program up that way. There would be a serious
piece, then a semi-serious piece, then a march or a popular tune or a cakewalk, then back to a
serious piece. So says biographer Paul E. Bierley: “Anybody could lead a band, but nobody
could lead a band like Sousa. He always had a top-named soloist, or his own stellar musicians.”
(This included Arthur Pryor-trombone, Herbert L. Clarke-cornet, (both still regarded as the
greatest exponents of their instruments), and R. Meredith Wilson-flute. Another of Sousa’s
soloists, soprano Estelle Liebling, taught famed American soprano Beverly Stills.
Sousa’s success was partly due to the placing of marches in the program – this kept the
marches fresh and exciting.
A homesick Sousa aboard a ship returning from a European tour wrote his “Stars and
Stripes forever”. It was declared the national march in 1987. Sousa’s output included 136
marches, 15 stage works, 70 songs and 332 arrangements and transcriptions. Also – three
novels, an autobiography and more than 100 magazine articles.
His band, over 40 years of the band’s existence, played well over 15,000 concerts.
Sousa educated the American public, invented his won concert format and even got
wealthy in the process.
Sousa’s Interest in Jazz
Sousa’s interest in jazz began, of course with his interest in the Negro style of rhythm as
exemplified in the cakewalks and ragtime pieces of his era. The cakewalk began as a
monothematic song on the plantations by Negro slaves, characterized by the rhythmic figure of
the cakewalk. Using the form of a march, composers began to write a number of cakewalks into
one composition using transitions between each melodic theme and thus was born the ragtime
form – almost exact in form to a Sousa march.
Ragtime pianists knew and played Sousa marches:
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“Ragtime pianist Louis Chauvin – When he would first sit down he always played the
same Sousa march to limber up his fingers, but it was his own arrangement with double-time
contrary motion in octaves, like trombones and trumpets all up and down the keyboard.”
Percy Wenrich, the “Joplin Kid” of the 1890’s said:
“Oh, I thought I was a hot shot playing Sousa’s Liberty Bell March.”
It was Sousa who was mostly responsible for the popularity of what is called the first
published cakewalk “At a Georgia Campmeeting,” and its composer Kerry Mills remarked:
“Sousa was among the first of the band leaders to feature cakewalk syncopation. He
made a huge success with the cakewalks of two New York composers – Abe Holzmann and
Kerry Mills, particularly the formers ‘”Smokey Mokes,” Bunch O’ Blackberries” and “Hunky
Dory.” And the latter’s “At a Georgia Campmeeting.” J. Bodewalt Lampe’s “Creole Belles”
was another cakewalk (a favorite of the Sousa Band members) and the playing of it always
received a big response. The popularity of the cakewalk owes its vogue, following its
publication in 1897 in no small measure to Sousa. (These cakewalk numbers is recorded in the
“Stomp Off” Record Company by “The Lake Arrowhead Early Jazz Band” and simply called
“The Cakewalk.”
The bearded, bespectacled bandmaster was responsible through his sensationally
successful tours, for the spread of the cakewalk syncopation to the world. Sousa’s audiences
acceptance of his programming of ragtime was both in the United States and overseas. Reviews
appeared in newspapers stating: “Sousa’s cakewalk playing nevertheless scored another
sensation at St. Louis in 1904 at the World’s Fair,” and, “An enthusiastic reception was
experienced in France, where outdoor audiences sometimes danced to the ragtime tunes.”
There is no record that ragtime publisher John Stark and Sousa ever met. Sousa did
advertise for new cakewalks and Stark was one of the largest publishers of ragtime music in
America: “There is no record of John Stark approaching Sousa to play any of his publications at
this or any other time, and there is cause for wonder in this, for the bandleader was advertising
for new cakewalks and “Swipsy” or “Sunflower Slow Rag” would have been ideal for this
purpose.”
Sousa’s impact on what was brought (sheet music) by the American music public can be
seen in the music of Abe Holzmann:
“When J.P. Sousa raised his baton to the opening measures of composer Holzmann’s
“Smokey Mokes” last season the noted bandmaster’s audience was coniferous applause.
Persons in the audience consulting their programs discovered a new genius in their midst. From
that tour the name of Holzmann was a byword for American cakewalks and “Smokey Mokes”
re-echoed the pianos of a million music lovers.”
Sousa programmed ragtime sparingly in the early 1890’s and found the audience loved
them. He did record some ragtime at this time but it was the sheet music sales that were the
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popular media for music participation and there is no doubt as to Sousa’s influence in their
sales.
While he did accept jazz he first viewed it with disgust. This can be seen in the articles he
wrote about jazz “Jazz will never replace great American marches” – (Wire Service article,
April 27, 1928, “What Ragtime Means” (New York World, April 7, 1901), and “Where is Jazz
Leading America?” (Etude, August, 1924.)
Sousa expected jazz to die a quick death believing that the public would not stand to see
its youth corrupted by what he erringly construed as lack of talent. It was not the music as much
as the poor execution of it by amateur musicians, lacking the technique that Sousa required of
his band members. Sousa remarked about jazz: “Jazz will endure just as long as people hear it
through their feet instead of their brains.”Sousa would, if alive today, retract some of his early
statements about jazz. One criticism of his was the borrowing of classical melodies by jazz
bands, considering it blasphemous.
Sousa said jazz slid into music by way of the vaudeville stage, where, at the end of a
performance, all the acts came back on the stage to give a rousing, boisterous impromptu finale
called a “jazzbo.”
Sousa took advantage of the popularity of jazz. His concert audiences liked jazz, so he
gave them some jazz. Although he was rather cautious about fully endorsing jazz, however; he
said that what was good was good, what was bad was very bad – “most of it made you want to
bite your grandmother.” Sousa usually dealt with jazz in his humoresques, in which small
ensembles featured those bandsmen who had experience in jazz – those men mostly being the
younger members of the band who were quicker to adapt to the music of the 1920’s.
In the August 1924 issue of Etude Sousa Paul Whiteman, when asked to give a definition
of jazz remarked:
“I am often asked, “What is Jazz?” I know of no better definition than that given by
Lieut. Comm. John Philip Sousa, U.S.N.R.F. He derives the word from ‘Jazzbo,’ the term used
in the old-fashioned minstrel show when the performers, ‘cutloose’ and improvised upon or
‘Jazzboed’ the tune.”
Sousa’s importance is addressed in an article in the March, 1923 issue of sunset
Magazine:
“When Sousa wrote his first marches there was little or no rag-time; practically none in
his spirited tunes. His specialty was the um-pah, um-pah, um-pah of the military band, common
also to European music. But the others imitated him, and somebody- no doubt a lazy Negro
from the south blessed with the peculiar African gift of maintaining perfect time while seeming
to take liberties-began slurring the um-pahs together, giving us a brand new march rhythm. The
result was that in place of two distinct um-pahs we got that typically ragtime rhythm, umpah’m-pah. Nobody knows just how ragtime came, but this is one possible way.”
In the March 30, 1922 issue of the Music Courier Sousa in an article he wrote foretelling
the early decline and oblivion of jazz states;
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“Jazz is great for the man or woman who doesn’t know how to dance. It doesn’t require
dancing to dance jazz – Take the dance away from the floor and jazz music wouldn’t last a
week. The flat-footed, knock-kneed, pigeon-toed man, or the man or woman who hasn’t any
rhythm or music in his soul is what keeps jazz music and jazz dancing before the public. Jazz is
a dance made by and for the flat-footed man. When jazz is buried, and the funeral is not far
distant, it will be buried so deep that God himself can’t find it then – and the flat-footed man
and the unmusical souls will be the mourners at the grave.”
Sousa correctly emphasized the importance of the dance to jazz music but didn’t’
imagine the art music that jazz was later to become.
It was a young trombonist from Missouri, Arthur Pryor, who was responsible for most of
the Sousa band arrangements of cakewalk/ragtime played by the band. The Sousa band lacked
the truly Negroid phrasing and use of syncopation and suspended beats needed to perform in the
“jazz” style. Arthur Pryor explains this failure of Sousa’s band:
“The regulation bands,” he said, “never got over being a little embarrassed at
syncopating. The stiff-backed old fellows felt it was beneath their dignity and they couldn’t or
wouldn’t give in to it.”
Arthur Pryor, after leaving Sousa, formed his own band and became an important figure
in the general folk picture that was the background of ragtime. Soon most every town band in
America was playing ragtime. The importance of ragtime lies in the fact that it became accepted
in the main stream of American popular music, thereby opening the road for acceptance of other
Negro music such as jazz. Thereby lays the importance of men like Sousa and Pryor. Even the
well known bandmaster Henry Fillmore wrote ragtime tunes such as “Trombone Sally,”
“Lassus Trombone” and many others that town bands began playing. The contribution of these
men progressed and popularized American popular music such as ragtime and jazz.
The popular Negro poet Paul L. Dunbar wrote in one of his poems:
“Oh, de white ban’ hits music, an’ hit’s mighty good to hyeah,
An’ it sometimes leaves a ticklin’ in yo’ feet;
But de hea’t goes into bus’ness fu’ to he’p erlong de eah,
W’en de colo’ed ban’ goes marchin’ down de street
But hit’s Sousa played in rag’time, an’ hit’s Rastus on Parade.
W’en de colo’ed ban’ comes ma’chin down de street.
Little known are the composition Sousa wrote for the minstrel show which includes:
“Deed I Has To Laugh” in 1877, “Do We, We Do” in 1899, Oh My! De sight.” Ragtime music
included in a Sousa concert would include: “Rastus on Parade,” “Sambo at the Cakewalk,”
“The Shuffling Coon,” “Levee Revels,” “Coon Band Contest,” “Southern Hospitality,” “Dusky
Dudes,” “Bunch O” Blackberries,” policy Sam,” and many, many others. Songs were written
with his band in mind such as” “When Sousa Comes to Coon-Town.” And “Sousa Swings,”
“The Royal Courier,” and “The Yale March.”
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The Origin of the Sousaphone
The J.W. Pepper Music Publishing Company of Philadelphia has the original Sousaphone
in their office and states that:
“For many years there were claims and counter claims about who invented the
Sousaphone. The conventional wisdom has held that the instrument was invented by the
C.G.Conn Company. Indeed, Coon instruments were in use by the Sousa Band by 1898. In the
course of researching the history of the Pepper Company we have found reason to believe that
the first bell upright, bass brass instruments were built by the J. W. Pepper co. in 1893 and
displayed at the industrial exhibit in Philadelphia of that same year. The instrument pictured
below is that horn. In an interview with John Philip Sousa in Christian Science Monitor of May
30, 1922 quoted him as follows:
“The sousaphone received its name through a suggestion made by me to J. W. Pepper, the
instrument manufacturer of Philadelphia, full 30 odd years ago. At that time, the United States
Marine Band of Washington, D.C., of which I was conductor, used a BBb bass tuba of circular
form known as a “helicon.” It was all right enough for street-parade work, but its tone was apt
to shoot ahead too prominently and explosively to suite me for concert performance, so I spoke
to Mr. Pepper relative to constructing a bass instrument in which the bell would turn upwards
and be adjustable for concert purposes. He built one and, grateful to me for the suggestion,
called it a Sousaphone. It was immediately taken up by other instrument makers, and is today
manufactured in its greatest degree of perfection by the C.G. Conn Company.”
The original instrument is in our possession and is in remarkably good condition. It was
partially restored by the repair department at Zezwizt Music of Reading, PA. On their advice it
was not attempted to overhaul the instrument to ‘like new condition’ but only to a point to
preserve it. It has much elaborate engraving over much of the body and has a freehand
engraving of a portrait of Mr. Sousa on the bell. It plays remarkably well.”

Sousa and the Original Sousaphone
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Sousaphone in Early Brass and Jazz Bands
It will never be known when the first Sousaphone or string bass was used in the jazz
band. Early jazz and brass band musicians do talk about the use of the Sousaphone in bands that
they have played in. Paul Mares remarked “I first played with the following bands –Statter’s
Hughes (known as “One-Eye”) and Mendoza’s. The usual number of pieces consisted of two
cornets, a sousaphone, sax, trombone and clarinet.”
In an article in the “Second Line” Jazz magazine Wilbert Tillman played Sousaphone in
some early bands. The article begins: “When Charles Edward Smith, co-author of JAZZMEN,
heard Wilbert Tillman playing with the late John Casimir’s Young Tuxedo Brass Band, he was
moved to the following words: “The Sousaphone lets out with a veritable roar, and when the
ponderous instrument swings, it’s something! That man Tillman really rides!
Wilbert Tillman swung that Sousaphone for over twenty years, up and down New
Orleans streets, sometimes in the joyous exuberance of a good time New Orleans parade,
sometimes in the sad melancholy of a fellow jazzman’s funeral.”
Harold Dejan speaks of the sousaphone and some bands that contained the instrument
and he remembers the following line-up for Bebe Ridgely’s Tuxedo Band: “Leo Dejan, Gilbert
Young (trumpet), “Red” (trombone), Harold Dejan (alto sax), Felix Goff (clarinet, tenor sax),
Sweet Emma Barrett (piano), “Daddy” (banjo) John Porter (Sousaphone) and Bebe Ridgely
(drums).”
The band playing at Preservation Hall every Sunday night included: Milton Batiste
(trumpet), Louis Nelson (trombone), Harold (sax), Emanuel Sayles banjo), Anthony “tuba Fats”
Lacen (Sousaphone) and Frank Parker or Stanley Williams Drums. Sweet Emma Barrett was on
piano until shortly before she died.”
A musical program on Sousa’s various styles of music have been prepared by the “Lake
Arrowhead Early Jazz Band” and the selections and write-ups are given below. They are either
original compositions by Sousa or compositions played by the Sousa Band.
Program:
1 – Moonlight on the Potomac – 1872 - Sousa
2 – Deed I Has To Laugh – 1877 – Minstrel song (Sousa)
3 – Oh My! De sight – 1880 - Sousa
3 – De We” We Do – 1899 – (Sousa)
4 – Yale Society Two Step = 1894 – Chas. L. VanBaar
4 – Rastus on Parade – 1895 – Kerry Mills
5 – Sambo at the Cakewalk – Alfred Marks (dedicated to Sousa)
6 – In Darkest Africa – From “Three Quotations” – 1895 – Sousa
7 – Ma Angeline – 1896 – Charles O’Brien
6 – The Shuffling Coon – 1897 - J. R. Todd (Buck & Wing Dance)
7 – Levee Revels – Wm. O’Hare – (Cane Hop)
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8 – Bride Elect – 1898 (Waltzes from the Opera) Sousa
9 – Coon Band contest – 1899 (Arthur Pryor)
10 – Southern Hospitality – 1899 – (Arthur Pryor)
11 – Policy Sam – 1899 – Joseph Gioscia
11- Dusky Dudes – 1900 – Cakewalk
12- Hunky Dory – 1900 (Abe Holtzmann)
13- Creole Belles – 1900 (J. Lampe)
14- When Sousa comes to Town – 1902 - J. Vaughn
15 – Bunch O’ Blackberries – 1909 – Abe Holtzmann
15- The Black Men, from “Dwellers of the Western World – 1911
(Sousa)
16- Colonial Dames – 1931 – (Sousa)
17- Sousa Swings – 19
Moonlight on the Potomac – 1872 – Sousa
The first published Sousa composition appeared in 1872. There is an interesting story that
goes with the composition. This group of waltzes written by Sousa was frivolously
commissioned and published by a friend of Sousa’s who wanted to win a young lady’s favors
by presenting her with a composition dedicated in her honor. The composition begins with an
introduction in 6/8 meter followed by 6 small waltzes and ending with a lengthy finale in ¾
meter.
Deed I Has To Laugh – 1877 – Sousa
Written for the minstrel troupe of Carncross and Dixey, it lists Sousa as the composer,
although in some articles Sousa is mentioned as the lyricist. It is subtitled “Plantation Scene.”
As one would expect it contains words in Negro dialect. During this era the minstrel was one of
the most popular in entertainment but to find Sousa writing a song of this nature is rather
surprising and even un-American and surely not politically correct. It does not contain any
syncopation or rhythms associated with the Negro music of the era.
Oh My! De sight – 1880 – Sousa
Written in the first year of his marriage to Jane van Middlesworth Bellis in 1879, Sousa
was asked to compile and compose music for the variety show “Our flirtation.” He
accomplished this while on vacation at Cape May, New Jersey. The show was produced at the
Park Theater in Philadelphia. Sousa, while on tour with “Our Flirtation” received an offer for
leadership of the U. S. Marine Band. He accepted and became the 14th leader of the band. He
stayed with the band for 12 years, under 5 presidents and the first conductor to be American
born. “Oh My! De Sight” is in Negro dialect and seems to be about a person ascending to
Heaven in a dream and saw the angels and Gabriel tootin’ his horn.
Do We: We Do – 1889 – Sousa
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Written for the Gridiron Club of Washington, D.C. in 1889. It is in 6/8 meter, a meter
usually associated with march music. The lyrics speak of the poet, the lover, and the singer and
is classic in content.
Yale Society Two Step – 1894 – Chas. L. VanBaar
Sousa’s only connection with Yale University seems to have been when his band, in
1910, was touring through New England. He was overcome by a malaria attack and carried
from a Yale University stage on a stretcher. Written and dedicated to Sousa by Chas. L.
VanBaar in 1894, the “Yale March & Two Step” is a typical march in 6/8 meter. Subtitled a two
step, it is characteristic of the combination of the march and the two step dance style of the era.
In Darkest Africa – From “Three Quotations” – 1895 – Sousa
Sousa composed a number of band suites including “Dwellers of the Western World,”
“Tales of a Traveler,” and “Three Quotations.” “In Darkest Africa” is one of three sections of
“Three Quotations.” Written in 1895, it is not an attempt at having the piece sound African in
nature but more in the style of a two step with some use of the cakewalk rhythm and
syncopation used sparingly. It does show the willingness of Sousa to use Negro topics in his
suites and the programming of Negro style music for his concerts.
Rastus on Parade – 1895 – Kerry Mills
“Rastus on Parade” is one of the earliest cakewalks published. It can be called an early
rag, being published in 1895. Brass bands were closely associated with early cakewalks and
Negro style music. “Rustus” uses the early type of syncopated rhythm and gained notoriety
because the Sousa Band played the piece. Its name was used by the Negro poet Lawrence
Dunbar (1872-1906) in 1903 in his poem “The Colored Band.” Its style illustrates the evolution
from the march to the cakewalk and rag.
Sambo at the Cakewalk – 1896 – Alfred C. Marks
On the band’s first tour of Europe in 1900 the continent got its first live performance of
ragtime music. Upon performing some ragtime selections the Paris audience was very
enthusiastic over what they heard. Prior to this performance Sousa, in his concerts in America,
had programmed cakewalks and ragtime music. In 1896 a piece was composed and dedicated to
Sousa entitled “Sambo at the Cakewalk.” We have seen that Sousa had written some minstrel
type music and used Negro style themes in some of his band suites. Many contemporary
composers wished to have the Sousa’s band play their music and thusly dedicated there
compositions to Sousa. Alfred C. Marks, in 1896, wrote what is described as a “March and Two
Step.” The Two Step, the march and the cakewalk were very closely related and we find some
use of the cakewalk rhythm in this piece.
My Angeline – 1896 – Charles O’Brien
Described as the greatest Coon song of the age, it was played “at all the Sousa Band
concerts.” The vaudevillian Carroll Johnson is shown on the cover in his blackface and costume
for his vaudeville routine.
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The Shuffling Coon – 1897 – J. Todd
This is another one of the cakewalks performed by Sousa’s Band. It is described as a
Buck and Wing Dance and uses the cakewalk rhythm in the 1st and 4th sections of the piece.
Leeve Revels – 1898 – William O’Hare
Another of the cakewalks played by Sousa’s Band. There is the use of the cakewalk
rhythm throughout. It is described as an “Afro-American Cane Hop.” The sheet music cover
depicts an old Negro man with a cane doing a dance while being accompanied by a banjoist and
a bone player on the docks of a river with a steamboat cruising on the river.
Bride Elect – 1898 – Sousa
Sousa wrote 15 operettas. Contained within this arrangement are some of the waltzes
used in the opera “Bride Elect.” While Sousa was not known for his writing of waltzes the
waltzes contained within this arrangement are typical style waltzes of the era. The waltz was
one of the most popular dances in the dance band repertoire of this era.
Coon Band Contest – 1899 – Arthur Pryor
Pryor wrote this piece especially for concert band performance. The music illustrates the
link between brass band music and the Negro type music, i.e. the cakewalk. This piece was reissued in 1918 unaltered except for a new, more fashionable descriptive designation “Jazz Fox
Trot.” Published in 1899, it is a very good example of the cakewalk genre using the
characteristic cakewalk rhythm, a syncopated rhythm. There is also a very characteristic
trombone part with a generous use of glissandos.
Southern Hospitality – 1899 – Arthur Pryor
Marked a ragtime/cakewalk, we find the name of the Sousa Band following Pryor’s name
on the composer’s credit. The introduction has an interesting use of the cakewalk rhythm in
unison. It is marked “Marcia Moderato,” again linking the cakewalk music to the march and
brass bands. Using both the cakewalk rhythm and the syncopation of ragtime, it is a bridge
between the two styles.
Policy Sam – 1899 – Joseph Gioscia
This piece was one of the selections played by the Sousa Band at the Paris Exposition
during their European tour. “Policy Sam” is true cakewalk in style. The use of the cakewalk
rhythm throughout is seem in the introduction, the first, third (a repeat of sections one) and trio
sections of the piece. It is described as a cakewalk and two step.
Dusky Dudes – 1900 Jean Schwartz
During the year 1899, cakewalks were one of the most popular styles of American
popular music. Within the song there is multiple use of the cakewalk rhythm. Written in a quasi
march form, it is an excellent example of a cakewalk at the turn of the 19th century. The
cakewalk brought Negro style music and rhythm to the foreground of American popular music.
The cakewalk is a direct ancestor of the music called ragtime.
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Hunky Dory – 1900 – Abe Holzmann
Marked as a characteristic cakewalk, march and two step, it is a great example of a
cakewalk of the era, using the cakewalk rhythm throughout. Written by the famous Abe
Holzmann, who is credited with many ragtime pieces during this era. His most famous being
“Smoky Mokes.” This was one of the favorites of the Sousa Band.
Creole Belles – 1900 J. B. Lampe (pseudonym-Ribe Danmark)
This is another cakewalk that was popular with the Sousa Band and was often played.
The second section uses counterpoint to good effect. The third section stresses the “Scotch Snap
(short, long) a rhythm which often appeared in early plantation music. If one hears only the first
section one would say it is definitely a cakewalk, but if hearing the second section one would
say it is a march.
When Sousa Comes to Coon-town – 1902. Vaughn/T. Lemonier
Probably written to capitalize on the popularity of the Sousa Band, the lyrics describe the
activities and comments when Sousa brings his popular band to a community. In this case, a
factious Negro section of an American town. It shows the popularity of military bands at the
turn on the 20th century. Sousa’s Band is pictured on the cover surrounded by the Negroes of the
town, led by young Negro children. One is pictured playing a brass instrument.
Bunch O’ Blackberries – 1909 – Abe Holtzmann
Published in 1909, it is marked a cakewalk and two step. “Bunch” is a traditional
cakewalk using the characteristic rhythm of the cakewalk and its traditional appearance in the
13th and 14th measures of the first section. It is written in 5 sections with a transitional ‘break’
before the last section. This cakewalk was played by the Sousa Band and was introduced in
Paris by Sousa. (See advertisement at end of article.) The influence of the Sousa Band overseas
cannot be overstated. We only have to point out that Debussy heard the Sousa Band and later
composed his famous cakewalk.
The Black Man – From “Dwellers of the Western World” – 1911 – Sousa Sousa wrote, in
1911, a band suite entitled “Dwellers of the Western World.” It contained three sections: The
Red Man, The White Man and the Black Man. The section entitled “The Blackman” contains
some use of the cakewalk rhythm and is a descriptive attempt at writing in the Negro style
rhythm in a march tempo.
Colonial Dames – 1931 – Sousa
This waltz was one of the last compositions by Sousa, being written in 1931, and a year
before his death. It ends with a 7 measure chromatic run. There are basically two themes, the
main theme being divided by transitional material.
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Autocrat Social & Pleasure Club

The earliest black benevolent society in New Orleans dates back to 1873. These societies
main function was to provide their members with a type of health and burial insurance. These
societies held various activities to benefit their members such as parades, picnics and dances
and to increase the membership. With the advent of government run health care establishments
began to furnish these needs and there was an increase in black owned insurance companies.
The need for these clubs diminished and the purpose became more social and continued to play
an important part in the black populace of New Orleans. These clubs kept alive the heritage of
black New Orleans in their various activities. Many sponsored brass bands for parades, funerals,
etc. and sponsored other activities such as dances.
Today more than 40 social aid and pleasure clubs are still in existence. The Jazz Fest of
2002 brought together a large number of the brass band associated with the heritage of these
clubs and marched at the Fair Grounds. Included in the bands that were at the Fair Grounds
were: The Storyville Stompers Brass Band, The Olympia Brass Band, The Chosen Few Brass
Band, The Mahogany Hall Brass Band, Pinette’s Brass Band , the Tornado Brass Band, The
HIghsteppers Brass Band, The Hot 8 Brass Band and others.
To understand the purpose of these social clubs were and to examine the history of one of
them may open up the heritage of such clubs. The Autocrat Social and Pleasure Club had its
beginning in the year 1915 when a group of men met at the Gold Rod Club on Lake
Pontchartrain. This group of men met regularly and spent enjoyable time socializing and
thought that it would be a fine thing if they kept meeting during the winter. The corner stone of
the official club fixes the founding of the club as Sept. 14, 1914. The true date, from available
records is still in doubt. After a number of years the club finally settled at a building at St.
Bernard Avenue near N. Claiborne around the year 1916. It was to flourish for many years.
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While it is not known the exact date (probably around Oct. of 1916), the club organized
their own orchestra. Most clubs sponsored their own musical organization for the purpose of
playing for their various activities. It was moved that Messrs. J. Boisseaux and Jos. L. Bloom be
elected to honorary membership for the splendid assistance which they rendered in getting the
orchestra together. (Sic: The first initial of Boisseaux probably is a mistake as it probably was
Ed. Bouisseau, one of the most respected baritone horn players in New Orleans.
Joseph Bloom had been the leader of his own orchestra, the Bloom Philharmonic
Orchestra in 1903. In this orchestra were many of the most outstanding musicians in the Creoles
of Color population of New Orleans. The orchestra consisted of 22 musicians. It was organized
by Joseph Bloom, a flutist and conducted by Luis Tio. The orchestra, in 1903 gave 4 concerts:
one at the First Street church; one at the fourth African Baptist church and two at Francis Amis
Hall. The membership is as follows and one will recognize many famous New Orleans
musicians later famous in jazz history:
Violins:

Charlie Elgar, Henry Nickerson, Armand Piron
Vincent Roberts, Anatol Victor, George LeClair,
Dee Dee Brooks, anthoiny dublais
Viola
Ettiene Nicholas
Cello
Paul Beaullieu
Bass
Lillian Humphrey, Oke Gaspard
Flute
Joseph Bloom
Clarinet
Alphonse Picou
Trumpets Joseph Nelson, George Moret, Jim Humphrey
Horns
Alcibiades Jeanjaque, Barnet Stewart
Trombone Vic Gaspard
Baritone
Edward Boiusseau
Piano
Ida Rose
There is no further history of this group but it may be assumed that some of the members
of the earlier orchestra also were members of the Autocrat sponsored orchestra. The organizing
of musical groups in these clubs kept alive the musical heritage of early New Orleans Creole
and black society.
In 1913 Bloom was playing with the Crescent City Orchestra led by Paul Beaullileu a
faculty member at Xavier Univ. in New Orleans.
The Object of the Club
In the “Autocrat Voice” published in June of 1934 the purpose and objects of the club
were stated. The objects were no longer just a place to gather to socialize, gamble or to have
various activities but they now were not just an insurance club but a real social, artistic club.
“The purpose and object of this organization is for the cultivation of literature and science
by the establishment and general increase of a library of well assorted and standard books for
the use of its members and by the maintenance of a reading room supplied with the leading
periodicals, magazines and newspapers of the day to be open at all suitable hours of the day to
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the members and the regulation of social intercourse and amusement among the members by
rules framed after consultation and mutual consent to promote harmony, enjoyment, refinement
of manners and the moral, mental and material welfare of its members.”
It must be remembered that it was a segregated society during the clubs organization and
its future until the Civil Rights Act. The black population of New Orleans, and especially the
members of the Autocrat Club strived to become acceptable members of society, living by
moral and social norms of their time. They wanted to become full class citizens and as we read
in their objects and purposes of the club, the members had a very high self-esteem and strived to
be good citizens of America.
The club also listed the requirements for membership:
“To become a member of this club the applicant must be colored and of a good and
honest reputation and capable of earning a living. He must not be less than 18 years of age of
sober habits and possessing some visible means of support. He must have no accusation or
complaint against him which may in any way be considered dishonorable to the character of a
man.”
Today’s citizens should be as honorable citizens as the club members of the Autocrat
Club.
Listed below are the various activities of the club and of others that rent out their club
auditorium. Notice that there are many dances held at the club.
Day
5
8
14
21

January
Lavide Bridge Club invitational dance
Ad Lititum invitational dance
Vagabond Carnival Club invitational dance
Chit Chatter Carnival Club invitational dance

Day

February

3
5
11
14
25
26

Mrs. Bowles dance – invitational dance
Link Club dance – invitational
Lampardos Club dance-invitational
Friendly Eight Bridge Club dance-invitational
Miss B. Nelson Xavier School dance
Black Pirates Club-invitational dance

Day

March
No activity scheduled (probably Lent)

Day
4
18
21

April
Miss Anna Mae Massico-wedding reception
J. Jones-private dance
Political rally-7th Ward-People’s Defense League
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22
23
24

Splurgus Club-private dance
Young Men’s 46 Club-private dance
Sirginary club-private dance

Day
9
13
14

May
Original Happy Hour club-private dance
Bundus Delahoussaye-private dance
Altristic Club-private dance

Day
1
26

June
Modern Tolu Club-private dance
Miss LeBlanc-wedding reception

Day
2
6

July
D’Aunoy-wedding reception
Coste-wedding reception

Day
17
20
28

August
4 Aces of Antigua-private dance
P. L. Dugue-private dance
Oscar Daste-wedding reception

Day
5
8
13
14
15
21
22
23
29

October
LaBlanc-wedding reception
Mrs. A. Vignes-invitational dance
Gi graduation dance-invitational
Rummage sale
Joy Williams-private dance
Merry Makers-private dance
R. T. F. Social club-private dance
Pin Up Pals-private dance
Mrs. Bluain-wedding reception

Day
6
12
19
Day
9
22

November
Wedding reception
Tally Bridge Club-private dance
Smarties Club-private dance
December
Tulane Club-private dance
Jewel Box Club-private dance
Why Be A Club Member?
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“To begin with the social status of any man is usually determined by the company he
keeps, and the organization with which he happens to be affiliated with. In order to meet this
situation and to make it ideal, the idea of clubs came into existence, for after all clubs are
merely the outgrowth of man’s desire to affiliate himself with a special group. The prestige
gained from being a clubman can be easily determined when upon investigation one finds
almost any outstanding man of the community connected with some club. The reason is that it
adds to the individual’s social, business and political advantages. The contact of new men opens
up avenues and opportunities to be alert businessmen. The so-called advantages are numerous
to be gained, and politically clubs have proved themselves to be the most powerful influence in
existence.
Your club is the nucleus of the beginning of an organization which has proved itself as
being a determining force in this city.”
The Club building had a number of rooms for various activities. There was a poolroom,
with two pool tables; an auditorium, where dances, wedding receptions, etc. were held; a
reading room and a social gathering room.
The Interior Rooms
Pool Room

Auditorium
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Reading Room

Social Gathering Room

